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RED

ROUGH
HANDS
Itching, scaly, bleeding palms, shapeless nails,
painful linger ends, pimples, blackheads,
oily, mothy skin, dry, thin, and falling hair, itching, scaly scalps, all yield quickly to warm baths
with Cuticura Soap, and gentle anointings
with Cuticura (ointment), the great skin cure.

Thought

to Be Almost Over in the

Senate.

Is sold throughout the world. Potter Drug and Chem.
Corp.. Sole Props.. Boston.
(XT* “How to Produce Soft, White Hands,” tree.
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relieved by
Cuticura Remedies.

Instantly

MAINE,

MONDAY

physics and astronomy of Alfred
University, N. Y., made vacant by the

chair of

death of the late Dr. William A. Rogers.
Mr. Cross is a graduate from Colby University in the class of ’07, also a member
of the
Tau Omega fraternity. He

Alpha

will enter upon his new duties iwMay.

DISCOVERED GOLD IN AUSTRALIA.

A VERY

QUIET SCSDAY.

of

TEST

VOTE

EXPECTED

AT

AmendMotion to Lay Senator Bacon’*
Made This
ment on the Table May Bo
Contested
Week—Honfe Will Consider
Is War.
Election Cases Unless There

March 13.—There is no
Washington,
the Senate for
prepared programme for

present week.
prepared to speak

the

Senator Bacon is
the Hawaiian anwill be taken up at
If

on

nexation treaty it
will be if any Senator
once, as indeed it
It
debate.
is prepared to go on with the
there will
is not expected, however, that
the subject
be much further discussion on
intenin executive session, and it is the
of the
tion of Senator Davis, chairman
Senate committee of foreign affairs at a
very early date to

move

to lay

Bacon’s plebiscite .amendment
It is upon

this motion

managers of the treaty hope to

Senator
upon the
that

the

secure

a

test vote and Senator Davis said today
that he was hopeful that this vote might
be reached during the present week. Senator Pettigrew is anxious and expects to
get his five per cent land bill before the
Senator
Senate early in the week and
to secure conan effort
sideration of the quarantine bill.
There is also a possibility that the census bill may be pressed for consideration.
An entirely new census bill probably
will be offered, providing for the immedi-

Vest will make

ate establishment of the oensus machinery
instead of making perliminary arrangements for it as the bill first proposed, did.
The committee on appropriations is hope-

Bridgeport, Conn., March 13.—Word
has been received here today of the sudden
Edmund
death in Denver, Colorado, of
Chaso Basslo, one of the wealthiest and
His
best known residents of this city.
He
death resulted from heart disease.

Departments Received So
“War” Sews.
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STILL CONTINUES.

Board

of

Auxiliary Cruisers Had

to

Washington tonight.

not been

It is intense over
The reconisland.

exaggerated.

center &

mcdowell,

It Beats the Band.
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Tier’s
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promptly

quiet
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TROOPS FOR SEABOARD.

on

Proposes
Artillerymen

under control, and the pollice were removing the dead. I started in at once to
ascertain the cause and the exact place

FIRE

IN BOWERY LODGING

HOUSE YESTERDAI.

Handred and Fifty Men In
Bnildinsr.

One

I iound to my
where the fire started.
satisfaction that It originated in a room
on the third floor
and
was
probably
caused by

a

lighted oigarette tlyown

Hope to Have Them Perfected By Today
.Tomorrow—N ot

or

Changes
ried

oare-

lessly among a lot of papers. It is strictly against the rules of the house to smoke
in the building, but it is known to be the
habit of many of the lodgers to do so and
on account of this the night clerk Is supposed to inspoot the lavatory every hour,
and he made an inspection shortly before

Will

Take

Known

When

Place—Men

Car-

Supply to Mann Batteries.

Washington, March 13.—The governis perfecting its plans to make tho
movements of troops to the coast defenses,
orders for which were issued by the war
department on Friday and published at
ment

that time. A conference was held here today by representatives of the following

discovered. There were 165 railroads to arrange for the
transportation
the hotel register last night. of
light artillerymen and ttheir accoutreTwo-third9 of them were sleeping on the ments: The Atlantio Coast
line, the
third and fifth floors. Some of the bodies Southern
railroad, the Seaboard Air line
were found lying In
bed and it is sup- and the
It was
Chesapeake and Ohio.
posed that some of the men never woke said that companies of artillerymen consisting of about sixty men each wonld be
transferred from Fort Monreo to the folINQUIRY COURT AT WORK.
lowing points: Fort Caswell on the Cape
inof
Havana, March 13.—The court
to
near
Fear
the fire

was

names on

Spaniards.”
In answer to the question as to what
In his mind shoald be done to put an end
to the suffering. Col. Parker would not
commit himself, but said that he had no
doubt this
government would take the

INMATES WERE WILDLY EXCITED
WHEN ALARM WAS GIVEN.

up.”_

best course.
He commended highly the
action pursued by Consul General Lee,

who was well fitted for his place, from
during the forenoon to attend to some
what he had seen of his administration of
dewhile
at
the
navv
pressing matters,
affairs there. “The matter of his recall
Washington, March 12.—Commissioner partment, the board of auxiliary cruisers reached there just a little before the conEvans of the pension office has promul- held a final meeting preparatory to the
tradiction, and and was not credited. It
gating rules prohibiting any agent or at- departure of the special board to New was denied that his return to this country
York.
torney of any person entitled to recognitIn regard to the question
was wanted.”
ion before the bureau from directly or inSecretary Long was at the navy depart- as to whether the impression prevailed in
or
assistance
the
aid
later
ment
for
a
stated
short while.
He
direotly requesting
Havana that the Maine was destroyed by
in the prosecution of a pension claim of in the afternoon, that there was no news
external influences, Col. Parker spoke
government official of any nature for the press and added in
any United States
guardedly. He said, however, that the
or representative other than those whose response to a specific inquiry that nothing
same impression prevailed there that did
and
law
to
under
the
it
is
inof
supervise
the
court
duty
had been received from
here. There was little or no war talk and
and
the
administer
laws, rules,
regula- quiry.
the de Lome incident was not mentioned
tions
governing the granting of army
The board on auxiliary cruisers met In
there;during his stay. He left Washingand navy pensions, or requesting or ad- Assistant
Secretary Roosevelt's room ton February 18.
in
the
such
aid
seek
claimant
to
a
vising
during the morning. There were present
proseoution of a pension claim. The in addition to the Assistant Secretary,
ATTORNEYS CANNOT SOLICIT AID.

Jl

REPAIRING.

From Ruins.

to be praised for her heroic efforts in that
direction. We were well treated by the

ful of being able to report the sundry
WAR WOULD BE MADNESS.
rules further
provide that persona so Chief Constructor Hichtorn of the bureau
civil bill during the week and if it should
VJUUU uCUIv VUIUU1CUUB
abandoned
held
to
have
shall
be
offending
of construction and repair; Captain Fred
be successful this measure will be pressed
shall
Both Conutrles.
the the claim as attorney and that he
xwgexH ux mo xxuvax uuaru ux luspcubiiun
upon the attention of the Senate t£>
susto
himself
such
violation
subject
by
Madrid, March 13.—The view held in
and survey; Captain O’Neil, chief of the
exclusion of everything else.
pension or exclusion from practice before organizing bnreau, Lieut. Sargent, re- offiolal circles Is that Spam will not prothe
pension office.
week
and voke a war, because if she did, she would
corder of the bnreau of inspection
The programme of tho House this
Lieut. Peters of the naval intelligence find herself isolated, but If America gives
as laid out would be completely chaDged
DIED TOGETHER.
:
bureau
Lieut. Com. Kelley and Naval the provocation, Spain will not he alone
if any move was made in connection
March 13.—Hon. Marcellus Constructor
The general opinion Is
Boston,
crisis
the latter now on In the struggle.
involving legislaTowers,
with the Spanish
Portsa former mayor of
of war Spain will not
tive action. But as at present arranged it Eldredge,
dnty at Cramps’ shipyards, were expected that In the event
It
ARRIVING.
NOW
American territory.
ARE
includes simply the consideration of the mouth, N. H., died at hotel Touraine but their orders to attend had evidently need to attack
a war of
to pursue
her
will suffice
Our line will embrace everything
a two weeks’ illness. arrived too Jate to
after
last
ahd
to
them
do
so.
theVirginian
evening
offioe
appropriation
permit
post
that is new and stylish for Spring
As America’s commerce is
vs. Six hours later his wife, who has been Eaoh of the bureau chiefs present was privateering.
election case of Thorp
contested
Call and examine our line bewear.
naval
the
that
from an incurable disease, also able to give the board information inci- seven fold greater than Spain’s, American
with the possibility
suffering
Epps,
selection.
fore making your
\Yar would
dent to work that may be required to fit interests would suffer most.
appropriation bill whioh will be reported : passed away.
be
obtained. be madness, benefiting neither nation and
out any ships that might be
on Monday or Tuesday might will
DEATH OF FREDERICK CONY.
Several of the members of the board as good sense therefore counsels peace.
reaohed at the tail end of the week. There
As many people do not care to put
will be a oonfliot for precedence between
on new shoes at this season of the
'^h§ Spanish torpedo squadron has not
Augusta, Maroh 13.—Frederick Cony, a originally appointed to look into the
the election case and post office bill. son of the late Governor Samuel Cony, matter are unable to leave the city at the yet4eft Cadiz.
year but prefer to make their old
'ones last until later in the season, we
El Imparcial says: “The government is
Chairman Walker, of the elections com- died very suddenly this morning of heart present time so that it was determined
would call attention to our Repairing
expecting to receive the remomentarily
and Chairman Loud of the post failure, aged 41 years.
Mr. Coney was a that a special board of whioh
mittee
Captain
Department where first class work is
well Rogers will be president should be de- port of the Spanish commission which
was
office committee are each firmly contest- Drominent grain dealer and
done promptly and at reasonable
he signed to go to New York to undertake it Is understood will maintain that the
In 1880,
known all over the state.
ing for the right of way.
rates. Give us a call.
An office will be Maine explosion was accidental. Although
If Mr. Walker insists the contested graduated from Bowdoin, where he be- the work in hand.
commission gives another
the
election case, being a question of
longed to the D. K. E. society. He was opened at 26 Cortlandt street, New York, the Amerioan
of Bethlehem lodge of Masons
at which owners and agents explanation the government will uphold
tomorrow,
highest privilege, would take precedence a member
He was a Republican and was prominent
under the rules, but the House by a vote
for ships will be invited to make their the Spanish reports.”
in oity politios. His wife survives him.
539 Congress St, Brown Block.
offioe bill precedence.
would
post
.the
give
proposals for turning over to the nary
dtfistp
marl i
TO VOLUN- such vessels as are of value for conversion
ROUNDS
The Democrats intend to contest the elec- HUNDRED
FOUND PEOPLE LOYAL.
into war purposes.
tion case bitterly as on the decision in
TEERS.
Charlotte, N. C., March 13.—Senator
this case they believe will depend the fate
this
The naval officials say there will be no Proctor passed through Charlotte
March 14.—The war office, the
London,
of the other two cases from Virginia, one
“The most gratifyDally Mall announces this morning has difficulty experienced in obtaining all the morning. Ho said:
of whioh was reported yesterday against
issued a hundred rounds of ball cartridge vessels that are desired, as there are hun- ing thing to me on this trip was the
It is expected that
the sitting member.
the
and spirit of
Thanks to the oareful splendid
conduct
to every volunteer in the Kingdom in dreds available.
also
be
the report of the committee will
He felt that it was
work of the naval intelligence officer the Southern people.”
addition to the ordinary provision.
against Mr. Swanson from the Danville,
department keeps in close touoh with the worth the total cost of all the preparation
LUMBERMAN KILLED.
Va., district.
construction of all craft that could be for war to demonstrate what a sterling
North Anson, Maroh 13.—Frank Collins utilized in the event of hostilities and loyal spirit was cherished throughout the
MOOSE FOR BOSTONHe said he had
of Moscow was accidentally killed Satur- just now it has a record of
forty suoh South as he had seen it.
Watervilla, March 12.—By permission of
morning while shovelling out a land- ships of all sizes and classes which will gathered some facts but did not know
day
the Maine Commission of Fish and (lame
ing for logs at oarrying place. The pile be inspected and examined and if their just what bearing they might have on the
Boston people are to see a real live Maine
started and rolled over him. He was un- owners desire to part with them, a num- present situation. He would have to find
the
to
moose which will be
shipped
ber of them will be taken by the navy de- out the situation at home before he could
married.
Sportsman’s Exhibition today in charge
he has
A number of vessels which judge fairly on the knowledge
partment.
LATE MARINE NEWS.
of Guide Leon A. Orcutt from the very
have been constructed under the subsidy gained in his trip.
a
but
it
was
wilderness where
captured
Boothbay, March 13.—Arrived, schooner act of Congress are now engaged in oarry
UNFRIENDLY FRANCE.
This moose had been Clara and Mabel, Portland; sailed schoonfew days since.
ing the mails. The vessels to be examined
Madrid, March 13.—The Temps soys:
sought by native and visiting sportsmen er Ada, Portland; passed bark James W. will include all classes from liners to
“Spain does not deceive herself »ben she
for years, in the hope of capture and but Klwell, Philadelphia for Portland.
ocenn going tugs whioh can be of very rnnnts nn t.hn svmnathies at least Of tho
winter
might
snow
of
this
for the deep
material service for a number of purposes. latent
it
1-anYTo frirormn nasanaH
Tf, wl 11 hfl thfi first
THE WEATHER.
European governments; but
draft,
speed, conditions of would be a mistake for her to expect any
Tonnage,
»picm no ticks-_ moose to have ever been taken out of the
Great
either
other at- effectual
and
boilers and machinery
support from
Before all
state alive and permission is granted only
alliance.
tributes will figure in the thorough in- Britain or the triple
rebe
stall
it
the
with
understanding
she must roly upon herself.”
the
be
undertaken
will
which
by
spection
turned to Riverton park, Portland.
WORKING NIGHT AND DAY.
Mrs. L., (helping her husband with his
board before any chartering or purchasing
to
don’t
OUT.
CO.
SOLD
forget
MEN
AN
PETIT
overcoat) ‘‘Henry, dear,
is recommended.
Bethlehem,
Pa., March 13—The Bethletelephone Foster’s people to send for
Belast, .March 12.—The property of the
Both the ordnance bureau and that en- hem Iron company has received orders to
the carpet and curtains.”
Petit Menan Land & Industrial company
gaged in the work of construction and re- push all government iron work as yet un“All right, I won’t forget.”
R.
was sold at auction this forenoon by
pair are ready to take their part in fitting finished of the 100 ten and 13 inch guns
W. Dunn, the receiver, for $11,600. The
out and equipping such vessels as may be and carriages nnd the forces of skilled
mechanics in all departments is working
property Includes the existing secured
fjf
Washington, March 13.—Forecast for acquired.
R-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r !
liabilities which are assumed by the
night and day.
there
the
factory
At
Washington gun
New Hampshire and Vermont:
“Hello I”
purchaser, ex-Mayor Hanson of Belfast. Maine,
WHAT WE MUST AND MUSTN’T.
“Hello,this 202-2,Foster’s Dye House? The balance of the proceeds from the sale clearing and colder Monday, winds be- are now in various 6tages of construction
not less than 150
“Yes
guns of formidable
London, March 18.—The Daily ‘Graphic
be divided among the general credi- coming westerly.
"Please call at 963 State St., and get will
which work is being done
charaotsr on
suggests this morning that
editorially
forecast
for
to
do
Mar.
13.—Local
curtains
lace
tors.
Boston,
and day with a view to their early there is ti me still remaining that can be
carpet to dust and
night
WORK.
fair
GRANITE CUTTERS AT
Boston and vicinity for Monday:
up.”
completion. No new guns are being utilized to negotiate an agreement to
“All right, thanks.”
March
12.—The several weather, colder, westerly winds.
Hallowell,
started, but the entire efiorts of the refer the Maine matter to urbtration to
ascertain the “True facts,” and to decide
hundred granite cutters and quarrymen
Local Weather Report..
faotory are devoted to finishing those now as to the naturo of the indemnity if
aDy,
MAINE ICE CROP.
at the Hollowell Granite works, who have
A naval officer said there
under way.
be due to the United States. “England,”
Me., March 13.—The local
Portland,
Maine ice crop been idle since March 1, owing to a disa12.—The
Maroh
of
finished
them
when
“would
be
would
Bangor,
enough
symsays the Dally Graphio,
office records as to the
for trade outside the state and which is greement with the manufacturers over weather bureau
to constitute a fair armament for thirty pathize with a war for the liberation of
to 'work weather are as follows:
States goes to
United
new price list,
return
the
will
Penobscot
if
the
but
the
on
Cuba,
cruisers should such a
put up almost entirely
or more auxiliary
conafter
next Monday morning. The new
war it must be in a just cause, and
is estimated at
8 a. m. Barometer 29.938: Thermomand Kennebec rivers,
largo fleet be found necessary to supple- every effort to seoure an honorable penoe
tract, whioh covers two years, has been
Point
Dew
39; Humidity 90; ment the
about 816,000 tons.
Of this amount 680,- signed by the Union and the Hallowell eter 42;
war
The
has
been
exhausted.”
gunregular
ships.
Wind S.; Velocity 6; weather, clear.
000 tons belongs to the Kennebec regions Granite company.
whioh has just arrived at
PLATONIC SYMPATHY.
Barometer 29.718; Thermom- boat Machias
8 p. m.
The “WILL SUCCEED DR. ROGERS.
and 166,000 tons to the Penobscot.
eter 44; Dew Point 42; Humidity 92; Norfolk from the Asiatic station by way
London, March 13.—The Paris correharvest on the Penobsoot has just closed,
March 12.—Harmon Stevens Wind SW: Velocity 18; weather, cloudy. of the Suez canal has been found to be in spondent of the Daily Mail,
declares
Watervllle,
and while not a great
Mean daily thermometer 44; maximum fair shape as a result of the examination French
quantity was Cross of Watervllle has been elected to the
would not exceed
forSpaln
support
thermomthermometer 48; minimum
housed the ice is of the very finest quality.
A
by tbe naval inspection board.
plntonio sympathy, and that there is no
eter 39; maximum velocity wind 24, S;
Work began the last week In January and
will be necessary likelihood that-the friendliness of Austria
overhauling
thorongh
.Trace.
total
precipitation
It
continued up to the last of his week.
in tbe present instance and she will be or
Germany would extend further.
for the
has been an expensive
harvest
sent to Boston where all necessary repairs
Weather Observation.
NOT DECIDED TO BUY SHIPS.
operators, owing to the frequent and
can be made to her in about twelve days.
weather
The
agricultural
department
much
storms
which
snow
made
Washington, March 13 —Secretary Long
heavy
The ordering of the Helena ard the
that
the
bureau for yesterday, March 13, taken Bancroft now on the
scraping of the fields necessary. A few of
station to tonight made the statement
European
matter of the purchase of the two Brazilat 8 p. in., meridian time, the observa- the United States
the Penobscot dealers did not harvest as
will leave Admiral
much as they intended, as a long wait
tion for each section being given in this Howell commanding that station with ian ships had not been decided.
IOWA AT KEY WEST.
was required to get their ice fields properorder: Temperature, direction of wind, only one vessel, namely the San FranThe following is an estimate
ly frozen.
Key West, March 13.—The battleship
relieves the cough, stops state of weather:
cisco.
E.
of the ice housed on the Penobscot:
Iowa arrived from Tortugas this morning
Boston, 50, SW, cloudy; New York, 58,
action is
No explanation
for
the
the tickling in the throat, and inand I. K. Stetson, 23,000; Dirigo, 10,600;
W, clear;Philadelphia, 02, XW, cloudy; vouchsafed
The torpedo boat
de- and is anchored here.
the
navy
officials
of
tho
by
Washington, 60, NW, cltai; Albany, 48,
and
sailed this morning with mall
Union, 10,000; C. G. Sterns Co., 23,000; duces
Dupont
asked
and
when
SW,
cloudy;
partment
N, clear; Buffalo, 30,
Secretary Long
E. H. and H. Rollins, 14,000; ConsoliDetroit, 40, W, clear; Chicago, 44, W, toduy deslined to say anything about and despatches fcr the fleet at Tortugas.
16,000;
dated, 32,000; 11. Sargent Sons,
clear;-St. Paul, 38, ME. cloudy; Huron, this step further than that the two ships She will relieve the torpedo boat Porter
Bismarck, 34, E,
Dak., 44, E, cloudy;
at Tortugas.
Orrinaton, 18,000; Arctic, 11,000; Total,
have been ordered home.
cloudy; Jacksonville, 08, SE, clear.
156.000.

STYLES.
SPRING
Boot and Shoes

Charred Remains Removed

every portion of the
cantradoes are gathered into the villages
and can be seen in all their pitiable as-

pects. It is perhaps greater in Matanzas
than elsewhere.
What Impressed me the
most and would doubtless impress any
visitor to Cuba Is the utter desoletionlof
the island.
Miss Barton is doing great
work among the reconcentradoes, and is

CENTS.

■ini

the building by Are is estiMove
Government
lo
17000,“ and the contents are
of
more. The
extent
the
55000
to
damaged
to Coast.
loss is covered by insurance.
John H. Wyburn, the superintendent
of the Bowery Mission, under whose
was condirection the lodging house
ARRANGEMENTS BEING MADE FOR
“When I arrived at
ducted, said today:
it
TRANSPORTATION.
had
the scene of the Are the firemen
The loss

I was with
Pinar del Bio.
The
Senator Prootor most of the time.
stories of the amount of suffering have
Meet-

in

mated at

provinces of

a

THREE

'■

■

.dead.

Maroh 13—Senator Proctor
and his companion Col. Myron M. Parker,
who have been spending some time in
returned

PRICE
—

"*“11

Herald, who has direot charge of the mission and the lodging house, called at the
Eldiidge street station,later and told the
offioor in charge that he would bury the

Thoy Do Here

Senator Proctor said he did not desire to
discuss his trip at present,
s) Col. Parker said to an Associated Press
reporter: “We went to Sagua La Grande,
Matanzas, Cienfuegos and Artemiisa,

1'

11

11

—

PARKER SPOKED GUARDEDLY.
They Think in Havana

■

|J^b5£iL8£!txiskI

1898.

—

■

Cuba,

I#epart meat
ing
Yesterday—Naval
left this city last week on a business trip
Have Number ol Crafts in Mind Which
and his death was wholly
unexpected.
The deoeased was born in Waldo, Maine,
May Be Secured in an Emergency.
in 1833, and enjoyed a reputation
as a
Washington, March 13.—Today, unlike
mining expert in two continents. When last
Sunday when the statement of the
but a boy of eighteen ho discovered the
'desire for the recall of Lee and the request
first gold every found In Australia, which
of the Spanish government against sendled to the wiid rush to the Australian
ing war vessels with supplies to Cuba
fields
in
the
fifties.
In
’77
he
gold
early
caused much excitement among official
discovered the Bassic mine, near Silver
There had been no
were quiet.
circles,
Cliff, Colorado, one of the riohest pro- information
on the doings of the
bearing
ducers in the country.
Subsequently he court of
inquiry on the Maine explosion
acquired large interests in other mining received during the day or any other deHe
had
been
a
Colorado.
property In
spatches calculated to cause conferences
resident of Bridgeport since 1880.
between the heads of the various .departHe is survived by a widow, three sons,
ments.
one daughter and two step-daughters; alThere were several experts of the war
in
and
two
brothers
so one sistor here
department at their desks for a time

Maine.

—

■■—■■■

Washington.

Maine.

A>

EARLY DATE.

table.

—

About Maine Explosion.

Death of Wealthy Miner Who Was Native

and

(uticura

■

——

HAWAIIAN TREATY TALK.

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

VMVU

Foil Over Each Other in Wild

Excitement

Street—Majority Only Saved

to Get to

Tybee,
river, Ga.,
Savannah,
quiry did a good deal of work today, ex- to Fort Morgan, near Mobile and to
amining Ensign Powelson and such Sheridan's point on the Potomac. It was

divers of the wrecking oompany as have also stated that a
be
company wonld
been investigating the wreck. It is said moved from Fort
MoHenry, Baltimore, to
that these divers have been relieved some
Victims were Found Near the Windows today
point on the Delaware river near
from further work of this kind and inThe government wasted,
Philadelphia.
Over
—At First It was Estimated
Forty structed to
pursue their labors under.the it was declared, the
arrangements perPersons Must Have l?een Killed—Loss wrecking oontraot.
fected by tomorrow or Tuesday at the
The court will have the services of the latest. No bids have been asked for reOnly Few Thousand Hollars.
naval divers as heretofore, and if needed
garding the transportation of heavy guns
March 13.—A
New York,
thorough can call again upon the civilian divers. and It is understood the men were to be
close
Its
will
at
105
court
search of the premises
Bowery It Is thought that the
oarried to the different points, simply to
which was partially destroyed by lire at labors here during the present week, and man the batteries. It is not known when
an early hour this morning discloses the
will probably re-examine some survivors the
contemplated ohanges will take place.
This rumor,
fact that eleven persons had been barned of the Maine at Key West.
TROOPS FOR SANDY HOOK.
the
rumored
that
was
is
not
to death.
At first it
officially verified,
however,
work or
New
York, March 13.—The
that
the loss of life was much larger, but after members of the oourt insisting
they
to the fortifications
searching the ruins very carefully the can lii no date for the conclusion of its transporting troops
at Sandy Hook will begin tomorrow. At
UiOWjuiuu
UUUCO
molilDU
session or their departure from Havana.
auu
indicated that the distribu- Governor’s island today it was said that
oharred bodies and removed them to the
Portion

of

Their

Clothing—Many of

viutuu

Everything

tion of relief stores sent from the United the batteries ordered there would be enhereafter more camped before night.
States will go forward
of
one
the
best
was
Number 105 Bowery
better
and
WARSHIPS READY TO SAIL.
attaining
effectively,
speedily
known lodging houses on that thoroughWhile much
fare. It was called the Bowery Mission results than ever before.
Philadelphia, March 13.—The Miantohas been done and not
questions nomah, Katahdln, Minneapolis and Colodging house and was conducted by the good
as to honesty of intenChristian Herald. In the basement of the have been raised
lumbia, now in League Island navy yard,
is no doubt, room for improve- will be ready to sail within a
day or two,
building was a cheap restaurant, while tion, there
if so ordered, and whatever additional reservices were ment.
on tho ground floor gospel
of
the
entire
has
Mr. Brice
supervision
The
four
held daily for several years.
pairs may be necessary can be attended to
with ample power to
give en route. A few more men are needed for
cheap relief work,
up as a
upper floors were fitted
in cases he knows to be the Kathadin and
Minneapolis, and a delodging house with accommodations for help personally
doserving.
tachment of marines under Lieut. Fuller
150 males.
with the
The Anita,
Congressional is expected shortly to complete the
Hast night every bed was occupied. At
left today for;Sagua. No work was Columbia's complement.
party,
All the war
half past one this morning one of the
done at the custom house today, but it ships are coaled and have most of their
a
from
flames
discovered
coming
lodgers
will be resumed early in the morning. stores aboard, and about all that remains
wash room on tho third floor, but before
No delay is anticipated in the delivery of to bo done now is to replenish their stock
he had time to alarm the house the tire
goods.
of ammunition. This will be done at the
was noticed by passers by on the street.
All the vessels
government magazines.
eaten
their
had
flames
time
the
this
GERBy
MINISTER WHITE COMPOSES
for
will then be ready
sailing at a
and
were
of
the
building
way to the top
MANY.
moment’s notice.
The
is
Columbia
bursting through the roof.
London, March 13.—A Sunday journal anchored in the river and as soon as her
When the alarm was given and inmates
from its Berlin correspondence an marines arrive will steam to the magaaroused a wild scene of excitement en- prints
interview with United States Ambassador zine. The government tug Leyden is exbecame
of
the
sued.
lodgers
panio
Many
White on the attitude of the United States pected tomorrow or Tuesday and will tow
stricken.
They rushed into the hallways
toward Spam and the Cuban situation. a large barge load of coal to Key West.
and fell over eaoh other in their efforts to
Ambassador White declared the statement It is reported that the government is
reaoh the street. Those on the lower floor
that the United States and entered into negotiating for the purchase of a number
got to the street safely by the stairways,
of large barges in this city to be uBed for
an alliance with England and Japan was
while those on the upper floors grouped
without foundation.
carrying coal and supplies.
their way through tho blind smoke to the absolutely
“The United States.” Mr. White is re- HURRY AT NEWPORT
TORPEDO
The majority of
fire escapes in front.
to have
said, “will never make
them only saved portions of their cloth- ported
STATION.
President McKinley
suoh an alliance.
ing.
Newport, R. I., March 14.—There has
can not Act against the tradition which
street
made
their
to
Those who
the
been the greatest activity today at
way
the
in
such
all
forbids
complications
by the Are escapes were burned by the ex- America’s international relations.
Lest torpedo station in preparing charges for
outfits and also in perfecting the
cessive heat of the iron ladders, which in
of all will he do so for the sake of Ameri- torpedo
many places had become red hot from the can interest in the far east.
Fear of war defenses at the entrance of Narrangansett
In the meantimo three
flames within.
The bay." In the maohine shops at the station
must not be token too seriously.
alarms of Are has been sent in and in a
United the lathes cutting the shell for fuses and
f is no proof that the
$50,000,000
were burying
were run to their full capacity,
few minutes the firemen
States intends going to war, since the primers
the flames with torrents of water.
while extra hands were in the fuse room,
They
a
demanded
such
had
long
government
and packing.
Hands have also
succeeeded In keeping the Are within the
credit for harbor defense. This, however, loading
limits of the upper story of the structure.
gun cotton and
the nig- been taktm on in the
had.been postponed, owing to
A large detail of police was quickly sumsmokeless powder plants, which’are being
Congress had hitherto purpolioy
gardly
moned to the soene in charge of Inspeotor
pushed to their full capacity.
sued.
Tt. Is snifl nt thft stAtinn that, all t.hla
Cross, and the reserves were called from
untrue”
the
as
“quite
Characterizing
had no war significance, an* *» ««ny
the fourteen down town precincts. This
stir
had
States
United
statement that the
orforce of officers had difficult work to keep
for
the
purpose of catching up with
Mr.
nlaced orders with Herr Krupp,
of Whitethe vast crowd in check as well as helping
“America ders. Tomorrow a consingment
White is reported as adding:
to rescue the unfortunates. Many injured
head torpedoes will come from the Bliss
possesses ammunition of all kinds and
works in Brooklyn. The torpedo
were cared for by people in the vicinity.
company
factories
the
war material in
government
At least fifty of them were accommodated
boats if win and Talbot have steam up
sufficient for every emergency.”
at the Everett street police station three
ready to be turned overj to] the officers
morgue.

blocks away.
destitute were
Several of the most
brought to the station house in patrol
wagons and on their arrival they were
partially clothed by members of the force
and kind hearted neighbors.
After the fire had been
extinguished
sufficiently the police and iiremen entered
the building and the work of soarohing

and crew who are expected tomorrow.
|3 ATLANTA MUCH EXCITED.
The torpedo boat Stilleto returned quite
were
13.—Orders
Mar.
Atlanta, Ga.,
from New York where she
unexpectedly
mechanmaster
received tonight by the
for tests ot her oil
has been all
winter .She
ics of all the roads entering this city 1;<j
came up under
burning
fulfills.
and
steamed
have engines
ready fcgj
up
stacks flamed
her
use

at short notice.

A11 roundhouses in

are

victims was begun. Several bodies
the round house ot several roads did not
found near the windows on the two
information. Those in charge
had
been
stricken elicit any
upper floors where they
fired for
make their said the engines were merely
down while attempting to
So many bodies emergency and always kept ready to be
way to the Are escapes.
were found in the
early stages of the sent out in case of a breakdown or putsearch that it was estimated over forty ting out of extra trains. It was denied

for.the
were

persons must have been killed. However,
the officers overestimated the loss of life
were
found.
and eleven bodies in all
in the
Some of these were discovered
small rooms they had
occupied, while
others were found in the hallways and in
the stairs of the fourth and fifth floors.
All were naked and most of them were

by five o’clock this morning the police
their

re-

search.
Coroner Zucca
and after looking at the

summoned
bodies in the station gave a permit for
their removal to the morgue.
Sardison of the Christian
Manager
was

'Considerably.

It is assumed that she will

Portsmouth, N. H., March 18.—Plans
for the placing of submarine mines for
Portsmouth harbor have been mopped ont
and a large force of men have been actively at work near the fortification all day.
It is claimed, however, that these mines

that any orders had been received to will be of little use owing to the great
have any extra number of engines ready
depth of water in the river, there being
for use, although the report as current over ten fathoms in the channel from the
around the shops that a movement of entranoe at Newcastle to within a short
Hundreds of
distance of the navy yard.
troops was ordered early in the week.
GIVEN UNTIL MAY.

London, March 14.—The Madrid correburned and carred beyond recognition. spondent of tho Morning Post, says: I
It is thought by the police that only ono am able to assert on the best authority
of these bodies will be eventually Identi- that the United States Minister Woodford
the United
fied. This one is designated as
No. 10, originally intimated
that
found in a room on the llfth floor. In the States hoped and
expected that Spain
same room there was a satchel and it is would re-establish peace in Cuba before
Recently in rethought that its contents may lead to the March 1 of this year.
identification of the body. As soon as the sponse to Spanish representations, the
bodies were carried to the street,
they United State extended the time to May 1.
were transferred to the police station and Both governments refuse to describe this

linquished

“this sort of fire and

lighted ftp tonight and a Hie used for carrying smokeless powder to
yards
full force of men arS ht work, ft very un- New York as soon as It is produced here.
usual thing for Sunday night. A trip to
MINES IN PORTSMOUTH HARBOR.
the

intimation as an ultimatum to

Spain.’

VICTORIA IN USUAL HEALTH.

London, March 13.—Queen Victoria arHer Majesty is in

rived at Cimiez today.
her usual health.

men have visited the navy yard during
the past week to enlist, but as there is no
enlistment bureau here, many valuable
men have been lost to the
navy.
Request will be sent at once to the navy
department for the erection of such a

station

for the enlistment

of men

from

Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.
TORPEDOES FOR OUR SHIPS.
Newport, R. I., March 13.—The tug
Leyden left the torpedo station at twelve
o’clook today for League island navy yard
with torpedo outfits of twenty projectiles
Columbia and
The tug has been
detached from this station and will hereafter be attached to League island navy

for

the

Minneapolis,

torpedo boat Rogers.

yard.

THE NEW MAINE.
rlie

15o

Will

(he

Peer

Ever

of

TO THE

ALLIANCE WITH AMERICA.

Any Warship

Built.

Washington, March 12. —The navy comany
;; v ot the House did cot re port
conclusion today relative to tho number
and location of the dry docks to be auihorized in the naval aDpropriation bill
and this is the main question left .open.
The
general opinion in the committee
seems to favor three or four new docks.
The Bunce board recommend new docks
at Portsmouth, N. H., Boston, Algiers,
and Mare Island, Cali., and an en-

TROOPS FOR PORTLAND.

LIARS.

March
12.—The SO. James An Appeal in Behalf of the Women at
London,
Gazette this
afternoon in nn editorial
Home.
headed “Together with America,’’ says:
“The Cuban
situation cannot be alHavana, March 13.—In an Interview
lowed to
go on much
longer. It the hail by the correspondent of the Associated
Maine’s ; destruction is proved to have Press with Commander Converse of the
been due to an external explosion it will cruiser
Montgomery regarding the report
then bo
shown that
Spain cannot as
had been injured the
much as keep order in the harbor of the that the cruiser
“The reCuban capital,and the United States will officer dictated the following:
be justified in refusing to tolerate suoh port is false.
No damage of any kind to
a condition
of things any.longer, and .in the hull or
machinery has been done to
asking our moral support to bring it to the
Montgomery during the months she
an end.
Would it
“In China, no doubt, it is we who are lias been under my command.
chiefly concerned, but the United States not be well for the sensation mongers to
have great Interests there, and they are
some thought
to the feelings of the
We both ask for give
identical with ours.
the open door and nothing else. Here, wives and other relatives of the officers
then, moral support may be given for and crew at home before causing deep
the moral support of the American gov- alarm by such stories?

La.,
largement of the dock at League Island,
Pa., so that it will accommodate the
The Pennsylvania
largest battleships.
delegation is straining every nerve to se- ernment.
There is general indignation here over
“It has every claim to insist upon makcure an
entirely new dook at League
the story.
The
correspondent was reIsland. Books
capable of accommodat- ing its voice heard, it must needs to have
the Chinese qested to deny two rumors telegraphed
a seat at any conference on
ing battleships would have to have ji a question,
can
calculate It will be
we
from here which he saw today for the
depth of channel leading to them of 30 found In agreement with ours.
hitherto
of
the
has
been,the
Matthews
“It
Commodore
ruling princi- first time. These are that Captain Sampfeet and
to abstain from son is indisposed and that Consul General
in Amerioan politics
bureau of yards and docks, who was sum- ple
alliance with
European powers. But Lee and Dr. Bruner, the United States
moned before the committee today, rather the time for alliances has come for the
on
bad terms.
are
startled the oommittee by his statements United States.
They can no longer sanitary physician,
Both stories are declared on the authority
to
view
Euroafford
of.the
least
the;oonfllcts
to
at
of
the
channel
as to the depth
powers as something remote and no of the men named in them to be without
of the proposed
one
docks, that at pean
concern of theirs. It may be a fortunate the color of truth.
Sampson
Captain
Mare Island, Cali. He said the ohannel thing for
both that this if should-be the
seems to be all right.
not over 20 feet for two miles and onse, just when it is so possible for Engwas
The court of inquiry did little work toland and the United States to act togeththat it would require $200,000 to dredge
On our side there is every disposit- day. The members examined two divers,
er.
The
feet.
it to the required depth of 30
ion and we ean claim to have shown it
went over the drawings, plans and photochannel at Boston is only 27 feet and in our acts. It Is for them to take the
and
They can now, by speaking graphs in the cabin of the Mangrove
the channel at Leagne Island is about the next step.
in
to China, make clear read over the stenographer’s copy of some
a word
regard
matters
This
same depth.
complicates
to the world that the two Anglo-Saxon
was very
The water
past testimony.
considerably and when the committee*ad- communities are prepared to aot togethrough, making the work of the divers
a
er.”
journed today little progress toward
The wreoking tug Merritt is
difficult.
IN' TIME OP PEACE.
conclusion had been made.
anohored a cable length from the port side
The oommittee has decided that one of
Washington, March 12.—There is great
of the Maine, sending down divers.
the three battleships It decided to autho- aotivity at the Washington navy yard,
The Montgomery was visited by several
on
the
three shifts of men
rize
working 24 hours
yesterday should be built
by
army officers, accompanied
The
These
Pacific coast.
completion of the Spanish
great war vessels, continuously.
all coming on the governor
there
is being pushed ahead two ladies,
wuioh are to be the peers of any afloat, big guns
The usual naval nnd
with all possible haste and the rush has general’s barge.
are to cost $6,000,000 Instead of $5,000,000
led to a large demand for machinists of official courtesies were extended by everyus reported
yesterday. Chief Engineer ail kinds which up to now has not been
body to the officers and Jcrew of the
Melville appeared before the committee met.
Austrian training ship Dona. The meman
A
enlistment
office
for
recommended
bluejackets
and
urgently
today
was
Thirty bers of the court of inquiry were deeply
opened at the yard today.
increase of 100 in the engineer officers marines have been detailed from the
yard interested in the account given by this
inorease
cf the navy. He said such an
to go with the Columbia or Minneapolis.
correspondent of the interview had by
necessary in view ui They are held in readiness to start at a
was imperatively
notice.
Some of the four- him with Capt. Peral, president of the
the number of ships about to go into moment’s
Each member
inch guns have been completed this week Spanish court of inquiry.
These additional engineers,
commission.
and were shipped to Indian Head to be asked
in order to make the
questions
if authorised, would have to be appointed tested.
Not a day passes but guns of
Peral dear, but of
of Captain
oalibre are finished and are taken points
some
from oivil life.

and
Hill
Russell,
Sperry of Connecticut, were before the
committee to oppose the reoommendation
uf tbe ordnance bureau for the establishment of a government cartridge factory.

Representative

The bureau recommended an appropriThe
of *60,000 for this purpose.
ation
business of making cartridges is a large
industry in Connecticut and Rhode Island, and the representatives of those
states opposed the proposition for a government cartridge factory as a menanoe
to their industry.
_

TROOPS AT SANDY HOOK.
New York, March 12.—Fort Hancock at
Sandy Hook presents a more war-like appearance today than ever before. The two
from
batteries of seventy-five men eaoh
and two
Fort Slocum, David’s Island,
battalionsjfrom Fort Wadsworth, Staten

Island, arrived there today, in|aocordance
with orders issued by Major General Weiicy Merritt, commander of the Department of the East. With the 300 men who
arrived this morning, there are now more
war.
men at the fort than since the civil
As there were no accommodations for the
new

comers

the men

immediately began

The latto erect tents in whioh to live.
est arrivals are all trained men and exThere are now about 460
pert gunners.
extra men at Fort Hancock.
AT BROOKLYN NAVY YARD.
New iYork,’MarchJ,'13.—The enlistment
of skilled mechanics, machinists, seamen and iron workers was oontmned today at the Brooklyn navy yard, but all
applications from apprentices, landsmen
and coal passers were refused, as there
is already
a full complement of these
The
classes.
torpedo iboatlStiletto has
been put in condition for sea.
LIVELY AT VALLEJO.

Vallejo, Cali.,

March

12.—Everything

is astirjjat the nayy yards. Hundreds of
added to the usual
workmen are being
force to rush the work of preparing tbe

Charleston,

Philadelphia,

Hartford,

Pensaoola and Adams for servioe. The
Charleston and Philadelphia are ordered
to be completed at once.
SCHOOL SHIPS WILL BE PRESENT.
New York, March 13.—The Mail and
Express prints the following from its staff
correspondent in London:
'•-The acute orisis between the United
States and Spain Is the upper most topic
everywhere in London. No one seems

seriously

to
The

believe

that

be
averted.
great newspapers are making elaborate .preparations for war correwar

can

am
I
told by an admiralty
or ;three British war
that two
with
complete sohoois of naval
vessels,
board Will be detailed to
officers on
the vicinity; of the Spanish
cruise in
The war between.
and American fleets.
was a revelation of the
China
and
Japan
extraordinary powers of jnodern marinewarfare, and it is firmly believed In Lon-T
don that the American authorities possess
new oiscoverles in the
some wonderful
way of new engines of destruction. The
leading newspapers on the continent are,
in the main, sympathetic with the Ameri-

spondents.
official

Department-!
day and night.”

run

works

will

A VOICE FROM PARIS.

Paris, March 12. —The Paris today says:
“The European oonoert which prevented
the partition of Turkey owes it to Spain
nut to allow her to become the first victim
of pan,Americanism.

Enlarged.
[SPECIAL

TO

THE PKF.SS,.

Washington, March 13.—The authorization of the two new regiments of artillery
will probably make considerable change
in the garrison at Portland, although it
is as yet too early to say just what that
be.
ihere are at present
change will
five regiments of artillery in the United
States army and there will bo seven when
the new regiments are recruited. These
regiments are stationed along the coasts,
the Second in New England, with head-

quarters at Fort Adams, Newport, K. I.;
the Fith in New York; the Fourth with
headquarters at Washington; tho First

South with headquarters at St.
monitors,
Augustine, and the Third on tho Paoifio missioning
coast with headquarters at the Presidio, rams, the manning of new posts along
It is usual for the the seacoasts and finally the re-arrangein San Franoisco.
regiments to be moved about once in ment of tho great military departments
eaoh
three or four years, and tho time to rneot modern conditions in
military
in the

is already past when the Seoond might praotioe.
now at
Tho sending of the Oregon,
expect orders to move from New Engit is quite probable that in Mare Island, away from San brancisco is
land. But
view of the
difficulties in tho foreign an exhibition of the far-sightedness with
will be no changes at which the Secretary of the Navy is obsituation there
The vesEach regiment of artillery con- serving the situation of today.
present.
sists of ten batteries of heavy artillery sel’s orders are to cruise down the Pacific
(such as man sea coast defences), and coast, touching from time to time at vatwo batteries of light artillery, that is rious ports where cable connections extho mounted field batteries. The two ist, to receive any orders that tho departlight batteries belonging to the Second ment may have to give. In this way it is
regiment are not both in New England, expected that she will work as far south
one
being in the west. One of the heavy as Valparaiso, Chili, where she will await

batteries is also at the school of instruc- orders. Valparieo is very nufch nearer to
tion at Fortress Monore, Va.
The head- Cuba and to Admiral Sicard’s fleet than
quarters of the Second regiment is at Mare Island, while if it should he desired
Newport, K. I., where are three heavy to send the ship to the Asiatic station
batteries and one battery of field artillery, this oan be done almost as conveniently
under the immediate command of the from Valparaiso as from San Prancisco.
colonel of the regiment.
There are also At Valparaiso, therefore,
the Oregon
band and colors. Two will be where she can be most usefully
the regimental
companies are at Fort Warren, Boston manipulated in case of an emergency.
The President held a long conference
harbor, one at FortjTurnbull, New London, C., one at Portland at Fort Preble at the White House about noo ■, todav with
and two at.Fort Schuyler in New York.
Secretaries Alger, Long and Gage. It is
It is understood that the new regiments
to be recruited at New York,the Sixth
at Fort Slocum and the Seventh at Fort
are

Wadsworth.

In

this

case

it is not im-

probable that the two batteries of Second

the tug Triton to the proving course made no comment whatever.
artillery now at Fort Schuyler will be
TKo-/lato fn-r th«
fn until on to ho hold at
to he tosted. Two or three of
and it
sent
to New England points,
IUO UIUJJBIIVI
8“““
ho
ciirnrlflinir
if Pfirtlanrl
tho Taoon theatre for the benefit of the nmnlil nnf.
tion of a few finishing touches to be put
It is should receive as
Spanish navy has not been fixed.
many as two batteries
to the breech mechanism are ready to be
will more.
that the entertainment
believed
tested.
There ought to be at least a batproduce 180,000 in gold. Boxes are selling tery at Portland Head and another at
THE FOREIGN MONEY MARKET.
at $530 and small lodges $50 each.
Great Diamond island, besides the one at
calmer
view
Frankfort, Maroh 12.—A
A grand ball was given tonight in the Fort Preble.
of the situation was taken on the Boarse
Casino Espagnol in honor of the offloers of
today. Spanish securities continued to the
The
Impression has gained ground
Vizoaya and Almirante Oquendo.
declined.
and
Americans
down
go
our government understands very
Next Wednesday the officers of the same that
the
on
Bourse
Baris, Maroh 12.—Prices
the oause
of the disaster to the
the well
ships .will be given a banquet at
today opened weak on the renewed deMaine, and that the report of the board
Blanco.
Gen.
of
palace
Capt.
Braziliof
and
cline in the price
Spanish
is not being hurried in order
Additional advices received from Ma- of inquiry
an securities,and afterwards improved,but
followed.
a
re-action
Spanish fours tanzas show that 1500 pounds of quinine that we may get well prepared to take a
were
especially affected by the utteran- of the Fern cannot be distributed without decided stand when the facts shall be
ces of the
Impartial and were further
and fears are made public. If that report shall show
depressed in response to London ad- orders from the government
malioiously blown up
vices. The closing was weak all round. felt that the work of distribution will be the vessel was
Spanish fours closed at 54 5-8, a net de- delayed because the Bed Cross society did publio opinion in this country will of
cline of 1 1-16 from yestrrday’s dose.
demand a decided stand by our
not make proper arrangements before- course
and the administration and
hand.
FORT PREBLE.
However, all have confidence In government;
the last few days been
Consul Brice, who will have the food and Congress have in
to back up just suoh a
ready
getting
in
in
storehouses
Men
for
the
New
other
Famish
Will
It
Regisupplies packed
is a matdifferent localities and distributed diroct demand. What Spain will do
ments,
conjecture; but a gentleman Well
Matanzas ter of
from them, the governor of
acquainted with Spanish diplomacy* has
For many years, and with a patience concurring.
she will
that
under
which could be hardly expeoted
The great damage done by the attempt expressed the opinion
That timo is the
the somewhat exasperating circumstances, to smuggle jewelry into Havana is shown manoeuvre for delay.
to diplomacy has been a
the officers of the Artillery branch of the in the delay in transit by the strict ex- greatest aid
Spanish statecraft since the
; United States Army have waited for some aminations.
The officials say they will proverb of
The Fern, as days of Philip II. The fact that a new
legislation which would increase the rank act as quickly as possible.
and file so that the large guns which are soon as the slow work of unloading in minister has just arrived in this country
furnish a good pretext for delay.
placed in th different fortifications might boats is finished, will take the same will
same He can say to onr administration that he
be adequately manned, and at the same amount of stores, 55 tons, of the
The Fern has just come to this country and must
time qnicken promotion in the grade of kind to
Sagua La Grade.
in which to get aquaintofficers so that a young West Point officer hopes to reach here tomorrow. She must have a little time
Of course this will be
ed with affairs.
might reasonably hope that sometime at unload there, as at Matanzas, by means
the ways of diplothe end of his official career it would be of lighters.
At Matanzas she ha3 to use a pretext largely, but
cannot almade possible for him to reach the grade her own crew to transfer freight. No ade- macy are such that pretexts
aside.
of Captain in the Artillery as well as quate provision for stevedores has; been ways be lightly brushed
There is reason to believe that the Cuother branohes of the service. It is not made by the Red Cross sooiety. The news
ban Junta in this country are both destrange then that at Fort Preble satisfac- that there was food in Matanzas spread
and 'alarmed at the situation
tion is expressed in the good progress through the town and hundreds of per- lighted
sons crowded to the wharf with sacks and whioh has
arisen.
They are delighted
that is being made in reoruiting for the boxes
only to be disappointed and told
is a prospect of our embroiltwo new artillery regiments, and it is they must wait. A report, whioh has not that there
as in this_they see the
likely that both regiments will be fully been verified, is in circulation that the ment with Spain,
stores sent to Matanzas by the Red Cross ruin of their foe. But at the same time
of
the
1st
and
by
May
equipped
organized
railroad they do not want anv American troons
ten days ago are still in the
at the latest. All the recruiting offloers warehouse and that none have been dison’ Cuban Jsoil.
landed
They feel that
11 aYU UCOU
tributed.
the island is all but in the grasp
The visiting Senators and Congressmen now
the greatest care in enlistments, and only
of Goroez, and they fear that if an Ameabout five per cent of the men examinod
morning with Miss Clara Barton, Mr. rican army should’land^in Cuba it would
are being accepted as soldiers.
in
Elweli and others, spent much time
there and that their island would
Orders wore given reoently to open all visiting the governor of the province. The stay
was photographed and after dining
become an Amerioan province. This is
the recruiting rendezvous, including that party
paid visits to the hospitals.
believed not to be the desire of,the men
at Washington Barracks. It is settled
who have toiled for the freedom of their
DEAD.
DOCTOR
that the two new artillery regiments will
QUEEN’S
island.
They want liberty and indepenand
Wadsbe located at Forts Slocum
London, Maroh 13.—Sir Richard Quain dence and the chance to deal with the
worth. The selection of these particular
Her
to
Bart, physloian extraordinary
andjthe gSpanish partisans as
posts was due to the fact that they are Majesty, president of.the general medical Spaniards
Tho faot also that the Weysee fit.
the only ones where there are buildings oouncil and editor of the Dictionary of they
in
Cuba would perhaps welcome
lerites
men.
The
the
prob- Medioine is dead.
adequate to quarter
He was born October
Intervention la also a good reason why
abilities are, however, that the Fifth ar- 30,
the Cuban in arms does not want it.
tillery, now stationed at Fort Wadsworth,
TROOPS ON THE MOVE.
will have to be transferrd to other points

that their subjeot of discussion
tho finan.es of the nation, a subject
which could not bo fully treated at the
Cabinet meeting yesterday owing to the
short session. After the conference the

presumed
was

statement

grounds

phasis that has characterized every utterance ou the subject by the President’s
constitutional advisers,that up to date the
administration has absolutely no knowledge of the cause of the disaster to the
Maine and it has no report of any kind
from the court of inquiry or any one con-

1UDW uvwu

w

vawibsbo

1816,_

along the coast, where new fortifications
have been established, in order to make
room for tho additional artillerymen.
The field officers for the two new artillery regiments will be as follows:
Sixth
Regiment—E. B. Williston,

| Puritana j

|

Makes
| Stomachs

j

The

Garrison Here Is Likely to Be Greatly

down by

F. G. Smith,
Colonel, commanding;
Lieut. Colonel; S. M. Mills, W. P. Vose
and E. K. Russell, Majors.
Seventh Regiment—William Sinolair,
Colonel, commanding; J. G, Ramsey,
cans.’*
G.
P. Story, G.
Lieut. Colonel; J.
EXPLOSIVES BY THE TON.
Greenough and F. C. Grugan, Majors.
Valparaiso, Ind., March 12.—The Etna
The junior officers cannot well bo anPowder company at ; Miller station have nounced until the resnlt of the examina- j
♦
received an order for 100 tons of powder tions for
promotion now going on is
and 200 tons of dynamite cartridges from
X
announced.

the War

The

Ocher changes in artillery regiments
that will occur as a result of the legislation authorizing the two new regiments

♦
♦

J♦

Over.

Through

the

stomach it builds
the body anew.
The stomach is
cleansed and

strengthened,
the digestive

$

!

\
♦

Z
♦

x

+
♦

follows:
X
fluids are in
W. F. Randolph, Major in the Third,
Z
♦
creased, appetite is made keen
to Lieut. Colonel in the Third; Charles +
♦
t
and digestion made perfect,
Morris, Captain In the Fifth, to Major
in the Third;
i'ully M'Crea, Major in
PORTLAND DEFEATS BATH.
the Fifth, to Lieut. Colonel In the Fifth; ;
The Portland polo team went to Bath J. W. McMurray. Captain in the Fi rst,
Burbank,
to Major in the Fifth; J. B.
X
Blood, liver, kidneys and
fSaturday night and defeated the cham♦
Captain in the Third, to Major in the ♦
nerves are made right when
four
to
in
a
hot
a
score
of
in
the
game by
pions
Fifth; J. W. Dillenbaoh, Captain
T
the stomach does its part. PurSecond.
in
the
to
Major
Three* Murphy played with Bath and his First,
itana cures when all else fails,
of these two newjregiments, +
A
nucleus
work was the lile of the game.
♦
♦
because it cures nature’s way.
so far as the rank and file are concerned
will come from the old five regiments. It
BEST OF ABE
It is the prize formula of Frof. Dixi
is thought that about one-seventh of the
To cleanse the system in a gentle and enlisted strength will be drawn from the + Crosby, M.D., LL.D., for over30 years +
In that event tho bat- ♦ at the head of Dartmouth Med. College ♦
truly beneficial manner, when the old regiments.
tery at Fort Preble will of course furnish
Springtime comes, use the true and per- the quota and say about nine men or so X Complete treatment Pills, Tablets X
of Puritana in each X
fect remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Buy the from tho Fort, will find themselves under I and a bottle
Get it of your X
X package, Price $i.
Manufactured by the Cali- orders at an early date for duty with the T druggist, or write Puritana Com- T
genuine.
what
men
Just
new
| X POUND Co., Concord, N. H.
regiments.
I
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only, and for sale may be designated is not known, but the
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦« ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<>♦♦♦♦♦
be
made.
soon
will
at
50
announcement
cents
bottle.
all
druggists,
per
by
are as

J

J

t it Cures
X
J

X

from Head to Foot

|

Z

X

March
12.—Quartermaster
Chicago,
General Lee of the department of the
lakes, is making arrangements to transport the artillery now at the forts In the
West of the Atlantic seaboard and Gnlf
if Mexico.
Today the West railroads

having headquarters in.Chicago and St.
Louis and other Western cities, were invited to telegraph by noon on the 15th
instant proposals for the transportation

battery from Fort Riley, Kansas, to
Monroe, Va., another from Fort
Riley, Kas., to New Orleans, and a third
’rom Fort Riley to Savanth, Ga. Each
battery consists of five officers, 65 men,
55 horses, 4 guns with casslons, battery,
forges and camp equipage. The equipment will be ready to leave Fort Riley
pf

a

Fort

jy noon of the 16th Inst.
Kansas City, Mo., March 12.—A special
;o tho Star says that eight battalions departed from Junction City on a special
train at 4 o’olook this
Union Pacific
train will pass through
The
morning.
Kansas City after midnight tonight.

TORPEDOES AT KEY WEST.
Key West, Fla., March 12.—The steamKey West of Key West, from Miami toiay, brought two carloads of torpedoes
These will be laid in
ind torpedo buoys.
this harbor. The torpedo coat Ericsson
jr

will sail

Tortugas

tomorrow
with mail

fleet. The Yacht
for Havana.

morning for the
despatches for the
Buccanneer sailed today

TO CUKE A COED IN

was

attain made,

with the

era-

nected with it.
The Board of Naval Bureau Chiefs find
it almost impossible to pass judgment in
Washington upon the fitness for naval
service of vessels that may be offered for
the auxiliary branch of the navy at the
various seaports, so it has been aided in
its work by the oreation of a special board
which will undertake to visit each of the
bo
offered and
ports where ships may
careful inspection of the various
The board wll consist of Captain
Rodgor3, Lieutenant- oinmander Kelly,
Passed Assistant Eng’neer Dixson, Assistant .Naval Constructor Tawresy and
Lieutenant Kelly
Lieutenant Sargent.
the
having been specially charged with
inspection of merchant vessels suitable
for naval service, will be of great service
make
craft.

a

member of the board.
The Nashville arrived at Key West toiay while the Marblehead arrived at
Tampa. The naval officials will not state
is a

the purpose of the Marblehead’s visit to

Tampa.
The war talk has had the usual result
jf bringing before the War and Naval
departments a perfect flood of suggestions
ind inventions.

Many of these

are

most

•emarkabla, balloons, flying maohines,
Sites and the like, centipede-like steamms with manifold propellers and torpedoes
jf fearful and wo nderful oonstruotion
All of them are given attention and reerred to the proper authorities for investigation, but not much is expected from
hem.
The War Department on Monday will
for one of the largest orders
>pen bids
>f shot and shell for heavy calibre guns
>ver given, including armor piercing projectiles and deck piercing and torpedo
hells.

The

number

and

character/of

follows:
935 twelve-inch deck piercing
yeighing 1,000 pounds eaoh.
hese are as

1,241 twelve-inch deck pieroing
yeighing 800 pounds each.

shells
shells

481 ten-inch armor piercing shells.
482 ten-inch armor piercing shot,capped.
149 eight-inoh armor pieroing shells.
150 eight-inch
lapped.

armor

pieroing

shot,

The projectiles are for the heavy fortiication guns now mounted along the sealoast. The purchase Is not to be made
inder the fifty million dollar appropriaion, but is in anticipation of the fortlication bill, which grants *940,000 for a
eserve supply of projectiles and powder.
the making of the heavy projectiles
nil take considerable time, the oontraot
vill be let ahead of the passage of the
illl, assurances having been given, from
In Congress that no question would
as to the regularity of this
preceding. The entire amount.is designed to

nen
iB

raised

;ive all the heavy guns now installed and
hose to be put in place during the comand
ng year, a full quota of Drojeotilea

iside from the large order to be
rlonday, the emergency bili will

nents of such fortication guns as may be
The
present
oounted for emergency.
rder is for the actual need of the guns
to any
low mounted without reference
listing emergency although it has been
nade all the more imperative by the

Spanish crisis.
The Spanish minister, S enor Polo, reeived a despatch today from Captain
feneral Blanco, stating that the

condiion of the Cuban reconoentrados was
■reatly improved. General Blanoo stated
Iso that he had prepared full
his subject to be forwarded to

data

on

Washing-

It will be a timely contribution to
he offioial material on the condition of
hese unfortunate people and is doubtless
the harrowing stories of
irawn out by

ONE DAY

iBtreis and starvation

which have in-

an

Expert Explodes

the

Spanish

Theory,

Havana, via Key West, March 13.—It is
impossible to send direct from Havana
anything in refutation of Captain Petal's
statements of yesterday regarding the
view of the Spanish court of inquiry that
the Maine disaster wus due to an internal
However an American officer
who is an expert and whose words are
worthy of all weight, said today: “I am

explosion.

graduate of the torpedo school and have
studied the effects of torpedoes or mines
A
from observation and experiments.
torpedo exploded at a depth of six feet
would throw a column of water 10U feet
Into the ait; at 13 feet deep, ten feet in
a

ment evory facility in the way of workmen at their disposal.
The same readiness for quick work of construction exists
The
at Newport News and at Norfolk.
large dock at:that point gives an additional facility.
The Secretary of the Navy has directed
that a recruiting station be opened in

I
Np.w York. Sept. 17. J895.
Eureka Headache Cure Co.. Concord,
N. H.

the air, and at 30 feet deep it would bareA detonation of
ly raise a small wave.
gun cotton in the open air makes a mark
ts own size in steel or blows stone to
fragments. In the water, a torpedo itself
would not be felt at any great distance.
It requires the resistance of a solid body
in water
and its force would be

Gentlemen:—A year or so ago, on the commendation of a frioiui, 1 sent to you for some of
yonr Headache Powders and l am pleased to
say they proved very sati.Vaetory. so much »c>
Indeed, that with my own use and giving soma
away to !rifinds my supply is exhausted and
like Oliver Twist “I want soma more.”
Very Truly Yours
_W. M. DkVISSET.

mud. This disposes of the wave theory
and the affecting of the shore or boats in

dress,

dissipated

war

or

The
exchange of greetings were most
cordial and occupied about 20 minutes.
In addition to the President and Spanish minister and his party, the only per-

inud^n

Monday morning,

the jiort side, where the United ^States
divers are now at work there is at present
47 feet of water. May not this be the hole
which Captain Peral says could not he
found. If it is, the hole was ifioio than
seven feet deep when the explosion
took
place and has bsen greatly tilled with
mud since. As to the finding of dead

The naval inspection board has gone
down to Norfolk to examine the Machias
just returned from the Asiatic station. It
is probable that extensive overhauling
wi'l be necessary to
pub the vessel in

prime condition, but in view of the large
amount of emergency work on band and
the desire of the department not to be deprived of the use of the ship for any conis probable that the
siderable time, it

and naval secretaries, in full court
called
at
the State
Depart-

ment, fwherc they were received by Secrewho afterward escorted
tary Sherman,
the party to the White House.
Tlte reception took place in tho blue
The introductions to the Presiparlor.
dent were made by Secretary Sherman.

the harbor.
As to the hoi? in the Maine, the expert
the most Important
Washington immediately to eecuro ordin- in question
Lieutenant statement that the Maine drew 38 to 30
ary soamen and machinists.
Kobinson will be in oharge of the station feet at the time of the explosion and had
which will begin business
in the yard about ten feet of water below her bottom
On
to ths surface of the harbor
next

present were former Vice-President
Morton, and Col. Bingham, the military
sons

attache to the President. The ceremony
was such as is usual on such occasions
and passed, off without incident.

'The Spanish minister, on being presentfish, the United States court of inquiry ed, said:
“Mr. President, 1 have the honor to
has made a careful investigation. Kot a
board will reduce repairs to lowest possi- single diver has seen a fish alive or dead present to Your Excellency,tho credential
since he has been working on the wreck. letters which accredit me in the capacity
ble dimensions.
laden
with
Tho Kern,
supplies for The bodies recovered from the Maine have of envoy extraordinary and minister
Some of the plenipotentiary of His Majesty, the King
suffering Lubans, arrived at Matanzas not been touched by fishes.
in the United States of Ameritoday. Captain Cowles merely reported fishermen In Havana testified that there of Spiin,
his arrival to s the Navy
Department, were no fish inside the harbor, the waters ca. The principal of my honorable miswithout making any mention of the con- being too foul for them. Sometimes they sion is to endeavor, so far as possible, to
After dis- come part way in during tho day but all maintain and draw closer between our
dition of affairs at Matanzas.
two countries the most'friendlv relations.
charging the stores there Captain Cowles go out at night. Further as to the dis
Spanish divers reported to In order to attain this end, so much in
will proceed with his vessel to Sngua and coveries of
Captain Peral, live American divers have harmony with my own personal feelings,
leave cue remainder.
Civil Engineer A. J. Menocal has been been working on the port side of the I am ready to omit no effort whatsoever
I shall sucdetached Ironi the League Island navy wreck on an average of seven hours each on my part, and I doubt not
This Is day for nearly three weeks in a space fifty ceed if, ns I hope, I shall he fortunate in
yard and ordered to Key West.
the benevolence of Your Excelregarded as indicating a purpose on the feet long and twenty feet wide. The gaining
and your
effective co operation.
part of the Navy Department to make Spanish divers have never been inside the lency
In obedience to the special charge of Her
immediately and considerable Improve- wreck at all, neither have they ever been
the hours Majesty, the Queen Regent of the kingments at the naval station in Key West, on the port side, devoting
if'or several years past Engineer in Chief which they have spent under water to the dom, l have f to express, to Your ExcelMelville has been urging upon the depart- starboard side forward and outside the lency the wishes of my august sovereign
ment the advisability of erecting a good hull. Kecently, to their own surprise, for your personal happiness and for the
ofthe people of „the United
machinery repair shopj at the naval they brought up two cans of ammunition prosperity
States of America.”
station, pointing out that the great vol- for the six inch,’guns, not exploded. They
The President’s reply was as’follows:
dropped them back when the light of the
ume of shipping passing from the Gulf of
“Mr. Minister, I am happy to receive
Europe and the eastern statos at present surface showed they were unexploded and
even
to
efleot
temhad no place in which
what their nature was.
The Spanish from your hands the royal letters whereporary repairs on their vessels, without
divers often only go down long enoughTo by Her Majesty, the Queen Regent, for
going a considerable distance out of their
wet their suits and then come
up and the King of Spain, accredits you in the
way.
The battleship Iowa sailed from Key hide behind a blanket on the barge,where capacity of His^Majesty’s envoyjextraordtWest for Tortugas today and the Torpedo
or rest for
a
couple of hours nary and minister plenipotentiary in
The they sleep
boat Dupont arrived at Key West.
the United States of America. It is very
gunboat Wilmington reported her arrival and then go ashoro and report that they
me
to receive the assurat Barbados.
cannot see anything in the mud or water. gratifying to
ances you have just made of your purBrigadier General John M. Wilson, They could not have found the ram of the
to
endeavor
to
maintain and draw
pose
chief of engineers, at the War
Departsince they have not been down in :loser in all possible
ways, the most
ment, returned today after a trip of over Maine,
relations between the two coun3,000 miles whioh he accomplished inside Che locality of that part of the wreck. iriendly
of one week. Naturally his visit to south- They have not located the turret with the ;rie3 and.in response I assure you that my
)wn
efforts and those
of this governcomern coast points has excited much
ten inch guns, though the spot has been
nent will no less earnestly be directed
ment. General Wilson declined, however,
end. You come
to discuss in any way this phase of his pointed out by Captain Sharp in charge ;oward the same high
Mr. Minister, with the prestige
trip. It is understood that he visited of the wreckers, where there is only six- cither,
)f
a distinguished
name, borne [by your
Cumberland Kiver, St. Johns river and teen feet and should be twenty-six feet.
Honored father, whose services in promotHe
the works at Tampa and Key West.
This spot is outside the hull on the star- ing
good will between Spain and the
did not go to Tortugas, notwithstanding
It Is probable that the tur- United States have already pressed into
the reports ourrent while he was in the board side
the
domain
of history. To this you add
was
he
South that
examining this ret is there, partly burled In the mud. the
qualifications of a personal .acquainstragetio point with a view to having All of these facts are known by
the tance with this oountry and its people
hurried plans for its fortittcation put into
court of inquiry, having derived from your previous official soeffeot. The War Departmeunt is making United States
so that you ba ve ja
journ at this
every eflort to execute the changes in the been elicited in the examination of those double title capital,
to our confidence and symgreat military departments announced in in a position to know.
pathy, I offer you my persoual good
the order to which reference was made
The expert interviewed by the corre- wishes, and I wish you to convey to Her
The important change was
yesterday.
the Queen Regent, my sincere
the oreation of the new Department of the spondent expresses the belief that the Majesty,
of Her Majesty's friendly
Gulf, by the combination of the old De- Maine was blown up by a Newport torpe- ipprecintion
and my own desire that happipartment of Texas with the southern do or something of the same nature. greeting
ness
may be her portion and that Spain
portion of the Department of the East. This
engine of destruction is the ; joint ind the Spanish people may enjoy the
The other ohanges made were in the
of Commander blessings of pejtce and prosperity.”
direction of rectifying the lines of the product of the labors
Central Western Departments so as to Converse, commander of the Montgomery
THE MADRID PRESS.
make them more symmetrical and easily and Lieutenant Commander
McLean, now
accessible In all portions from their reMadrid, March 13.—The semi-official
Ohio, for many in command of the torpedo station at 3orrespondencia today,
spective headquarters.
referring to
years anauuuu tu mo in-^iuiujouu ui iuu Newport and the ordnance officer of the
itatements [that the | United ^States, althrown
into
the
has
been
Depart- Maine. The Newport torpedo can be
East,
ment of the Missouri, which now rejoioes
lrom a smau coat ana tne expert
in the name of the Department of the planted
>f guilt in connection with the
loss of
Lake, a ohange of name made, it is said believes this one was exploded by being ,he Maine, intends to declare Spain reat the War Department, for purely senti- 3track by the port side of the Maine forby imposing upon her two
iponsible
mental reasons.
ward of amidships as she swung at her
General Graham telegraphed the War
mnishments, indemnity and Cuban inHe
thinks
this
more
moorings.
likely
Department today that he would go to
iependenoe, says: “All this for an event
Atlanta on Mondny next to establish his than that wires were laid from the Hhore
yith
which Spain had nothing to do.
there.
for
headquarters
js the wires if laid
any length of time
pVhat’would
Senator Bacon of Georgia was at the
happen to us if by negligence
It would
would sink deep in the mud.
War Department today and expressed his
ye had really incurred this responslbiliif
it
should
that
be
the
prove
that
had
been
made
singular
Georgia
gratification
the centre of the new department, with Maine was blown up by a torpedo in the y.”
The Literal gives the following as the
This step, Mr.
headquarters at Atlanta.
Invention of which one of her principal
Bacon said, was due entirely to military
the Spanish navy :
jresent strength of
notable part.
considerations and no political motives pfBoers bore a
Protected ships, 17: unprotected, 20; gunAll the above statements of faot and
bad figured in the transaction.
80;
torpedo boat destroyers, 14;
surmises oome without reserve except as joats,
WANT TUGS AND BAKGES.
lorpedo
boats,
J4; transports, 25.
of
and
rank
the giver.
to the name
The
Taunton, Mass.,March 12.—The Staples
The Intparcial today says: “There Is
further thinks that the destroying
Coal company of this city has received re- sxpert
itill tigi<£, to prepare a few men of war,
made of four torpedoes of
mine was
ind it is'perhaps impossible to buy a few
quests from the United States governeach of wet and dry guD
thirty-six
pounds
ment asking for the selling price of the
vessels abfoad, but in any case, we have
In
or
144
ail.
This arriount
301ton,
pounds
and powerful ooean steam
;wo large
iome
merchant ships which could do a
wa s ample to blow the entire forward
of harm to American commerce and
ot
mgs, owned by the company. The govof the Maine clear over to starboard
ernment is also endeavoring to purohase part
vej have still time to arrange to carry on
is has undoubtedly been done.
to
the
from which as much
, privateering war
eight barges belonging
company
of
the
In the judgment
correspondent
whioh are now being built at Bath, Me.
■enown may acorue as from the guerilla
of inquiry is
the flnited States court
Mr. Edward A. and
on the Labrador

sailed

Willis

E. Carter
Saturday for a six

weeks trip abroad.
TOTHE PUBLIC.

Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to be a medeoine of great worth and
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
croup and whooping cough, we
plaoed colds,
bottle
warrant
will
hereafter

permit
dditional orders to meet tho require-

How

auxiliary cruisers. It is not doubted that
the Cramps yard would give the govern

The twelve-inch shot are among
he largest made. Tho cost of a single
ound of this olass of projeotiies is *511.
,owder.

on.

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
AI
iruggiste refund the money if it fan9 to t0 cure
.sc. lhe genuine nas L. B. Q. on each tablets

PERAL’S BLUFF,

duoed the sending of large relief supplies
Senor Polo has
to Cuba by Americans.
The Significant Movements of tlio Battle- not yot opened business negotiations with
the State Department except in the forship Oregon.
malities of presenting his credentials.
social duties
Washington, Maroh 13.—While today He is first attending to the
Alter
new minister.
a
on
incumbent
marked
not
was
by particularly importhe spent
ant events, the history o£ the week just calling on the President today
on ambassaclosed will form a splendid record of what the rest of the day calling
ministers.
can be accomplished by the nation in a dors and
It is said that less than an hour’s work
short space of time under the spur of
in the bureau office
necessity to provide for the national de- would be required
the plans for the
fense. beginning with the appropriation here to complete ail
of two of the best 6hips
of $50,000,000 to be expended by the Presi- transformation
into auxiliary cruisers.
dent without limitation, there followed on the Atlantic
of reconstruction could
rapidly the placing of orders for enor- The detailed work
with like dispatch at the
mous quantities of war supplies, the in- be accomplished
Work on the
stitution of negotiations for the purchase League Island navy yard.
in process at
of ships abroad, the enlistment of men battleship Alabama is now
present
ad- Cramps yard but as there is no
for tho navy, the creation of
two
the large
ditional regiments of artillery, the com- prospects of completing her
of
oruisers and force of,: men could be sot at work on the
WAR TIME ACTIVITY.

every
of us, and will refund the money
satisfied
after using
not
who
is
anyone
wo-t'hirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D.
IV. Hezeltine, 387 Congress St., Edward
IV. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King S.
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxcard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
Congress Square Hotel.

sought
:o

Food
isy to Buy,
isy to Cook,
asy to Eat,
isy to Digest.

«Easy

uaker Oats
At all grocers

•lb.

yarfare which

views which the Spanish
will promulgate
and
has also
a careful
investigation along the
lame lines so as to be able either to refute
>r confirm the
Spanish statements. A
jware

of the

vanquished Napoleon.”

Continuing, the Imparoial exhorts the
to allow the present crisis
1 [overnment
the time gained
o
pass over and to turn
“If
our
concluding:
o
use,
good
iag goes into mourning, let us at least
itory is current here but not confirmed,
able to put some pieces of crepe on
>3
ihat Captain Sampson had been advised
he American’s obnoxious flag.”
'rom Washington that President MoKinThe lmparcial, Liberal, devotes an arey is ready at any time to receive the
icle to reproducing once more the griev:ourt’s report and that Captain Sampson
,nces Spain has against the United States
: eplied by a long cipher
cablegram to the or
alleged interference in Cuban affairs.
of
the navy.
; ;eoretary
Ifter recapitulating all the incidents on
A careful watch is kept on boats and J
vhich it relies, it says: “Is the singu1 diout the cruiser
Montgomery, but the ] ar phenomenon that every time Spain
jourt
made

<

iflicers of that vessel

say

that

no

such

1 uakes

!

MET THE PRESIDENT.

Washington, March 12.—Senor Louis
} ’olo do Bernabe, the new Spanish minpresented to President
; Bter, was formally
IcKlnley at 11 o’olock today. About
] 0.30 o’olock the j“'minlstr, accompanied
iy Mr.
DuBoso, the ohargo d'affaires,
he two secretaries of legation and the

pkgs. only j

a

renewed effort to maintain her
in Cuba a fresh and threat-

vigilance is shown as is displayed j overeignity
ning reprisal against our nation is made
Vizcaya and tho Alinirante i n Congress a mere fancy of ours? Is
>y the
jquendo, both of which are moored near i t merely an illusion of ours that during
last two years three shifts of work* ho
The Spanish ships at night
coniy.
len by toiling night and day haveturred
tantly have several patrols about which (1 ut for service the baltleships Iowa, Ma sIndiana and Oregon
and
requently stop harbor
boats coming s schusetts,
exa? and the cruiser
Brooklyn ami sevrithin the lines of the piokets.
ral others, being the best
the
Reships
lervous

p

ublic

possesses.

In

al! th it

we

have

lentioned, is there reason for confidence
^ r suspicion? Is there in it cause enough
j. ask the Spanish govrnment to be foreand prepared or to go quietly
v arned
t > sleep? For our part we believe we
ave fulfilled a sacred
duty and if Senor
c
agasta pays attention to our reasonsd
; ldgineut sooner
t he result.”

or

later

we

shall

see

MISCELLANEOUS.

FREE! FREE!

Ihe

Republican

Caucus Has

Contest for Several Offiees.
Most of the Officers
Contest for

TO KIDNEY SUFFERERS.

Unchanged—(ft’eatesfc
School

of

Soperlntendent

hot contest. Many
made in support of the
various candidates and some of them
It was plainly to
wot eloquent enough.
be seen that this sslection would be mado

ings. It
speeches

pretty

was a
were

Buildings.

opportunity Worthy

An

Lively

a

Mr. Johnson received 15 votes
and was nominated.
Then came the fight over the nominabuildtion as superintendent of sohool

presented.

SATURDAY’S CAUCUSES.

of Your Notice.

If you suffer with kidney disease or
any ailment arising from an improper actiou of the kidneys or urinary organs,
this offer we make to the people of Portland should interest you. In the advancement of medical science, the kidneys, being almost the organs of the greatest importance to human health, have not been
neglected, and in placing before you such
a cure as Doan’s Kidney Pills, the proprietors recognize how far so many statements of the makers of similar preparations have fallen short of their claims,
being convinced that no remedy for Kidney complaints in existence equals Doan’s
Kidney Pills for such ailments; strengthened in these convictions by letters that
are daily received of the work
they are
doing for mankind’s benefit, old backs
and young backs are being constantly
freed from
never-ceasing aches, and
many a lame and shattered one, stooped
and contracted, is strengthened, invigorWith
ated and infused with new life.
such a medicine, an offer of thiB kind
can be made without hesitancy, for while
wo lose the box we give to you, we make
a friend that assists us in the sale of
many others.

The Demo
inations until after seven.
assembled in the mayor’s private
office at about six o’clock and as there
were no aspirants for the honors at the
hands of the Democratic members a few
minutes work with a Democratic check
crats

complete
list and city directory sufficed
their labors.
THE REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
to

The Republican members of the oity
government went into the caucus at an

earlier hour than usual and were in session much longer than is customary. For
offices there
many of the most important
first
candidate and the
one
was only

part of the list

was

quickly passed

over.

When it came to the nominaton of a candidate for superintendent of school buildings the oontest became very bitter and it
took several ballots to nominate a candidate. There wore also some contests over
the eieotion of

a

member of the board of

engineers of the fire department and the
The caucus was
overseers of the poor.
held behind closed doors and not a piece

f.ha onTivnnEInn unrl

flminnllm»n

W

H

Pennell, 8 and
L. Bradley 2.

a new

Commencing at 8.30

a.

m.,

-AT-

H, H. HAY & SON,
to

be

out atthe wholesale store,
262 ilidaie street.

given

advertisement out and name paper.
Sole agents for the United States, FosterMdburu Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Cut this

| For Dessert..

4*

•> To-Morrow, Try

I Minute fapioca
•S*

X
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4, Makes 1\]
^
4*
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Delicious and
Wholesome Desserts at
Moment’s notice.

a
a

4*

NO SOAKING REQUIRED
NO LUMPS POSSIBLE.
NO OTHER LIKE

IT#
•>
4* There is but one Minute Tapioca, be sure
the
best.
the
and
**Minute19
♦> you get
you get

4»
4*
4*
4*

WHITMAN GROCERY CO..Orange,Hass, f
T
*£ Also manfrs. of the celebrated Minute Gelatine.
®roce•>

•}»
#.%

Our littlf booklet,

De8ecrts(free)by

over 30
mail for

Dainty
asking. | KinuteTapioca. 4*

Portland, Feb. 28, 1898.
Notice is hereby given that the rate
of interest on beat Estate mortgages
within the corporate limits of Portland will be five per eent oil and after
March 1st.
This rate will

apply to all notes now
held by us which are not in defanlt,
and arc abundantly secured.
PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK,
by F. A. Noyes, Treas.
I'lYPL'

D

and
mittee to receive, sort
count the
votes.
Edwin L. Dyer was nominated as candidate for city clerk ty acclamation.
LeroyS. Sanborn was (nominated for
for
city auditor, George E. Macgowan,
city messenger, Carroll W. Morrill, for
oity solicitor and Walter L. Lefavor, for

candidate

William

V1T

A. U.

a

1W1

ELY’S CREAM BALM is a positive care.
Apply into the nostrils. It is qnickly absorbed. 69
cents at Drnagiste or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Warren St.. Rew York Citj.

(
*

William’s Kidney Pills
«
Has no equal in diseases of the
Have
*
Kidneys aLd Urinary Organs. Have' |
Kidneys?
j you neglected your

sysq
you overworked your
with your
i Item and caused trouble
Have
you
.Kidneys and Bladder?
•
in the loins, side, back, groins<
a
)
and
bladder? Have you flabby ap(
.pearance of the face, especially'
r under the eyes ?
Too frequent de- j
s sire pass urine ?
William’s Ividney
Pills will impart new life to the dis-1
r eased organs, tone up the system
(
L and make a new man of you. By
<
T mail 50 cents per box.
? Williams Mfg. Co. Props., Cleveland. O.
nervous

’pains

I

[

For sale

by

No. 2, Warren E. Loring, No 3,
| Alfred
Wiggin, No. 4, Harry Williams
1 No. 5, Charles French.
City Physician O. E. Smith was nomi|
nated by acclamation.
I
For consulting physicians Charles Y.
H.
H.
^ York, Charle3 D. Smith and

J. E. GOOLD & CO.

Portland Widow’s Wood

Society.

SPECIAL MEETING.
Notice is hereby given of a special meeting
of the Portland Widow's AVood society to be
held at the rooms of the society in the City
building on Wednesday, March u»f 1898, at 7.30
o'clock in the evening. Business of importance is to be considered.
It. C.

BKADFOKD, Secretary.

Portland. Me March 1. 1893.

mar2dtd

clocks the names of George W. Barbour,
A. Johnson and Ira Berry were presented.
George W. Barbour received 12 votes and
was declared nominated.
The clerk cast the ballet of the convention for the following engineers of
the live fire engines:
No. 1, Edward W.

Porter,

|

Brock were nominated by acclamation.
For overseers of the poor Fred E. Anderson was nominated for the first member
For the second member
Charles A. Rounds
ar.d

by acclamation.

the Dames of
On
Isaiah Daniels were preseneted.
received
first ballot each candidate

the
10

ballots.
The second ballot was the same and on
the third ballot Mr. Daniels was nominated by receiving 12 votes.
For the fourth member the name of
Frank I. Moore was presented and he
was nominated by acclamation.

For the fifth member the
C. Johnson ar.d Edward H.

nnmes

Sargent

of F.
were

Grand Good Time at City Building—

Bright

Speeches by
Councllmen.

tions:

Mahoney.

and

Aldermen

the usual custom the retirof the city counoil gave
the Incoming members a
banquet Saturday night in the aldermen’s chamber.
The tables were
with all the
members

eouncilmen-elect

as

well

as

prominent

city officials.
The Mayor,

Hon. Charles H. Randall,
table, and had on his
right Alderman Rounds, the senior member of the incoming board of aldermen,
and on his left Alderman-eleot W. H.
sat

at the

head

a,

opoiuing,

iu.

xj.,

ui.

her little girl:
Dear Mrs.

Pinkham:—It is with

pleasure that I add my testimony to
your list, hoping that it may induce
others to avail themselves of your valuable medicine.

fee from their grocer

specify

Chase & Sanborn’s

Seal Brand Coffee,
which comes in pound
and two-pound tin cans,
knowing that satisfaction

accompanies every

can.

“After the birth of my little girl,
three years ago, my health was very
I had leucorrhoea badly, and a
poor.
terrible
bearing-down pain which
gradually grew worse, until I could do
Also had headache nearly
no work.
all the time, and dizzy feelings. Menstruations were very profuse, appearevery two weeks.
I took medicine from a good doctor,
but it seemed to do no good. I was
becoming alarmed over my condition,
when I read your advertisement in a
I sent at once for a bottle of
paper.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Componnd, and after taking two-thirds of
the bottle I felt so much better that I

ing

send for two
bottles I felt

After using three
strong and well as any-

more.
as

one.

Thousands of refined
who know and

people
appreciate good

unprepared,

as our

counters

loaded to

are

over-

large and well selected stock of
the latest and best styles of
a

CLOTHING,
....

AI¥I>

HATS,
»

..——.

Dow.
The Mayor called the assemblage to order after the olgars had been lighted and
In his happy manner, spoke of the pleasant relations whioh had existed between
himself and the outgoing members of
the city council during tho past year and
his
regret that so many of them were

retiring

from office. He cordially welcomed the incoming members of the city
council.
a few witty references
After
to the oocurrenoes of tho past year and
to the things which
oounctl will he called
upon to do the Mayor proceeded to call
upon some of those present for speechsome

the

predictions

obtainable in the markets, and it’s a pleasure to invite the public to an early inspection of the same. Below
are a

ob

incoming oity

Men’s Overcoats in

who had seen five years of Bervioe in
the oity government and a man who had
won for himself many friends during his
official career. Alderman Kehoe was apone

arose

to speak, and

few of

our

prices

:

Cassimeres, Worsteds and Cheviots, dark shades,

$5.98 to 10.00
in Worsteds,
Covert Cloths,
Men’s
Overcoats
light and dark
shades
$10.00, 12.00,15.00, 18.00 and 20.00
$5.98 to 10.00
Men’s Suits in Cassimeres, Serges and Cheviots from
Men’s Suits in Fancy and Pfain Worsteds for
$12.00,15.00,18.00, 20.00
from

es.

------

OUR BOYS' AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT

re-

run-

Mrs. W. E. Paxton, Youngtown,
North Dakota, writes about her struggle to regain health after the birth of

careful to

us

flowing with

good

spread

of the season and Caterer Carney
did himself justice in the dinner which
was
served. Potted plants and flowers
decorated the tables at whioh were seated all of the members
of the ontgoiug
oity counoil and all of the aldermen and

W. Heseltine,
gineer, of Portland; D.
commissioner of pharmacy, of Portland;
Hon. Seth L. Larrabee, of
Portland;
Hon
George L. Swett, of Portland; plauded when he
Samuel
Peters.
Esq., of Portland;
tjnuies

has not found

things

Alderman John B.
Kehoe, the only
have been invited to discuss the paper:
Democratic member of the out-going
Professor F. C. Robinson of Bowdoin
board of
aldermen, was introduced as

college; Professor W. C. Strong, of Bates
college; Peroy H. Riohardson, oivil en-

6

Following

ing

Weight

AIDED BY MRS. PINKHAM.

are

THE ADVENT iiF

Together.
A

MISC1LUJBOTJS,

VjAUVJUC.

Leach was nominated by acclamation.
For the position of weigher of hay the
of J. W. Robinson and Fred H.
names
Berrlck were proposed. Mr. Robinson reand was declared the
ceived 16 votes

1

room, and bestowed upon the faithful,
the following
complimentary nomina-

choice

nominee.
For sealer of weights and measures the
names of E. F. Swett and Fred H. BerE. F. Swett had 14
rick were proposed.
votes and was declared the nominee.
for
Eben S. Burns was nominated
truant officer by acclamation.
For the position of superintendent of

and Democrats Sit Down

j

BIISCEIXANEOUS.

|

MISCELEAirEOUS.

and; F. W. Searle, M. D., of Portland; spirits which he bad been called upon to
Prof. Harold W.
Bates, of Waterville. aid Jin subduing during the past year,
Contrary to the usual custom the Re- At the close of the literary exeroises at and also spoke in a commendatory man9.80
the
usual
collation will be ner
o’clock,
publican members of the board of alderof the Mayor and the other members
served.
man.did not hold a cauous last night for
of the board of aldermen, who had treatthe selection of a candidate for chairman.
ILLUMINATED CAR SIGN.
ed him with the utmost courtesy and conAlderman William H. Dow is an avowed
sideration during the past year.
At the car house of the Portland (Railcandidate for this position bnt there has
Mayor Randall next spoke of the differreroad company there was Saturday
been some opposition manifested to him
ence which had existed during the past
ceived for use on their line a beautiful set
and there will probably be a hot contest
between
Aldermen Leighton and
suo- year
of
DID

It.
&. Major Hammett had 16 and was
declared to be nominated.
City Eleotriolan Levi Cummings was
nominated by acclamation.
City Weigher and Guager Converse O.

mar4d3w

Republicans

Mayor’s

the very pleasing and practically
It is
before the chairman is eleoted.
oessful illuminated signs for street cars,
stated that the Republican members will
which is
the inventor and patentee of
city assessor, by acclamation.
not hold a caouus to nominate a candiThe assistant assessors were nominated
Mr. F. A. Meller, the basement departdate for chairman and that the eleotion
ment manager at Hooper, Son & Leighby acclamation until the assistant asses- will be thrown into the
regular session ton’s. These
M. E.
sor for ward four was reached.
signs are operated by a
of the board.
When this is done there
Conley and Charles C-. Douglass were will be at least three candidates for the clever mechanical device from inside the
A votejwas
nominated for this position.
car, and are plainly visible for a long disposition in the field and a deadlock may
taken which resulted in 17 being cast for
tance on the darkest night, beside the
result unless a compromise candidate can
most ornamental at
Mr. Douglass and three for Captiin Con- be found
by the Republicans. Alderman fact of their being
compliley, and Mr. Douglass was deolared Rounds has stated that he is not a candi- all times. Mr. Meller is to bo
the date for the position of chairman.
skill and
The assistant assessors for
mented for the result of his
elected.
The tioket nominated by the Republiother wards were elected by acclamation.
energy along this line of Invention and
cans was thus made up as follows:
construction.
M. N. Eldridge was nominated for
For City Clerk—Edwin L. Dyer.
ohief of the fire department by acclamaFor City Treasurer and Collector—Geo
THE NATION’S GRATITUDE.
John N. Long for first assistant H. Libby.
tion.
For
S.
Sanborn.
March 12.—The following
City
Auditor—Leroy
for
second
Washington,
H.
Hatch
Albert
engineer and
For City Messenger—George E. Macnominated
changes resulting from the issue of Febassistant engineer “were also
wan.
go
W. 1 Mor- ruary 26, are announced:
For City Solicitor—Carroll
by acclamation.
ORIGINAL.
The names of Wm. H. Dugan, Samuel rilL
For City Assessor for Three Years—
Thomas J.Hannaford, (deceased), LewHodgdon, Chas. F. Jose and Thos. Paine Walter L. Lefavor.
were proposed for third assistant ohief
For Assistant Assessors—Ward 1, Os- iston, $6; Patriok Kelley,Soldiers’ Home,
engineer. Twenty votes were thrown for man C. Munroa; Ward 2, Terrence C. Kennebeo, |6.
Ward 3. Wilbur C. Wheidon; Ward
the various candidates and the first ballot Kent;
INCREASE.
I, Charles C. Douglass; Ward 5, Orlando
resulted as follows:
E. Dyer; Ward 6, Richard H. Ball;
Josiah Roberts, Northfield, $14 to $17.
11
Ward 7, Edward A. DeGarmo.
Necessary for a choice,
9
REISSUE AND INCREASE.
Fire
For Chief Engineer of
Dugan had
Depart7
ment—Melvin N. Eldridge.
Hodgdon had
B. Colby, Dedham, $6 to f8.
Napoleon
3
Paine had
For Assistant
Engineers—1st Asst.,
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
1
Jose liad.
John N. Long; 2nd Asst., Albert H.
There being no ohoice a second ballot Hatch; 3d, Samuel A. Hodgdon; 4th, S.
Ruth H. Rollins, Dexter, $8.
Major Hammett.
was called for:
For City Electrioian—Levi L. CumSUBMARINE
11
HOLLAND’S
for
a
ohoice
Necessary
mings.
9
Dugan had
For City Weigher and Gauger—ConMaroh
New
12.—The submarine
6
York,
Hodgdon had
verse O. Leach.
2
Paine had
lying at the
For Weigher of Hay—Jacob
Robin- boat Holland, whioh is
2
Jose had
son.
Raritan Dry docks at Perth Amboy, N'
1
George H. Dow had
For Sealer of Weights and Measures—
J., was given another preliminary trial
Again there was no choice and a third Edgar F. Swett.
moved out a short
last evening. She
Truant
Officer—EbeniS.
Burns.
For
This
time
ballot was called for.
Dugan
from
the pier, and with John
For Superintendent of Clocks—George distance
the inventor, the engineer
P. Holland,
had 10, Hodgdon had 8, Dow and Paine W7. Barbour.
and another man, disappeared beneath
one each.
For City Physician—Owen P. Smith.
She
remained down a depth
water.
the
For
Consulting Physicians—Charles
Then a fourth ballot was taken resultCharles Y. of about 14 feet for nearly half an hour,
D. Smith, H. H.
Brock,
Samuel Hodgdon Jll,
and then reappeared at the surface. The
ing as follows:
Lord.
of the test was to determine the
For Overseers of the Poor and Work- object
Dugan 8, Paine 1. Mr. Hodgdon was deU__
IP_n,l
A
-I
T
of metal
ballast necessary for
amount
clared nominated.
Frank I. Moore, Frank C. JohnDaniels,
the
For the position of 4th
engineer
her diving tanks and compressed
to test
ston,
The inventor said that
names of Capt. George A. Dow ana £5.
For Superintendent of School Buildings air apparatus.
worked satisfactorily.
boat
the
Twenty W. L. Bradley.
—
Hammett were

Rogers, Treas.
proposed.
Major
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO.,
votes were thrown,'.necessary for
by F. E. Richards, Prest.
by

the

BOAT.*|
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Assistant Engineers—Edward E. Rogers, Stephen H. Cady, Charles A. Gay,
Third ballot: Brown,
8; Bowen, 7; John H. Black.
Pennel, 6.
City Electrician—William B. Philips.
Harb-r Master—Daniel L. Bogan.
Fourth ballot, only 19 votes thrown:
had
City Weigher and Ganger—Robert E.
for
a
choice
Brown
10.
7;
Necessary
Ahern.
Bowen, 5: Pennell, 3; Bradley 4.
Fifth ballot and twenty votes were
Weigher of Hay—Joseph H. Decosta.
thrown:
It resnlted, Bowen, 8: Brown,
Weigher of Hard Coal and Plaster—
Thomas J. Feeney.
7; Bradley, 3; Pennell, 3.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—John
Sixth ballot: Bowen, 8; Brown, 8;
F. Foley.
Pennell, 4.
Truifnt Offioer—Horatio Verrill.
Seventh ballot:
Bradley, 10; Brown,
5; Bowen, 5.
Superintendent of Clocks—Edward J.
Eighth bollot, only 19 votes thrown. Logue, Jr.
L.
City Physician—Dr. Henry P. Merrill.
William
Necessary for a choice 10.
Overseers of Poor and Workhouse—W.
Bradley had 13, and was declared nominated.
A. Lombard, Thos. H. Flaherty, Michael
J. Hanrahan, Henry J. Gatelv, Jr.
CAUCUS OF THE COMMON COUNCIL
Superintendent of School Buildings—
Immediately following the dissolving of Terence P. McGowan.
Inspector of Buildings—James Kelley.
the joint oaucus the Republican members
of the common council held a caucus to
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
nominate
candidates for president and
The twenty-third stated meeting of the
clerk. Mr. Hugh T. Barker was selected
Academy of Medicine will ocour this
as chairman and Mr. H. O. Phillips dl
evening, at 7.30 o’clook at the Maine
olerk.
Eye and Ear Infirmary. Mr. C. O. CasThe names of George
E. Smith and well will read a
paper on the “Origin and
Elmer K. Gerrish were presented as candi- Development of Some Common Standards
dates for president. A vote was called for of
and Measure.’’ The following

L^XJlULXUUUllM

Councilman Lefavor,
Phillips, clerk.
Barker and Josselyn were chosen a com-

Free Distribution One Day Only,

met

only after a long contest.
City Clerk—Levi Greenleaf.
Thomas A. Bowen, Edwin E. Brown,
City Treasurer and Collector—Carl F.
Levi S. Pennell and Osman Fernakl wero A. Weber.
City Auditor—Frank N. Deane.
at first nominated.
It required eleven
City Messenger—Thomas A. Flaherty.
ballots to make a choioe and there were
City Solicitor—Hanno W. Gage.
The
City Assessor—M. C. MoCann.
twenty votes thrown in eaoh case.
Assistant Assessors—Ward 1, George E.
ballots were as follows:
#
Hight; Ward 3, Frank Reardon; Ward 3,
First ballot: Levi Pennell, 9; Edwin Jacob
in the city government this year assem£ Judelshon; Ward 4, Frank Jat three E. Brown, 8; Thomas E. Bowen, 3.
bled in the council chamber
Foley; Ward 5, J. Henry Bradley; Ward
Second ballot: Bowen, 5; Brown, 6; 6, D. Frank Magner; Ward 7, D. W.
o’clock and did not complete their nom-

of information leaked out to the anxious
crowd of office seekers in the corridors of and resnlted as follows:
the oity building until the meeting was
Whole number of votes oast 15, necessary
When the doors were at last for a choice 8.
at an end.
Mr. Gerrish had 9 and
of Doan’s Kidney Pills will be given
with opened there were many long faoes and Mr. Smith had 6 and Mr. Gerrish wag deaway iree to every person suffering
admany bright ones.
clared the nominee for president.
kidney ailments at the undersigned
dress. First come, first served, and only
In the jont convention of the aldermen
On motion of Mr. George E. Smith the
this
Kemember
this one chance offered.
and councilman all of the subordinate nomination was made unanimous.
size
a
but
regular
is not a sample box,
officers were nominated.
Alderman
Mr. H. M. Bigelow was nominated for
box of Doan’s Kidney Pills, which retails city
E. E. Rounds was chosen chairman of clerk by acclamation.
cents.
at 50

Dpmpmhpv

The Democrats

CITY OFFICIALS DINE.

private office, where they had plenty of

The;newly elected members of the city
council, both Republicans and Democrats, held their caucuses Saturday afternoon to nominate candidates for the various city offices. The Republican aldermen
and counoilmen who represent live wards

500 FULL BOXES

WEDNESDAY, MARSH 16.

President of Common Council—Elmer
G. Gerrish.
Clerk of the Council—Harry M. Bigelow.
THE DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS.

coffee

I think it is the best medicine for
female weakness ever advertised, and
recommend it to every lady I meet suffering from this trouble.”
Maternity is a wonderful experience

approach it wholly
unprepared.. Childbirth under right
conditions need not terrify women.
The advice of Mrs. Pinkham is freely
offered to all expectant mothers, and
her advice is beyond question the most

endorse this famous
brand. The signature
and the seal of these
well-known importers
guarantee its excel-

and many women

lence.

ived much suffering. Mrs. Pinkham
id dress is Lynn, Mass.

valuable to be obtained.
If Mrs. Paxton had written to Mrs. Pinkham before confinement she would have been

s

Ronnds and then called upon Alderman
Rounds for a few remarks.
Alderman
Rounds said that he had
been a party to many warm contests in the

is

so

the papers. He said that the papers had
ridiculed the board a great deal and "for
the most part in a most unjust manner.
He
said that the citizens of Portland
would one day come to realize that the
of aldermen had done
out-going board
things which will prove of great benefit
to the city in the future. People may
oriticize the board,
but they will praise
it bye and bye. ;in regard to the tilts
which have taken place in the board during the past year it is now the duty of
every one to
lay aside the h9lmet, said
Alderman

“The newspapers
Rounds.
have done more to hurt the oity of Portland during the past year than any three
boards of aldermen could do.” At the
of his remarks
conclusion
Alderman
Rounds was liberally applauded.
was then introAlderman Leighton
duced as one who had devoted a great deal
of time to the city’s business affairs during the past year, to the negleot of his
Alderman
business.
Leighton
uniform
thanked
the Mayor for his
courtesy and said among other things:
“I hope that the next city government
will be a most peaceful
one, though it
should thus be proven than the disturb-

swell stocked with

eitxxxeiib

xu

tuts

uuaiu

ux

aiucrxueu

has retired. He
said he thought tho inpoming members of the city government
would; do well to study the city ordinances carefully and
see that each and
iiverv one of them was carefully enforced.
Alderman
Fagan spoke briefly of his
pleasant experience in city affairs.
Alderman Ilsley was Introduced as one
who had devoted agreat deal of time to city
iffairs and had served’his ward faithfully and well. He said that he had triad
;o do his duty to the whole city and he
Jid not regard the time he had devoted
;o the city’s affairs to the neglect of his

Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Neckwear
styles to suit everybody.

we

have the latest and correct
in

Again

we

in the city government and Ms
an
to becomo
alderman,
The
which had been nipped in the bud.
raters in hls ward had seen fit to turn
pirn down, but they had selected the next
pest man in the ward for their alderman.
pontlnne

tspiratlons

members of the city governto be a little fresh and green,
put that will wear off in time.” (Laugher. )
They Intend to purify the governwill forget their desires
nent, but
‘The

ment

new

seem

they

In the course of time.
of Alderman Rounds and said
pe
was not as bad as he was pictured.
‘To err is human, to forgive, divine,
n

this

He spoke

direction

price

from

in soft and Stiff
98c to $3.50.

Hosiery,

in

Hats, ranging

us.
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Furnishers,

Square, Portland.

CSeoct to Eat

To secure best results by the application of an
external remedy fn the treatment of Coughs,
Colds, Whooping Cough, Pleurisy and other chest
troubles, be sure and got Benson’s Plaster,
carefully avoiding imitations and substitutions
with which the market is flooded. Benson’s Plas^
promptly relieves and cures aches and pains of
every description. Rheumatism, Sciatica, Lumbago, Sprains, etc. Price, 25c•

Ster

i

and Alderman Rounds is the most forgi
but Aldermn®
man I ever saw,
ing
Bounds can bo Improved.” (Laughter.)
Mr. Mayberry continued in this manner
and was constantly interrupted by laughter and applause.
Other
speeches were made by Alderand
CounoilmeD
man-elect
Lamson,
A. Johnson,^ John .T. Gerrish,
Theodore
Counoilmen-eleot Goudy and Ellas Thomas, Jr., and his colleagues from Ward 6,
Councilmen-elect Waldron and Pierce.

o

appreciated

and

styles, both

invite you to visit

Counoilmen-eleot
Milliken,
Phillips,
George E. Smith and Baniel
Burke,
Chase also spoke.
pwn business as wasted.
On the contrary
Superintendent of Evergreen cemetery
he thought he was^the gainer by it.
Frank Floyd was called upon for a speech
Moore of Ward 4, compli- by Councilman
Alderman
Virgin, who referred to
in the introduction, as “the man
mented
his successor, Alderman-elect him
Merrill.
Alderman McDonald,President whose duty it was to cover up the misto Irno
rttnrla
Vitr
tKn
nKwcl/iluno
9 4-Vin
Virgin, Alderman-elect Dow, and Alderman-elect Merrill spoke briefly, and to city.”
Elmer E.
Gerrish also
Councilman
she point.
Councilman-elect Samuel
Rosenburg made a brief speech which was well rewas oalled upon as the first representative ceived.
pf the Hebrews in the city government.
PARIS REACHES PORT.
|
He said
that he did not care to talk unMarch 18.—The AmeriSouthampton,
11 he was better posted on city affairs,
the honor which had can line steamer Paris, Capt. Watkins,
put he
in electing him to the
peen done him
pffice which he would try and fill well.
Councilman Fred N. Mayberry, respond;d to the calls from all parts of the room
’ora speech and when he arose was apWhat he sakl was
plauded
liberally.
witty and to the point. His dryness and
sarcasm 'kept the assemblage in a roar of
He
aughter.
spoke of his ambition to

has to

IN OUR HAT DEPARTMENT

own

tug

man that one
we say.

OUR FURNISHING GOODS DEPARTMENT

board of

aldermen, but he bad never
borne any of those persons with whom
he looked.horns any ill will and felt very
kindly.towards them. Alderman Ronnds
then dwelt at great length on what the
city government which was now retiring
had done during the past year. He said
the board of aldermen was not tho foolish board it had been pictured to be in

full of Novelties for the small boy to the young
see them in order to appreciate what

New York March '8
which sailed from
for this port, anil was due here on the
morning of March 9, arrived this morning, reaching her dock at 9.45 o’clock.
She reported tho delay was due to tho
breaking of the starboard shaft, render-

%

n

i

A New York druggist, on Broadway, who
lot of the five-cent cartons of

seems to

be

selling a whole

RI PANS TABULES
of his neighbors say that the goods do not move very well, ex“I keep the five-cent cartons on the
in this way:
difference
the
plains
Now and then some one takes a
counter where everybody can see them!
or maybe six.
carton or maybe a handful of them, getting five for a quarter
there
When a medicine is as well advertised as Ripans Tabules are, says he,
is a good deal of trade to be picked up by keeping them in sight, because,
is inclined to
when a customer sees them he recalls the advertisement and
Nearly
make a small investment, whether he wants it just then or not
that when a man
everybody seems to want Ripans Tabules, and I notice
to
his friend around next week.
them once he is
while

buys

some

likely

bring

--------—-*

ing the starboard propeller useless.

The
in tbe stern tube at 11.45
shaft broko
yclock on the morning of March 4, when
175 miles from Sandy Hook. The steamer
for three hours to secure
wan stopped
the disabled propoller, alter which she

EVERY P1AMO—.

bought of us is sruaranteed lo be She best tiiai cut* be obtained tei
proceeded with the port propeller. Splen- the amount paid. STEISWAY, HABK.HAN. G.4BLEB, PEASE,
iid weather was experienced during the lUtAUIIEU.»;»£.
.WBKIS A 1IVDE, 'Transposing
Keyboard.
E:ny
whole jiassage. All on board were well. THE AliKIOL Self Ploying PSANOS :>«<1TI!E AErtLIAli,
<>i
I
a
fu
line
Musical
IitMni*
We
Music,
carry
terms of payment.
and
Call
examine
the
celebrated
Merchandise.
Musical
ami
incuts
ITCHINESS OP THE" SKIN AND ECOraupliner A Meyer Mandolins and Giiilars
ZEMA.

The only remedy in the world that will
it once stop iehiness of tho Skin on any
cart of the body that is absolutely safe
ind never failing, is Doan’s Ointment.
Free samples at H. H. Hay & Son’s,
iVholesale store, 262 Middle street.

M.

STEIHERTTsoSsCOm t^“
TELEPHONE SI8»9.

5Vi CONGRESS ST.

j

MISCELLANEOUS.
AND
MAINE STATE

test at the primaries which
a large element of the party.
He says there is general discontent and
will attand the
the
few who
that
is to enforce
will exclude

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $6 per year; $3 for sis
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a mouth.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodford? without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published
for six months;
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
Bhort periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, for one
week; $4.00 for one month. Three insertions
Every other day ador less, SI.00 per square.
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month.
“A square" is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third addi-

a

FTtESS.
MARCH

MONDAY,

Deering

14.

and WestDrook.

The reports of the mercantile agencies
show that the war scare has not served
LU UUOca.

uu

uauu»«

auj

rising tide of business prosperity, though
It has some effect to depreciate the selling

price

The musioal part of the programme
was very
satisfactory, and consisted ;of
Miss Lizzie Brown, a,
two solos by
son la Farfalla,” Lby Petrel“Io
Ballata,
la, “May Time,” To6ti; and a duett, “A
Bong from Persia, "Foote, by Miss Brown
and Miss Elizabeth King.
At the close of the programme Mrs.
Clarke reminded the ladies of the annual
meeting, April 2nd, at whioh she hoped
The
all the members would be present.
president then called upon Mrs. Frye to
tell something of the Fairfield meeting,
after which adjournment followed.

Jeffrey and His Gold Seekers Will Start
Today,

William^. Jeffrey and his party of
gold seekers will depart for the Klondike,
leave over the Grand
Trunk at 6 p. m. in a speoial tourist
The makeup of the
car.
party is as
follows: William H. Jeffrey, Portland;
Roy H. Stackpole, Biddeford, E. C. An-

today. They will

contains a majority of live drews, Auburn; O. A. Blanchard, StratK. Garland, Bar Harbor;
Sliver Pemocrats, and the scheme Is of ton; James
By it all the eleotion Alfred D. Cottle, Belgrade, ‘H. L. Stantheir concoction.
machinery is placed in the hands of a ley, Otter Creek; James Smith, Joseph
Ashland; Fred A. Jackson,
commission composed of three men. St.

of stocks.

nominations
For the most part the
made by the Repnbllcan municipal caucus
Saturday afternoon were renominations.
The most oonspiouous exception was the
nomination of Mr. William L. Bradley
for superintendent of school buildings,
Instead of Mr. Thomas Bowen, the present
incumbent.

This commission Is to be appointed by
the legislature, and It may be and doubtless will be composed oi reiuoicmnim™
of only one party. Not a Republican nor
will have
a gold. Democrat nor a.Populist
the Silver
a representation upon it—only
If the measure is sustained
Democrats.
the
opponents of the silver

courts,
by
Democracy might just

well stay away
for
from the polls as go there and vote,
tbs ballot box
no matter what votes go into
the count is certain to show a free silver
as

cem plain

The South used
victory.
and
bitterly of Federal election laws,
it finally succeeded in getting them wiped
from the statute book. If this Kentucky
to

George,

C. Jackson, Wintbrop; Thomas
E. Jackson and wife, Manchester; Frank
W. Howard, Dover; Joshua H. Thayer,
Winterport; Guy F. Hilton, North Brldgton; Fred H. Waterhouso, Mechanic Falls,

Virgil

Me.; Frank D. Barr and wife, Brockton,
Mass.; A. L. Allen, Ashland, Mass.;
Joseph Canton, Barre, Vt.; Frank J.
Caron, Louis Caron, Brownington, Vt.;
Edward S. Hickey, Groveton, N. H.
Dr. C. W. Harwood, Saoo; Arthur Allen,
Ashland, Mass.
Leaving here on the 18th, they will arrive at Seattle, Wash., on the 18th, and
four days later will embark,on the BtearnTheir supplies, a
er Navarro for Dyea.
large portion of whicn was purchased in

The President, he says, cominformation to the
such
congressional leaders who called upon
him. It was information that had reached

explosion.
municated

the states that have free and fair elections
votes to be
are not going to permit their
nullified by snoh wholesale fraud as may
be, and undoubtedly will be, perpetrated
under the Kentucky

no

the President that Spain was buying war
ships that caused him to suggest a large
Nevertheless
emergenoy appropriation.
the opinion generally prevails in Wash-

law._

W. L. UConsidered Science and Economics Saturday.

The last open meeting of the Literary
Union for this season took place Saturthe
in some way in this appropriation.
day afternoon at Pine street church,
in charge of Miss Lou Small
programme
is
Board
of
Inquiry
The report of the
and Miss Margaret Laughlin. The broad
expected this week, and then we shall subject of Science and Economics was
probably know something definite as to
the three heads

ington that the Maine disaster did figure

The
the cause of the Maine explosion.
evidence submitted to the Board has been
guarded with great suooess, and apparently not a word of it has leaked out. All

that.the publio Impression that the Board
will report an^outside explosion rests upwhich is
on is the belief of certain men
assumed to he founded upon intimations
that are
supposed to have come from
members of the Board of Inquiry or perThis Is a
sons in close relation to them.
very slender foundation to base a conclusion upon, but it is the only one there
is at present. Not a single faot is known
4-V.n nenorsl

TVT1

port the outside
explosion theory.

V>11 rt
as

fhftt fpnrlfl tfl

against

the

01171-

inBide

If neither the United States nor Spain
wants war, as appears to be the case, it
be
is difficult to see why war oannot
If the Maine’s destruction was
avoided.
and
due in part to Spain’s negligence,
and the United
States does not want it either, then all
that is necessary to avoid it is for Spain
to pay a reasonable indemnity for the loss
of life and property caused by her negli-

Spain does not want

war,

treated specifically under
Education,” “Civics in
of “Physical
Cleanliness” and “Ail Men are Created

Equal.”

The platform was tastefully decorated
with pine boughs and two beautifully
spreading ferns, while the reading desk
was brightened with a vase of daffodils.
Mrs. Clarke oalled the meeting to order
Miss
the leoturcs at
giving
Coe's gymnasium, to which all the union
members were invited, also of the social
meeting of next Saturday, at which Miss
Martin was to read a paper and the Cone
notices of

i__.ofimolim.infc

...

U1UL>

uu

»(■

v

--

for the
much
afternoon, Miss Small Bald that 6he
was
the
Mrs.
Hunt—who
that
regretted
chairman of tha committee had

introducing her subject

In

original

moved from the state, and
unable to be there.

therefore

was

by
The paper on “Physical Education
Dr. Harriet M. Lewis of the Child CultPaul Kevero
ure club, was read by Mrs.
and was
olub,
Stevens of the same
soholarly exposition of the
a

thoroughly
subject. A sketchy outline was given
of the development of man from the
Cuban
Junta
which
the
course
Of
single protoplasmic cell up to the present
gence.
it, and
human being as we recognize
United
States
the
between
does want war
the
power
and Spain would regard any attempt to much stress was laid upon
a
settle the question that may grow out ot gained in the present day by being
by “good animal.”
the report of the Board of Inquiry
The
benefit gained by out-of-door
diplomacy as cowardly and would protest
forms of
as by various
against it. but the American people are exercise, as well
a
to gain
healthy
under no obligation to accept the view of gymnastics, in order
would they be body, was brought out very forcibly.
nor
the Cuban Junta,
of cowardice or lack of patriotism
if they should seek first to settle the quesand only resort to war
tion peaceably,
when peaceable means had failed.

guilty

of

House
Representatives by ajvote of 60 to 116 has refused to give women qualified to vote for
school committee the right to vote on the
question of granting liquor licenses.
The Massachusetts

This, according to the Boston Transorlpt,
does not necessarily mean that the House
opposed to women suffrage, the question before it being primarily a temperwoman’s suffrage
ance measure, and a
measure

only incidentally.

Still,

imagine, that the sense of the
of
on
the general question
suffrage would be adverse, or

we

House
woman

if

in

favor, the vote in the Senate would be
adverse. The fact that comparatively few
the
women have taken advantage of
privilege of voting for school committee
has left the impression that women as a
body do not really care much for the
suffrage, and while that impression remains they are not likely to have it conferred upon them.
Senator Roger Q. Mills of Texas, whose
has anterm expiresja year from now,
nounced his withdrawal from the race for
The reason he gives is that
re-election.
the State Democratic executive committee

“We are not born free and equal,” said
Dr. Lewis. “We are most of us hamon
pered by our heredity, but by exertion
these
overcome
can
we
our

part,

obstacles. Water does not go higher than
force It
can
its level, but machinery
can
higher, so by training and education
we

overcome

muoh of

our

inheritance.”

Mrs. J. E. Marrett gave an exceedingly
interesting address on “Civics in Cleanliness,” and she began by saying that
in bringing her
subject before the
audience she could not go back to ancient
because
unfortunately the
history,
ancient cities were no oleaner than our
Col. Waring is very naturally the
own.
one person who stands out pre-eminently
for the work he has accomplished in this
line, and Mrs. Marrett stated that Col.
Waring himself had said that he could
not have accomplished what he had if he
had been hampered by any policital con
be
There must
complete
sideration.
divorce between civil affairs and politics,
about
be
by
can
brought
only
and this

public opinion, a by no means hopeless
Mrs. Marrettt
spoke very
influence.
earnestly for the necessity of this reform

and begged the women to use their influence to bring it about.
The paper pv Mrs. Lyman Howard kelson on “All Men arc Created Equal,”
and
was a strong plea for tlio individual,
she openedher essay by saying that liberty
human
was an instructive feeling in every
breast. The time of the revolutionary
most
the
oonspiouous
war was perliaps
in which the equality of man was

epoch

provisions, hardware and equipments.
separable boat, made by an Oidtown

Whenever You Are

river.
The party will go in over the Chiikoot
pass, using pack mules to transport the
supplies from tide water to Sheep Camp,
pack the
at which point the party will
stuff over the summit, mules being sent
around the back side of the mountain by
way of the White pass. The mules will
drawjthe supplies to ihe head of Lake
Bennett, where they will be loaded on to
sleds, and the party will undertake to
of
move northward as iar as the head
Lake LeBarge,
passing White Horse

produetiou

TWELVE temptations

With 70 people. A
seen in so-called

spectacle

for the masses.

spectacles.

Seats

Filled to the brim with
sale. Prices

now on

AL. G. FIELD’S

MARCH 16-17.

——THB

Ready

prices anti in all sizes.
But we call your attention

more

2wS-7M1A0

real nnveltv
y than

eve.-

CELEBRATED MINSTRELS.

St. Pancreas R. R.

in sizes 34 to 46, iu regular sizes,

only

$8.50 Cents Each.

STUFFED THE HAT.
A

longs,

We would like very much to have you

Sanford Caaous Which Had Some Sensational Features.

tSPEGMT,

TO THE

PRESS.]

Sanford, March 13.—The Republicans of

an

held

a

caaous

:

STANDARD

Manufacturers and Promoters of Fashionable, Perfect Fitting Clothing for Men and Boys and Operators
marl2dtf
36 Stores.

proceedings were enlivened by
attempt to stuff the ballot box which

_of

resulted in so much exoitement that there
no state [of the public mind
has been
approaching it since the town hall collapsed at the last annual town meeting.
The caucus was
presided over by C. F.

WALL PAPERS.

the candidate ’of thc advocates of a rigid enforcement of the liquor
law, two contestants wore in the Held
against him. The hat of the prosiding
box and
officer was loused as a ballot

Now

as

when it was emptied alter tne voce nau
been taken the committee oonnting the
vote fouud that a bunch of 40 ballots
tightly folded together had .been thrown
against Cousins. There were also found
in the hat a number of smaller paokages
The chairman announced this
of votes.

discovery to,'.the

caucus

and the excite-

ensued was heightened by
ment which
the statements made by some present that
there were men there who had voted as
many as three times. A new vote was

CLEARANCE SALE
—

OF

WHEELS

exchange for our
LOVELL DIAMOND,

FAMOUS

Taken in

to be sold

follows.

W.

Bicker.
Superintending School Committee—E,
L. Thompson, H. id. Emery, Mrs. Ella
Littlefield.
Treasurer—W. A. Fogg.
Auditor—Fred Averlll.
Truant Officers—W. C. Remick, M. H.
Town

Agent—James

must liave

We

the

room

lor

our

AND
PROHIBITION
SERVICE.

MEMORIAL

Next Sunday evening at 7.30 o'clock
will be held in City hall, by the
state and local Woman’s Christian Temthere

Cood

Work-

men Furnished.

LORING, sHT GABION
~WBTM. MARKS,

Book, Card
___

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO., JOB
180-182 Middle St.

Manager.
<13t

W. H. CHASE,
marl 2

a

vn_

PRINTER,

EXCHANGE,
PRINTERS’
97 1-8 Exchange St., PorlAand

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orders bi mail
attended to.
All

or

telephone promptly
sept22eodtf

TIMES HAVE COME.
GOODafford
You
your

THE STRIKERS.

Spinney.

Constables—F. S. Beal, C.P. Rowe, M.
S. Moulton, Fred W. Cousins.
Road Commissioner—W. L. Moulton.

at

mar9eodtf

At Your Own Price.

to

can

indulge yourself

or

Mayor Lord of Saco Urges Them to Go to family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
Work.
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
Saco, March i2.—Another attempt was
made today by Mayor Samuel L. Lord, to
lnduoe the striking operatives in the York
cotton mills to return to their looms, but,
like that of yesterday, it was barren of
results.
The operatives are fully resolved to remain until^their wages are restored to the
old sohednle and all efforts made by out
side parties to settle the strike seem to
ever
moke them more determined than
not to go to work under the out. This
afternoon a mass meeting was held in

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the ta6tes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any

9—

of returning to work Monday
and every person in the hall voted in the
The chairman then asked if

negative.

who

operative present
there was an
wanted to go back under the cut down
and not one stood up.
THE FINES

QUESTION.

New Bedford, Mass., March 12.—It was
fully expected that the end of this, the
eighth week of the big strike now on in
this city would see the end of the present
difficulties. But the strike Is still on, and
simplyi many think, because the weavers
will not

conic

to

any

terms

forthe

PUBLIC

THE SKIRTS
Thompson.

OF

CHANCE.

Middle'street.

seats can be

had at Chandler’s.

marl2d3t

AUCTION SALES.

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

OB’-

FALMOUTH HOTEL,
Portland, Heine,

AUOTIONT

50,000.00 DOLLARS WORTH OF FURNITURE.
The furnishings of 235
at Public Auction,

will bo sold

rooms

Sale
commencing
MONDAY, March 28, at 10 a. m., and
at

10

Silver Sets, etc.
Office Furniture,
Chairs, 7 Pool and

mortgage 5’s, 1919,

a.

and

m.

2

m.,

p.

consists of Safes, Desks,
Billiard Tables and

FixAthol, mass., Wster Co. First tures, Laundry Machinery. Mangles, Washers,
Kitchen
etc.,
Steam
Furniture,
Tables
and
1912.
mortgage 5’s,
Kettles, In fact

(This company is controlled and managed by
Portland people.)

mousam Water Co. First mortgage 5’s. 1915, of Kennebunk &
Kcnnebuuknort.

Sterling, 111:, Water Co. First
Mortgage 5’s, 1925.
(This company is controlled and managed by
Portland people.)
Kumford Falls Eight & Water
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, 1908.
Knox Gas & Electric Co. (of
Rockland) First Mortgage 6’s,

1903.

everything ordinarily used
a large and firstelass hotel.
The sale of this Furniture offers a splendid
opportunity to parties furnishing hotels or
boarding houses the coming season. The
’■Falmouth” has for years been considered the
the leadlug hotel of the State. Cost of furnish
ing this house new was about Jioo.ooo.
*
Sale will be absolute and without reserve or
limit. Customers from out of the efty can have
packed and shipped at reasonable exgoods
non o
about

c

For further particulars, write or call upon the
Auctioneers, 46 Exchange street Portland,

Maine._marl4eod6t
F, O. BAILEY St CO.
Anetioneers and Comniission Merehaatu
Salesroom 48 Exchange Street.

Penobscot Shore Eine First
Mortgage 4’s, 1920, guaranteed
by the City of Bath.

F. O. BAILEY
mar hi

C. W.

ALLEN
tf

^—

FXEfAlfCIAX.

Municipal

Oregon,

Astoria,
5’s, 1925.

$150,000

FOK SALE BY

Exchange St.dlw
—

HOME BONDS.
4’s

Williams Indian File
Bf m*m Ointment is ft sure cure
for PIL.ES. It absorbs
nW tumors. 8tops itching.
HLm BLP GIVES RELIEF. 50c,
.and SI. At Druggists.

Co.,

gyp
$3
ns

llw
Br"

m m

H

TO

Eg
aSgim
os

For sale

by J.

E. Goold<fe Co,
luned&Wif

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standfth, and the
are

GUARANTEED

4^’s

6’s by Portland Water Co.

Portland and Rumford Falls

—FOR SALE BY—

4’s

Railway,
Portland Water Co.,
Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co,.
Maine Steamship Co.,

4’s

H. M. PAYSON &C0.,

5’s

Bankers.

ALSO BANK STOCKS
■

"rambler |
Bicycles,

$50.00

Model 19,
Model 20,

JLudies,

PORTLAND TRUST

Maine Central It. R.,

4s.

COMPANY.

Portland Water Co.,

4s.

nov23dtf

Merrimack County,

and

$60.00

WOODBURY

&

MOULTON,

BANKERS,
Cor. Middle &

I

Exchange

Sts.

on

4s.
application.

& lARRETT,
SWAN
Middle St., Portland, Me.
186
jy27

dtt

^ATLANTIC

LINE.
COAST
“FLORIDA FAST LINE”

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

Via

Washington, Richmond and
to

Toning Paper.

PlanO Tuner,
Order (late

Chandler’s Musi® Store, 431
Congress street.

at

|

SOUTH

GOOD.

H. E. MILLS

Charleston.^

all

quickest
WINTER RESORTS

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtf

feb9

♦

4s.

Saco,
Riddeford,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

Cameras and Sundries.
Self

4s.

N. H.,

60.00

$50.00

ritf

BONDS.

Prices

with the

Portland, Me.

Exchange St.,
6’s 32 fohia

HB

Hill

—

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

4’s above bonds

|

■u ■ n

OF THE

DUE 1928.

Maine Central R. R. Co.,

Captain Alfred

20—THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita Vivantl
Chartres.
f
■1—IIER STRANGE EXPERIMENT, by Harold R. Vynno,
22—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat,
martyr to LOVE. Bv Joanna E. Wood.

of this paper appears
In another part
the reading as
an advertisement worthy
It tells of a Free
it’s for the publlo good.
distribution of Doan’s Kidney Pills, a
Head it, and
remedy tor Kidney Ills.
& Son Wholesale store,
call at H. H. Hay
262

By

10— ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne.
11— AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE.
By Champion BisselL
12— AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN.
By John Gilliat.
13— THAT DREADFUL WOMAN.
By Harold R. Vynn«,
14— A DEAL IN DENVER.
By Gilmer McKendree.
*5—WHYT SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
16— A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
17— A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
18— OUT OF THE SULPHUR.
By T. C. De Leon.
J9-THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Blssell.

manufacturers on the lines question. A
good, fail' proposition had been drawn

of the Weavers’ Union and
up bv officers
submitted to manufacturers to which the
latter were practically ready to ugroe.
or 344
Then the genoral body of weavers,
short of
of them, objected to anything
and
full abolition of the fines question
this dashed every hope of an immediate
This
to the ground.
practical
settlement
blocking of the end of the strike has
the
bitter
«
among
feeling
caused
strikers outside of the weavers, and many
withdraw
threaten
to
anion members
and let the weavers
from strike council
other
battle and the
fight their own
the same.
unions will do

Season.

EVENING, MARCH 15.
FALL BIVEK vs. PORTLAND.
Game at 8.30. Usual prices. The Portland
players have tickets for sale, and reserved

day until sold.
The Furniture In house is comprised to part
of about 200 Black Walnut Chamber Sets,
Rumford
Falls
Portland &
Folding Beds and Couches; 50 fine Hair MatRailway 4’s, 1927.
trasses, about 10,000 yds. of Carpeting, 400
prs. Blankets, 500 prs. Pillows, 150 heavy boxRockland.Tlioinaston & Cam- seat Dining Chairs upholstered to leather,
nearly neiv; Dining Tables, Sideboards, large
den Street Railway First mort- Erench Plate Mirrors,
l locks, Pictures, Parlor
and Reception Room Furniture in
gage 5’s, 1922.
plush and
rug patterns, Lace Curtains and Draperies.
Tables
25 Black Walnut WadrobesPiano,
Augusta Water Co. 5’s, 1904. large amount of Bedding. Sheets, Pillow Slips
etc. Crookery and Glassware; about 150 dozen
First Silver Plated Knives, Forks, and Spoons;
Co.
Rockland Water

98

to restore wages when
You can have both of these if you subscribe
cotton market warranted NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
dition of the
in
The
closing, the list below. Regular price for each, 50
speaker,
such a course.
advised them to return to their looms, potitc All cotif nrtefr>oJ/1
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
business improved, the
and if, when
money order, or by registered letter,
agent did not increase their wages, they postal
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
could come out again.
by numbers, to
The next speaker was Secretary King,
TOWM TOPICS,
808 Fifth Avenue, Hew York*
who made a ringing speech, in which he
LIST.
vehemently opposed the idea of the operaSALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLeKan.
of 6—THE
tives going back under a reduction
7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
It out to 8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clinghara.
wages and advised them to light

question

aIvTeC

HALL

The Event ol the

Cashier-

BONDS.

mar3

promised

fight.

Don't
< hiUlren

TUESDAY

At

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
Cumberland County,
best writers of the day and a mass of short
Wnen tnu HiiruLo uuuum uo tjctimcu.
etc.
witticisms,
stories,
burlesques,
poems,
this
Brunswick, Me.,
said that he called upon Agent Page
annum.
had Subscription price, $2 per
mill manager
forenoon and the
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
Maine Central B. R.
the con-

His remarks were loudly
cheered, as were those of other speakers
of
the
who advocated a continuation
on
the
A vote was then taken

ct,

MASON & MERRILL, THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

Marble Hall whioh was attended by hunwho
dreds of operatives. Mayor Lord,
was tho chief speaker, said that he had
come before them today with a message
He thought the time hod come
of peace.

the bitter end.

England.

POLO

continuing

Assortment

Esiimntes and

taken daring whioh a olose watch was
kept of the hat and this time Mr. Cousins
The ticket nominated
was nominated.
as

TEP HEM R. SMALL. President
MARSHALL R. GODINS,

of

each

Lon Prices.

—

2ND-HAND

100

Ready.

Extensive

An

1898

for

Deslps

New

CITY

Provincial
Drafts drawn on National
Bank
of England, London, In large or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from Individothers
Banks and
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
ness
description throngh this
Bank.

feb7dtf

Moulton and C. B. Albee acted as clerk.
The proceedings were harmonious until
the time came for the nomination of conThese were nominated one at
stables.
When the vote was taken on the
a time.
nomination of Fred W. Cousins, who is

regarded

GO.

MIDDLE STREET.
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this^afternoon
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CLOTHING

one

Metropolis

BENEFIT G

Interest Paid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.

it before buying.

see

3

..t
Uche.s.
AUult. 25

™t33‘t!

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLURS.

Al! Wool Covert Cloth Coats,
at

AND

a

iSSwSvfr23rd

MAINE,

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

the

is

7.45 p. Hi..

“Day
you start for
E. tSSlSJV8
at thu
SUffiSffi, .A? Illustrated LectureChurch)
(Plymouth
f“3L,£I?hur°h,
Malver»Over
hundred
15 eta.

—

PORTLAND,

some

stouts and

OF

—

Station, London

loth,
,March
which

—

Casco National Bank

large lot of very hand-

to one

perance Unions, a combined prohibition
and memorial service, the latter for Miss
Frances E. Willard. The programme will
rapids beforo the ioe breaks up.
inolude addresses from some of the best
At Lake LeBarge the party will go Into
Portland speakers, and from two ladies
temporary quarters to await the going
who have aohieved national and internaout of the ice in the Yukon, then pushing
tional fame, one of whom Is Miss Margaforward to the mouth of Stewart river,
ret Dye Ellis of Washington,’national suwhere headquarters will te established,
perintendent of the legal department,
buildings constructed,'prospecting'parties and the
other, Miss Olifa Johannsdoke,
formed and the real worklof the expedi;of the Iceland .Woman’s Chrispresident
tion begun.
They were
tian
Temperance £ Union.
The Maine syndicate,has seoured a franamong the best speakers at the national
one
of
the
chise to light by electricity
and world’s conventions held in Buffalo
creeks in the Klondike
region. Dynaine music win prooaoiy
and Toronto.
part of
mos and equipment [constitute a
be furnlshsd by a well-known quartette,
tho.suppliesjof [.the expedition, and it is of male voices. The day Is the anniverexpected that a plant can be put in so as sary of Neal Dow's birth and has been
to be able to turn on the light next Sepmade a day of national importance. It
tember.
known not as Neal
will be henceforth
A seoond expedition is being [fitted out
Dow day, but as National Prohibition
cr
six
five
in
hero
leave
to
in Maine,
day.
weeks for Cook’s inlet,[Copper river.
In answer to a recent inquiry if this
Before their departure the emigrants
Portland meeting will he made a memowere given a banquet at Swett’s hotel by
rial service for her father, his daugber
officers of the syndicate which is
the
said: “My father would rather not have
Bean
E.
Emery
backing them. President
it so. His own work in the cause of proof Hallowell, Vice President Charles E.
hibition he would
prefer to have.kept
Treasurer W. J.
Jeffrey of Biddeford,
in the back-ground. Only advance the
Wm.
General
of
Manager
Saco,
Maybury
principles to which his entire life was
H. Jeffrey of Portland, the directors of
pledged and that will be all the honor
the syndicate, the transportation agents
lather would desire.”
and several invited guests were present
3j Clergymen of the city have been asked
in addition to the members of the expedito give up their services oil this evening
tion. g
and it is hoped that they will be able to
After the feast a little speech making
do so. They are asked to take seats on
Manager William H.
was indulged in.
the platform with the other invited guests.
as toastmaster. Speeches
officiated
Jeffrey
Vice
President
Bean,
made
were
by
THE ROMANCER AT WORK.
Maybury,
President Jeffrey, Treasurer
The daily lie about the Cuban question
Rev. C. Everett Bean, Dr. Harwood aDd
was duly started on its journey about tho
Agent Eogg of the Great Northern railThis time it took the
city, Saturday.
of
a
conall
were
The
road.
speeohes
form of a report that the Montgomery
prophetio
gratulatory and glittering
had shared the fate of.the Maine and nad
The members of the expedition
nature.
been blown up. The yarn travelled fast
were highly complimented on their genwere inquiries at the
and soon thero
the
and
they
courage
eral appearance
offices as to whether it was
newspaper
he
Dr. Harwood of Saco said
evinced.
It was a singular fact that everytrue.
had left home on two days’ notice, but he
who asked about it made the same
body
was full of courage and firm in the belief
remark, which was: “Of course I didn’t
that the expedition will he successful in
I just thought that I
Quite a delegation suppose it was so,
its quest of gold.
visited the Grand Trunk station to see would call and inquire.”
the party off.
THE REINDEER EXPEDITION.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo, j
I ss.
Lucas County.
Seattle, Wash., March 12.—The governFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the ment reindeer expedition which will go
ofF\J.
&
firm
Cheney
oi
the
partner
senior
Alaska from Pyramid
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, into the interior of
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm
leave here next Tuesday on
will
Harbor,
HONDRED
DOLwill pav the sum of ONE
Seminole, in tow of the tug
LARS for each and every case of Catarrh the bark
that cannot he cured by the use of Hall’s
Chilcoot hava
Bareson and
Rescue.
Catarrh Cure.
Frank J. Cheney.
to deliver 341 reindeer,40 Laplandagreed
Sworn to before me and subscribed In iny
tons of supplies at Pyrers and about 100
presence, this Gthdayof December, A. D. 188G.
The deer left befor
*0500.
Harbor
amid
A. W. GLEASON,
(
)
hind will go from herejabout Maroh 20 by
|seal >
Notary Pnbtle,
(-)
steamer to Prince William Sound. LapHall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally a nd land women and children and suoh men
acts directly on the blood and mucous sur- as are not going to Alaska will be sent
faces of the system. Send for testimonials [free,
iort iownseni to remain
next Monday to
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
until shipped to St. Michael to join the
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
heads of the families.
Hall’s F'amily Fills are the bets.
——

THE

to buy, we have them at all

Moderator—C. F. Moulton.
Town Clerk—C. B. Albee.
Selectmen—Leroy A. Wentworth,
It H.
Nason, George W. Hanson.

canvas, and will carry six men and 8000
pounds of freight. Manager Jeffrey of
the party experts to use It on the Yukon

TUESDAY, MARCH IS.

FINANCIAL.

A

of

JEFFERSON, rKSS

for Spring.

In-

dian, will be taken along with them.
top
is lined with cedar, has a canopy

THE

AMUSEMENTS.

j

The most remarkable show, (.'has. H. Yale’s irorgeous

To sliow you Good Overcoats

Congressman Dlngley is reported as plan spreads it will not be many years
saying that the appropriation of $50,000,- before they aro restored. The people of Maine, will consist of 35 tons of clothing, is

000 was not made in view of any intimation that had oome from the Board of Inquiry that its finding would be that the
Maine had been destroyed by an outside

GO.

:

WE ARE READY

this town
and the

FOR THE KLONDIKE.

AHUIEMEim.

_

equality.

legislature

Today is inauguration day In the cities
of Portland,

portant

MISCELLANEOUS.

CLOTHING

Independence, that “all men are oreated
free and equal,” unfortunately it is an
absurdity as there is no equality either

What
wealth, politics or education.
primaries will be adherents of the favor- in the
element in human nature whioh
is
ites intended to be benefited by the exclu- has
than
less
Nothing
produced this?
He asserts that
he is still a bi- competition. A freedom unchecked which
sion.
leads again to
slavery and ultimately
metallist, but says:
leads to “Trusts” the greatest evil of toNow that the
great body of the comContinuance of these conditions
mercial world has taken its stand against day.
means
the overwhelming
unchecked,
of
I
do
believe
in
the
not
it
power
silver,
dominion of the dollar. There are three
the United States alone, by its independThe
modes of prooedure possible, viz.:
ent action to restore the value of silver to
of things as they
I believe that easy going acceptance
par with gold at 18 to 1.
the
economic
equality,
complete
the United States can restore the demand are;
known as socialism; or the third “midwhich they withdraw, but do not believe
of the road” method whioh is merely
dle
was
they can restore the demand whioh
a
restraining influence on things
withdrawn by other countries when they asslight are
books recently
they
today. Two
dosed their mints against silver.
published represent two of these points of
view. Prof. Harris's on "Inequality aDd
Through the contest whioh Mr. True, Progress, embodies the contented one;
the Republican candidate for alderman in and “Equality”by Edward Bellamy, supthe first Peering ward, has begun in the port a
oomplete eoonomio revolution.
Mrs. Nelson emphasized with great earnSupreme court, we may get a ruling on estness the condition
of the present averthe legality of Jthe aotlon of the board of
age wage earner, and very ably brought
aldermen iu canvassing a set of corrected before the audience her evident firm conBellamy’s soheme is the
instead of the original returns viction that
returns
one to bring about the right sort lot
sealed up in the ward meeting. It is im- only

that the power of the board of
returns be
in canvassing
aldermen
tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per authoritatively settled, for there may be
Three insertions or less, a
square eaeli week.
good deal of mlsohlef in the future in
$1,50 per square.
such practices as the Peering board was
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
In that
guilty of in the recent eleotion.
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each
case no great harm resulted
particular
insertion.
becanse it was generally admitted that a
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
mistake had been made in the return, and
insertion.
each
line
cents
25
per
was done iby the
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- that substantial justice
the extisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for board’s action. Put some day
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- istence of the mistake that the board untisements under these headlines, and all adver- dertakes to orreot may not be generally
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged
admitted, and then suoh a proceeding its
at regular rates.
that of last week may precipitate serious
square
Press—$1.00
per
State
In Maine
trouble. The methods of procedure whioh
for
cents
square
and
50
per
first
for
insertion,
the law provides are generally founded on
Insertion.
each subsequent
subto
communications
relating
all
Address
good; reasons, and cannot be departed
scriptions and advertisements to Portland from without danger.
Publishing Co., 87 Exchange Street,
The legislature of Kentucky has just
Portland, Mi.
passed over the governor’s veto one of the
has
most abominable election laws that
The
ever been enacted in this country.

THE

In spite of the
nearly reached.
opening sentence of the Declaration of
most

1

Solid VestrbnlOnly line running
ed Trains to Florida.
from Boston, i
Express
“Federal
I tion with
I
J. H. JOHNSON. N. E. Agt.,
Ro.ton. ,
Street.
Wa.l’l'i.l"11
HOP

lice.

I
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NEW

PORTLAND'S COMMERCE.

MAINE

Items of interest Gathered by
A Steamship Line To Brazil Seriously
pondenta of the Press.
Talked of.

Cores*

FREEPORT.
A

Fortnightly

All the Tear Line to

In the Near

Futore—The

Europe

Great

Work

DoneBy General Manager Hays—The
Grand Trunk, Boston & Maine and

|

language.

afoot, and when near the residence of Mr.
Norway, March 11—Norway town meetseveral
and
William Huston of Brighton’s Corner be- ing was largely attended,
important matters were discussed. Among
came frightened at the burking of a dog
them are a survey for sewerage, the purwith a chase of road
yard
at play in Mr. Huston’s
breaking machines and the
drew
a rusty revolver
Paine
child.
building of a new road were the most
young
all of which were passed over,
and Urea in tne direction oi roe aog, dui
ioderator. A. S. Kimball: clerk, Chas.
without effect.
Mason; seleotmen, D. b. bannopn, it. V.
road commissioner,
Mrs. Huston was attracted by the noise Dunn, C. E. Frost;
cautioned
Paine C. E. Freeman;
collector, George A.
of the revolver and
•
Paine
in an Cole; treasurer, H. J. Bangs.

Srominent,

replied
agaiDst firing again.
insulting manner and threatened to shoot

SOUTH BERWICK.
rec
South Berwick, March 12.—At a
Paine then started in the
the woman.
hot caucus Friday evening the Republidirection of W'oodfords corner. Soon after cans nominated
the following officers tc
Mr. Huston became aware of the event be supported at the election on Tuesdaj
Marshal
Clark
in
started
Frank
pursuit.
and
next the fifteenth:
Moderator,
with Mr. Huston
was summoned and
H. Williams
Daniel
Billings;
clerk,
succeeded in locating Paino at Oakdale. treasurer, Benjamin F. Davis; seleotmen
G. A
Paine offered a stubborn resistance and it C. S. Durgin, A. G. Nealley,
Rev. I. B.
was with difficulty that he was landed in Wiggin; school committee.
the police station at W'oodfords. The case Mower, John M. Burleigh and Rev,
will be disposed of this morning by Judge Zebulon Knight;
chief engineer of the
road comfire department, Willis Lord;
Hopkins.
missioner. S. P. Huntress; tax collector,
■1 HE SPORTSMEN’S SHOW.
Lewis B. Hanson; constable, Frank San
born; auditors, Joseph P. Davis and Geo
Boston, March 12.—The first exhibition L. Hanson.
All the officers except chie;
and
first
New
in
kind
England
of its
engineer and road commissioner were
nominated
without
opposition, but ovei
effort of the New England Sportsmen’s
to bring before the people at these two offioes the red hot fight began.
association

Two ballots were necessary for a choice
chief engineer
between Willis Lore
and Jacob S Ford, the first being, Lord,
52; Ford, 50; scattering 4. The second be
The principal
mg, Lord, 69; Ford, 60.
battle was on the road commissioner, the
two candidates being S. P. Huntress am
J. P. Fall. The Fall faction had influenci
enough to call the canous on a night
when it was thought that Huntress could
not get out his full army of supporters
However, Huntress being the proprietoi
of a livery stable was not caught napping
and when the nomination came to
b(
WILL SUCCEED THE STAR.
voted on the hall was crowded and such
The Evening Star, the Democratic daily jam about the ballot box was
nevei
Never
started some time ago by Llewellyn Bar- known in a cauous here before.
before in a caucus in South Berwick waf
ton, Esq., has changed hands and inci- such a
vote
cast.
af
The
vote
was
large
dentally has changed its name. It is now follows: Total vote, 226. John M. Burowneu by Mr. Donald Fuller and will be
leigh had 1; S. P. Fall, 79, and S. P.
Huntress 146.
known as the Courier.
The Democrats in a caucus in the baud
hall Saturday afternoon at 2.30, nomi
nated the following board: Moderator,
Thomas J. Goodwin; clerk,
Charles C.
Hobbs;
treasurer, Charles C. Hobbs;
selectmen, John A. Dennett, Jr., John
A. Flynn, Horace J. Goodwin;
school
committee, Thomas J. Goodwin, A. CarA.
Frank
road
commission
Ross;
penter,
Hobbs; chief engineer,
cr, James W.
Jacob S. Ford; constable, Andrew
J.
Earle; tax collector, Lewis B. Hanson;
A hot
truant officer, Andrew J. Earle.
ol
time is looked for Tuesday, the day
on

sJJAMES C. DAVIS;!®

-AMHQNIATED-

eleotion.

OWEN, MOORE& CO.

|

THE

“»

Buxton, March 11.—Buxton held an ad
town
meeting last Saturdaj

“MONGOLIAN.”

t
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Corticine!

English

PROPER
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j
CARPET
||

FOR-

j

HALL,
VESTIBULE,

!

f

f

j

DINING ROOM,

I

j
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KITCHEN,
You who have seen our previous importations of these goods, know the
The patterns just arrived even surpass previous productions.
novelty of designs.

♦
♦

!If
«

for

|

procure gthein

'j ne weather to-dau Is ClfSetu
to t>e fair.

our

HERE’Sofferings

«

list
for

of

to-day’s “clearBargain Sale.
Draperies Room.
Fifty pairs of fine
ance”

muslin

white
fit

Curtains,

for

five

sleeping rooms,
styles ruffled, tucked,

and

$1.29 the

at

to go

ered,

embroid-

are

some

Great

pair.
Also

Table

Tapestry
colors,

five

bargain.
lot of fringed

small

a

to-day,

79c.

Needlework Counter.
An assorted lot of linens—S c a r f s , Centre-

EXCLUSIVE TO US

♦
4
4

FOR

PORTLAND

< >

__

444444444444444444444444

< ►

o

pieces, Tablecloths, etc.,
at
to
half price,
go
soiled.
slightly
Silks.

I Johnston, Bailey &Co., |
;;

190-192 Middle Street, Portland, me.

< >

SUCCESSORS TO H. J. BAILEY & CO.

"

♦

clasp,

the
carpets
Let the little
best in Portland.
ones as well as the big folks in

THE MINSTRELS.

Portland alone—for

just look

appreciating

here.

were

One

FURNISHING

COMPANY,

marked

high qualCards,

Calling

will bo assisted by Miss Bertha Webb, the
well known violinist, who has been touring West with the Swedish band, early in
the winter and who is at,present with the
Swedish cxuartette.

in

marked

In this city, March 12, Eliza Johnson, widow
of the late John Johnson, aged 66 years u mos.
Funeral this Monday afternoon at2.30o’clk,
from the residence of I). U. Peterson, 64 Grove

In'

tins

city, March 12, Mr. Charles S.

days.
89 years 9 months
Funeral services Monday afternoon at 2.30
o’clock from Ins late residence. 202 High street.
In tills citv, March 12, Martha K., wife of
Augustus Allen, aged 03 years 3 months.
Funeral services this Monday aiternoon at 2
o’clook, at 111 Brackett street.
In this city, March 13, Fannie J., daughter of
George and Lydia Dixon, aged 11 months and
7 days.
In Deering, Marcli 13. Margaret, daughter of
the late Charles and Margaret Kamsey, aged 62
years l month.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2,30

Griffin, aged

The Carpenter Steel works at Heading,
Pa., Saturday,shipped the largest amount
of ammunition that they have sent out in
The concern will also inthree months.

BRIEFLf TOLL?,*

crease

The

its plant.
of
the English
notified the executive
Inter-Collegiate Track

representatives

universities have
committee of the

Athletic association that until the American colleges define the difference between
a student and a professional the English
managers do not care to arrange an international meet.
in

The,ballot on equal lay representation
the general Methodist conference takon

in the Kansas conference resulted in a
victory for the proposition, the vote being
89 to ::3.
The Spanish torpedo flotilla has not yet
left Cadiz.
The vessels will sail for the
Canary Islands ns soon as the weather
moderates.

COMING ATTRACTIONS.

MARRIAGES.

wife

of John

Wentworth, aged 39 years.
In Soutli Portland. March 12, Herbert C„ son
of John 0. and Carrie J. Jones, aged 13 years
10 months.
Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock
from parents’ residence, corner of Dyer and
Front streets.
Ill Standish, March 12, Mrs. Louisa Otis,
widow of the late William Paine, aged 00 years
11 months 5 days.
Funeral Tuesday at 2 o’clock.
In Bellast, March 6. Sylvauus T. Eugecocmb,
aged 71 years 7 months.
In Belfast, March 3, Atwood J. Hanson, aged
75 years.

In Blueldll. March 7. Mrs. Malinda B. Can75 years 7 months.
In Lewiston, March 0. Edwin A. Avery, aged

dage, aged

49 years 11 months.
Sliln Aubuan. March 11, Eliza B„ widow of the
lute Addison G. Cole, aged 83 years.
In Autuun, March 11, Vesta M., wife of Albert W. Htrsom, aged 19 years.
In Bangor, March 7, Hiram T. Jcnes, aged
63 years 7 months.
In Bangor, March 7, William II. Pierce, aged
46 years 4 months.
In DorcUesler, Mass.. Mrs. Sarah Rich Shattuck, formerly of Canton, aged 64 ysars and 4

months.

In Lewiston, March 6, Mrs. Aim C.,
the late Henry Sanborn of Greene,
years 11 mouths.

widow of
aged 81

In Togus. March 2, William W. Davis.
In Everett. March 2, Wm. F. Sherman, formerly of Bueksport, aged 63 years.
in Belfast, March 4, Cant. Charles Baker,
aged 67 years.
In Auburn, March 6, Franklin S. Howe, of
Lewiston, aged 64 years
In Wayne, Marcli G, John M. Weeks, aged 52
years 5 months.
In East Winthrop, March 6. Mrs. Urania W.
Parlln, aged 70 years 10 month.
In Searsport. March fi Almira J. Crockett,

In Bnugor. Mareli 7, Edward Eaton of Boston
Miss Mary Wilson of Lynn.
In West Coruvllle, March 2, Samuel Lock and
Mrs. Sarah Evans.
In Poland, March 1, Edward H. Pratt and
Miss Grace L.Pulsifer.
aged 78

and

D.
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and good stage settings. The company
has always been immensely popular in
Portland. Living pictures are not dying
out; proof of it is that they are being produced in New York under an enormous
expense and are packing the theatres and
music halls, hundreds being turned away

land.
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An assorted lot of
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silk

imported

Undervests,

Embroideries Counter.
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lot

marked from 39c.
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The steamer Laurentian sailed yesterDeering.
In Deering, March 13, Abide F.,
day from Liverpool for Halifax and Port-

LAUKENTIAN SAILS,

One

Dressing,
In Jay. March 1, LaForest Hobbs and Miss
Nina Maud Bean.
in Auburn. March 5. John Calvin McKenney
and Miss Fersls Blake Young.
In Boston, March 2, Capt. Geo. F. Brown and
Iantlie Balauo, both ol Tenants Harbor. Me.
In Kockland, March 2, Ulysses G. Smith and
Florence Marson. both of Vlnalliaven.
In South Bristol, Marcli 2, A. Andrews and
Miss Hattie Clifford.
In Boothbay. Feb. 26, Stephen E. l’inkham
and Mattie GreeuleaL

A lot of

marked from 15c.

An

Curling
handles,

Underwear,, Knitted.

Men's Gloves.

Toilet Goods.

few years than Manager A. L. Wilbur.
Aside
His company is always pleasing.
from his firm musical foundation he always has a remarkably strong comedy
element, plenty of bright men, attractive ladies, rich and brilliant costumes

Jefferson,[about the first of April. The
Jefferson management also have an in—

58c.

at

boxes, at 15c,
down from 25c.
_

—

Hoyt’s “A Stranger In Now York” one
greatest of the successes of that
popular playwright, will be seen at The

handles,

One ldt of

.i-u.

it.and it will be found a realized'.dream foresting announcement for the lovers of
the plot
of Oriental splendor. Of course,
The Jaxon Opera company will
run opera.
deals with true love, that didn’t
appear at the new theatre for a week bemeasure
a
in
great
smooth, and partakes
ginning March 21. The company gives a
or tne iasciuai>iug,
first class performance at popular prioes.
ment, but it also overflows with rattling Other attractions are “Secret Service,”
otherwise,
and
brought
fun, pantomimic
“Old Homestead,” Herrmann. “Under
of some of
out find intensified by a corps
the Red Robe,” “The Prisoner of Zenda,”
on
oomedians
the best and most popular
Primrose and West, and Andrew Mack.
including Charles
the American stage,
The management hope to secure “Jack
and
“Senor
dashing
as
Apropo,”
Turner,
“The Idol’s
and the Beanstalk” and
Josie Sisson, the attractive soubrette as
Bright Ryes,” while other roles are Eye.”
NOTES.
filled delightfully by Sadie Stephens,
Madge Torrence, Lela Hutton, Annie
The Ladies' Ceoilian
with
Quartette are
Courtnev, Chas. H. Henry, together
much noted talent too numerous to men- about to reorganize with the same artists,
will bo
tion. In the grand ballet thero
Miss Lizzie M. Brown, Mrs. Jennie King
Ferseen the great premieres, Signoritas
said to bo the Morrison, Miss Sawyer and Miss Richardrero and Bassegglo, who are
son.
During the summer months they
wonders of the terpsichorean world.

the 7nost beautiful women
ever posing in pictures.
The GrandJA mazon March introduced
this year by thirty beautiful giris who
Army
were drilled by a United States
officer, is the wonder of all men, and
move
their evolutions and precision of
ladies
ment is the wonder of all the
and children. This engagement will be
weeks
solid
commencing Monday,
for two
March 21st, and the sale of seats will open
next Wednesday at tho box office.
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Stationery Counter.

Portland..
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The
ular production, Chas. H. Yale
in
Twelve Temptations,” will be given
all its wonderful beauty and completeness at The Jefferson for one night only
tomorrow. A fortune has been expended
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Brussels. Axminster and Moquetts This Week,

to
any
far
superior
company
the
Of
many
he has ever carried.
of
one
engaged
specialty artists
the specially
great is the Cornalla
seven
women
norobats,
familvlof men and
furore
in number, who created such a
abroad and repeated it with this comin this country.
pany on its present tour
Seats will be on sale today.

nightly. Mr. Wilbur has gone to a very
large expense in securing an electrical
plant for the better production of these
pictures. The beautiful models that
Y ork
stamp this as the one great New
and challenge
production still remain,

fancy

Notions Counter.

36c, 50c and

Elastic

black

$1.50 each,

at

etc.,

An assorted lot,

hislpatrons

Few managers in the country have been
successful In meeting the uncertain
demands of tho public during the past

all colors,
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Neckwear Counter, Womens
One lot

down from

marked

yard,

62c.

One

are

the fact that our stock has the
latest patterns and as for prices

G. Field “Big White Minwhioh appears at The
strel Company,
Jefferson, March 16 and 17 with a matinee Thursday at 2.30 is a choir of Madriwhose
gal boys, handsome little fellows,
in€ the
voices are heard to advantage
swelling choruses and delightful refrains,
feature of the
whioh form a prominent
Mr. Field
gives
'Which
long programme
this season. Mr. Field has a
With the A1

yard,

i-2c.

bargain.
Fancy Goods

NOT TOO YOUNG
ii

more

been

yard,

a

marked down from $2.62,
Great
$2.66 and $2.75.

to know that our

WILBUR OPJSRA COMPANY.

linen

Leather Goods Counter.

Books,

can.

“THE

12

of

One line of fine quality morocco Pocket

afternoon to complete the election of the
following officers: Clerk, Wm. T. Jordan,
Chas.
dem.; selectmen, Albert T. Elwell,
H. Towle and George E. Ssawyer, all
democrats; treasurer, T. Tarbox, republidemoorat;
can; collector, J. W. Rankins,
superintendent of schools, E. P. Elwell,
democrat; school committee, George H.
reMilliken, democrat, Jerry M. Hill,
publican and John Meserve, democrat;
E. O. Y/aterman,
road commissioner,
democrat; auditor, A. J. Perry, repuliMUSIC AND DRAMA,

at 6c

and

to go at 19c

been

<>

.<>

t..

line

colored

fancy
fringes,
io

marl4&16d2t

entire

One

Ribbons,
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VICINITY.

silk

Covers,

at 59c

days

and

pieces of plain satin
gros grain and fancy

part

Portland, March 14,1898.

other
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goods.
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fail
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above mentioned

rooms

carpets

and

neatness

need of
do not
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BUXTO N.

journed

IMPORTATION VIA S. S.

A NEW

(Pilgrimage of the Class of 1898, F. H. S.)
Everett, Friday Evening, March 11.—

The F. H. b. delegation was on hand
this morning after a good night’s rest.
As the old State House was not thoroughMaine Central May Combine.
ly explored yesterday, that was the objecof
the
PRESS
had
the
A representative
tive point, and two hours were spent here
to
meet
a
gentleof
good fortune Saturday
looking over the valuable collection
railway
man prominent in official and
Frankthem
being
among
antiquities,
circles who was in the city on his way
lin’s printing press, Gov. Hancock’s crimIn a conversation that ento the West.
waistcoat,
son velvet coat and blue silk
he
sued the gentleman was asked what
musket carried at Lexington, Lafayette’s
thought of Portland’s prospects as a comgloves worn during his visit to Boston,
mercial port in the future and replied in
the
tea caddy containing toa found in
substance:
of Col. John Crane, after he had
pockets
even
and
“I think few people in Maine,
been acting as Indian in the Boston tea
in the Dominion, realizo what a trade
and many other articles of like Inparty,
with Europe Is growing up here. Railroad
terest.
From the balcony window the
men now see what a man of brains and
declaration of i ndependence was read to
Grand
the
energy the new manager of
Here the stamp
the citizens of Boston.
For
Trunk road is.
years the Grand
act clearances were burned, the British
Trunk had gone on in the old English
Howe and
troops were quartered and
style, plodding after the fashion that Clinton held their war councils.
existed and was successful many years
A new feature to most of the olass was
to
ago but has had to give' place, in order
the noisy stock exchange, where from the
continue successful, to the more modern
visitors’ gallery we watched the bears and
1 do not
ways and business methods.
bulls as they wrangled over the mining
think that the Grand Trunk stockholders,
stocks.
their former
or directors, or, I may say
of Liberty,
Fanueil hall, the Cradle
over
and
managers,
general
presidents
list and here the olass
came next on our
appreciated what a remarkable terminus met with a pleasant surprise. Mr. Husey
they possessed here at Portland,[until Mr. called the class together and informed
Hays came here and observed for him- them that the honorary graduating parts
and invited Jack
self. Every one familiar with' railroad had been ascertained,
to take the chair, and call the meeting to
achas
Mr.
what
knows
Hays
enterprises
The parts assigned by rank were
order.
salutatory,
complished since he took charge of the valedictory, Hattie Rogers;
class essay, Minnie Gamroad, and none better than ths directors Edith Gould;
then eleoted the followclass
The
man.
and stockholders after his last financial
History, Jack Randall; ;Propheoy,
to ing:
report was read that made a showing
Eva Horsey; Presentation of gifts, George
this
But
whioh they were unaccustomed.
Wilbur; poem, Grace Davis; ode, Alioe
Thus the olass of '98 has the
is but the beginning, to my mind, of the Randall.
for honor of being the first class from F. H.
development of business for the road or
b. to hold a olass meeting in Fanueil hall.
Portland as Its terminus.
Otis,
Adams, Hancock and
Webster,
a
is
there
noted men have
other
if
I
think
posspoken from the
“You ask me
of platform of the Cradle of Liberty, and tosibility of an all the year round line
day Jack directed the class meeting from
steamers between Portland and Europe. the same historic stand.
ex-oommander of the
I think that it will not be long before you
Col.
Wyman,
comwill see announced that a fortnightly line Ancient and Honorable Artillery
in as a spectator during
of steamers will run all the year round pany, happened
uo
m
Our meeting, UUU ueunuio mucirnicu
between Portland, Liverpool and Bremer- to the extent that we were Invited to lnhaven or Havre. Such a line will become I spect the armory and quarters of this old
It is not unlikely military organization, dating from 1688.
an absolute necessity.
This was a rare treat and one wholly unthat other lines will follow, for Portland
Their valuable oolleetion of
expected.
already has shown its advantages to Ger- curios contains some of the most interestbe seen in the
many and France as well as England. ing and rare articles to
But as to these other lines I cannot speak city.
the elevator for
took
we
After dinner
It is highly
with so much assurance.
the top story of Boston’s famous skypossible that another large elevator will scraper, the Ames building, thirteen
Some of the girls
be required to accommodate the foreign stories high, 190 feet.
to walk down, but the majority
It Is highly probable preferred
carrying trade.
transit
were not affected by the rapid
that a combine will be entered into by method.
the Boston & Maine, Maine Central and
Newspaper row presented a lively scene,
and the bulletin boards were attractive
Grand Trunk.
objects, as each indeavored to foretell the
“In this connection there is one thing deoision of the court of inquiry.
and
yet
that I have not seen in any paper
We entered Jordan, Marsh & Co. 's great
foi
it is possible you may have heard all establishment with well laid plans
became
each other in case we
about it. I understand that there is every finding
separated. Experience soon proved the
probability that a line line of steamships wisdom of onr arrangements, and at 4. IE
the
and
Portland
we were all gazing on the valuable collecwill be put on between
in the Jordan, Marsh &
Brazilian and Argentine ports. Portland tion of paintings
Co. ’s art gallery.
used to maintain a large trade with the
Mr. Sbaw and Mr. Jordan were found
Argentine especially in lumber. But it is at their Lincoln street heaqduarters, and
these South here we found a pleasant resting place bealone
that
,.ot lumber
the car for Everett. The evenThey im- fore taking
American countries require.
ing was spent at the oomfortable rooms
and
of
vast
Europe
a
things
variety
port
occupied by the boys of tho party.
the supplying of much that
has had
EIGHT CORNERS.
we can provide at even better terms when
March 12.—The sooial
Corners,
Eight
This
has
alwe come into competition.
workers are to give a grand concert at the
ready been proven. I cannot speak in Free Baptist church, Tuesday evening,
to this March 14. A full house and a very enjoymore explicit terms in regard
Ice cream and
time is anticipated.
South American line but I think that if able
cake will be served. Admission five cents.
you keep your eyes open—and newspaper
NOBLEBORO.
men are o pretty watchful set—you will
take
soon find this proposed line will
Nobleboro, March 11—Our annual town
When we meet meeting was held Monday, March 7th,
form and substance.
and the followipg officers were elected;
J. O. Oliver,
again I hope you will be able to say that C. D. Hall, moderator;
I am a true prophet.”
clerk; J. E. Mulligan, C. D. Hall, B. C.
WlDcheDhaugh, assessors, overseers of the
B. A. White,
TOO FREE WITH REVOLVER.
poor and fish committee;
F. W. Sproul, collector; H. L.
Yesterday afternoon T. E. Paine, a treasurer;
Coombs, superintendent ol schools; H. K.
pertdlar, claiming North Yarmouth as Palmer, E. D. Oliver, F. G. Flagg,
the
""arrested
by
Deering superintending school committee: E. K.
his home was
Hall, truant officer; J. L. Bartlett, road
police officials for discharging a danger- commissioner:
J. P. Ridley, auditor.
and for using threatening
ous weapon
NORWAY.
Mr. Paine was
journeying

nature
which
lar^e
the wonders of
in the woods of New England
abound
and the Provinces, began formally tocomnight. Gov.Wolcott represented the
Hon. A. J. Dunn, surmonwealth with
the provinces; L. 13. Knight,
veyor of
game commissioner of Now Brnnswick,
and R. E. Armstrong, the provincial
representatives, as guests. The opening
exercises included the welcoming of Gov.
Wolcott and other guests by Dr. Bishop,
president of the association.
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Doctor
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Cook Agree
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beef suet and pure cottonseed oil is
eminently worthy t^ supersede lard
for culinary us*- 2
J. Hobart Egbert, A.
Vtiiinr Tiiftrt.ir.

D., Ph.D.
31.,
and Hnaienic Gazette.
31.

are growing fast in favor with
educated housewives and intelligent
cooks.
The desirable substitute (Cottolene)
is purery more healthful and economical than lard) which it has sup-
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engineer,

protest

health and economy,
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links appetizing food,

good

Made on|y by THE N. k. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Montreal.
St. Louis.

New York.

Remember this is the day for the elecPolls open at 9
tion of town officers.
o’clook a. m., and close at 4 p. m.
The Palestrina club wns entertained

jg

jg

tioket, pasted

of Mr. True, the ballot should
have been counted for True, inasmuch
as the oross
at the top voted the ticket
beneath and the pasting of the sticker
the

:ARCD
dEAHhlETTE

K-Walworth^

COPYRIGHT. 1898.BY THE AUTHOR.)

[Continued.]
CHAPTEB XIX.
Wondering, but silent, Jessica led the
way to the colonel’s study. It was a
room seldom used now. She came there
herself every Sunday morning to wind
had
up the old eight day clock which
been tioking time into eternity for more
than half a century.
As she opened the door the odor of
rose leaves and spices commingled was
wafted toward them. Upon the colonel’s
writing table—which used to be the despair of the order loving Oscar—stood
a great blue jar of foreign aspect, with j
of white hawthorn flowers:
sprays
sprawling all over its surface.
Walking over to the table, Jessica
dipped one hand into the blue jar, stirring its aromatic contents into more active pungency. Dr. Northcote stood on
the other side of the table, drawing off
his gloves in a nervous, jerky fashion.
She looked at him with humid eyes.
“Father loved his roses so dearly.
We keep this jar full of petals from his
favorite bushes.” Then she laughed
most

unexpectedly.

There was a strange flippancy about
this untimely merriment which seemed
to jar on her own nerves. She offered
an apology, which was scarcely less flippant than the laugh.
“Exouse me, doctor, but you look exactly as if you were getting ready to
lop off a leg or an arm. I cannot conceive of anything you may have to tell
me that would warrant such tremendous
gravity. I suppose, though, we are all
keyed up to a tragic pitch, and all our
molehills are mountains.
As he made no response to this she
began to fear she had angered him seri-

ously.
“Pray

my silly laugh. It was
outburst. I have had
much to try my nerves lately. Whatever vour errand, trust me to meet it courteously. I imagine yon have come to
take my aunt away again. You may
have the legal right, but I should be
sorry to see you exercise it.”
Only too glad of a respite, Northcote
answered ineonseqnently:
It was only
“Tell me about her.
through the reverend old man who
sought a night’6 shelter from me that I
heard of her being alive and with you.
As yon know, I have been with the regiment as surgeon, coming home only recently for a short furlough. Mrs. Northcote has been with her family in Florida, and so we have heard but little of
Applegate happenings. I should like to
have a more circumstantial account of
your aunt’s welfare.”
He seated himself in the colonel’s revolving chair, but Jessica remained
standing, restlessly occupied with the
a mere

rose

excuse

hysterical

jar.

she said,
“I take it for granted,
"that my gentle pilgrim has told you
the firs-' part of the story—of how I
found old Savanna hiding her nursling
as if there were no friends left in the
world to my poor aunt?”
“Yes, yes; I have heard that part. It
is strange that neither Bascom nor I
thought of the old hag. I had almost
forgotten her very existence.
“She has been everything to my aunt,
and since I defied her and laughed to
scorn her pretended occultism she has
proved a very satisfactory attendant.”
“I should like to know something
state of
about your aunt’s present
health, although, of course, I will see
her before I leave the house.”
“Personally I should prefer that you
should not. She associates you with her
exile from home and her confinement
within certain limits. When I first had
her removed to the house, she wandered
about it like a bewildered child, but
gradually memory asserted itself until
now she seems perfectly happy and contented. I think her restoration to the
spot where she lived as a girl has in a
manner dissipated some of her delusions. Wo never hear her calling for her
doll as 6be used to do. She frequently alludes to her mother’s implacable and
to me inexplicable anger, but in the re-

gretful manner any daughter might display. She leads the life of a reolnse in
the up stairs suit of rooms she occupied
as a young lady, is devoted to Savanna
and also remembers Miss Turner, my
companion, very well.

“I think Miss Turner has been of
great benefit to her in reviving schoolgirl memories. I seem to puzzle her
somewhat, although she tolerates me
amiably. She is gentle and courteous to
everybody. Physically she is causing

the name was not a legal alteration
of the ballot. Mr. Frye was declared
elected by two votes, 91 being cast for
him and 89 for Mr. ;> True. Mr. True’s
claim is that of the 13 defective ballots
eight of them.should be counted for him
ai$d five for Mr. Frye, which would
over

:

name

tion of street commissioner. There are
now but two candidates, Mr. F. P. JohnRepublican, and Mr. Chas. G. Alson,
den, Independent. The friends of both
confident, but the outcandidates are

n:

o

---

L'OR SALE—House centrally located, three
4
electrics;
all
minutes
from
and set
furnace
rooms and
hath,
If desired
tubs; good lot of land with stable.
will be sold
terms of
Easy
partly furnished.
payment. Inquire at No. G EXCHANGE ST.
14-1

twelve

FAIRY

land, corner of Band C street, Portland,
14-1
Inquire at 210 15 STREET.

pOR SALE-Barred Plymouth

Rock Cocker-

4
els. hue breeders, prolific egg laying strain,
will improve any diock; would he
cheap at S3 to
S5, but to quickly close them out I am selling
them at $1.50 and $2.00 each,
if you want
one better order today.
C. \V. COSTELLOW,
•20, Waterboro, Me.
14_1

handsome
black and
tan
Rabbit Hound, 15 months
inch enrage; 16 inches high; partly
ARTHUR D. MURPHY, Biddeforu,

SALE—A
FOREnglish
Beagle

old;

18
trained.

Me.

STANDARD CLOTHING CD.

regular weekly meeting

___10-1_

•OR SALE—At Fessenden Park, a tine 8
room house; everything in it you could ask
for; cars will pass here this spring. We will
sell this honse to you at cost to build; only
MARKS & EARLE CO., No. 12
$500 down.
9-1
Monument Square.

I

SALE—Three storied house for two
rooms,
newly decorated and
hot and cold water throughout, new
set ranges with hot water tanks for each tenant. new open plumbing, located near Lincoln
W. If. WALPark, will be sold very cheap.
9 1
DRON & CO., No. 180 Middle St.

FORfamilies, 10

painted,

.*■,

a

SALE

0UR

CASH CORNER.

Mr. and Mrs. M.

storied

residence.
FOR14 SALE—First
rooms and bath, steam heat and all modclass 3

..OF

conveniences, located in the best neighborhood in western part of city; is arranged for
to electrics;
one or two families, and handy
W. H. WALDRON & CO.,
will he sold cheap.
180 Middle St.
9-1
ern

Winter Overcoats
before being packed
the season.

Many

advantage of

away for
are

taking

the LOW PRICES.

OUR SPRING OVERCOATS

No

are

$8.50,

a

very handsome Covert Cloth.

barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about

200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St..
<roruana,

Sizes 34 to 46 in regular

sizes, stouts and longs.

Me.

_nmre-u

SALE—On Peering Highlands, new 7
room house and stable, cemented cellar,
bath, hot and cold water, wired for lights; lot
70x100; one minute to electrics. $2300; $309
down. MARKS & EARLE CO., No. 21 Monu-

FOR

Square.

ment

ready if you want them—about 300 for selectionWe call attention to the one we offer at
spring styles.

here and

all new

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
good land. 2 1-2 story house, shed and two

L'OR
4

lasts only OWE WEEK LOWGER

Stranger—Where do

York Weekly.

Two story house, lot, 5,000 feet

SALKpOK
1
of

Church of Christ was held at Vestry hall
yesterday afternoon. Elder Charles Drake
of Albion, officiated

Longer.
the Highmlnds reside? They are one of the old families of
this city, I believe.
Mrs. Forundred—They used to be, but
Mr. Highmind failed last year.—New

head
cash iu advance.

Midd.eSt.

P. Tapley have had
There will undoubtcome iB in doubt.
as a recent guest Mrs, J. H. Emmons of
as
the
annual
edly be a large vote polled
Biddeford.
town
business;;Will be done after the
Messrs. Geo. Skillings, A. B. Plumvote of street commissioner is declared.
members of a
mer and A. J. Garso are
an
will
Sisters”
The “Snow Cap
give
party who have gone to Sebago Lake for
Methodist
the
vestry a week’s enjoyment in
entertainment at
fishing. A barge
on Wednesday evening under the auspices
make t ho^result 97 to 96 Indiis favor.
was prooured and a good stock of provisThere will be a hearing on the matter of the young ladies of the church. Ice ions was taken along.
before Judge Strout on Monday, March oream and cake will be served after the
Schools will close Friday, March 18, for
This action is broughfcjunder sections entertainment.
21.
vacation. On account of
a two weeks'
53 and 54 of chapter IV. of the Revised
The Cumberland county Y. P. S. C. the
epidemio of measles the average atStatutes. Mr. True has; employed Mr. E. union will meet with the Gorham so- tendance has been very small.
Soott Wilson for his counsel, while Mr. ciety tomorrow afternoon and evening.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Frye’s Interests will be looked after by An interesting programme has been arE. C. Reynolds.
ranged.",, There will be no postponement.

much anxiety. She looks like some
rare, beautiful flower, fading out of exIf it were not
istence before my eyes.
for the monotony of her days, I do not
believe she would be alive now. I am
sure any agitation would be harmful to
The selectmen held a session yesterday
her. That is the reason I do not want
CITY FATHERS’ CAUCUS.
Frederick D. Soammon was
and Mr.
you to interfere with my arrangements.
A preliminary caucus of the new city ohosen chairman of the board. No other
Northcote had listened to her with
nf Dpprincr was held Hatnrdav i
He wanted to judge of
business of importance was rransaciea.
fixed attention.
at the new city
government
evening
Rev. Thomas Millott has returned from
of
the practicability
securing Whitney
of nominating
the purpose
rooms for
a week’s stay in Boston.
an interview with the wife he had not
subordinate city officials for election at
Mr. F. H. Deering of Boston was in
seen for 20 years. If he did not conduct
of the mayor and;alderthis matter with extreme diplomacy, the inaugnration
town Friday.
on Monday evening.
a 5 o'olock tea
Mr. Cyrus Stone, gave
the man was quite capable of asserting men
John J. Frye, a Republican, but
Mr.
his legal rights with a coarse persistenlast evening at the home of Prof. W. E.
citizens’ ticket, and ena
elected on
Russell, Main street.
cy. The thought of Whitney brought
Democrats of Ward 1, as
him back to his momentous errand. He dorsed by the
Democratic
the
WESTBROOK.
dared not tarry about it another second. also Mr. Albert Dingley,
Ward 3, were debarred
He plunged into the matter with awk- candidate from
from seats in the caucus owing to party
ward preoipitanoe.
The newly elected city government will
“I have not the slightest intention of affiliation.
Mr. Hanson S. Clay acted as chairman be
inaugurated this forenoon at 10
of
or
aunt
interfering
removing your
E. M. Jacobs of Ward 7 o’clock at the G. A. R. hall, Bridge
of
the
meeting.
She
of
with any
your arrangements.
The following ceremonies have
was elected chairman of the board of ai- street.
may stay here forever. I—I—Miss BasThe pro- been
arranged: Prayer: the oath of
com”—he came toward her, where she demen for the ensuing year.
administered to Mayor-elect Raystill stood stirring the rose leaves, and ceedings of the meeting were kept a pro- office
sev- mond; roll of Aldermen-elect colled by
took forcible possession of her hand, as found seoret,°bnt it was intimated by
administered to
and oath
if its restless activity annoyed him— eral of the aldermen that there was a City Clerk
elec“did you ever—were you ever—struck lively contest for the nomination of oity them; Mayor's inaugural address;
There tion of a president of the Council; apcommissioner.
by anything strange in your—in Colo- clerk and street
were several candidates for these posit- poinment of city officials by the Mayor.
nel Bascom’s attitude toward you?”
The members'of Presumpscot.hose comJessica drew her hand out of his clasp ions, but for the remainder of the offices
FriThe
followlittle
contest.
but
was
seatthere
and
pany, No. 1, observed ladies’ night,
with some show of displeasure
There was a
ing persons were nominated and are to day evening at their rooms.
ed herself before answering.
and friends
“Toward me? I think I don’t quite be voted for on Monday evening at the good attendance of the wives
first meeting of the new city government: of the company. The board of engineers
understand.
occa“Did it ever occur to you that your Clerk and treasurer, L. F. Jones; street were also present as guests of the
relations toward each other as father commissioner, Wm. H. Hawkes; solici- sion. Progressive whist was.'indulged
the
and daughter were perhaps a trifle tor, Scott Wilson; physician, C. W„ Fos- in, nine tables being iu use. During
ter; assessor for three years, C. B. Var- evoning ice cream, cake and fruit punch
strained?”
“At first, yes. I admit it with shame ney; overseer of poor, O. G. Chapman; were served. A surprise ot the evening was
for my own girlish exactions. I came inspector of buildings, Robert B. Low. the presentation of an elegant out glass
home to him an entire stranger at a It was voted to consolidate the offices of punch bowl by the ladies to hose compatime when his heart and brain were full chief engineer of the fire department with ny No. 1. The presentation was made
that of the Superintendent of fire alarms by Mr. C. C. Bailey in a very pleasant
of the cause to which he has given his
and Mr. Frank B. Moody was manner, and responded to by Foreman
life. I resented having been allowed to and wires,
in nomination.
A. N. Waterhouse.
placed
home.
and
him
from
my
grow up away
were given out Friday in
The class of ’98 of Westbrook Seminary
Class parts
no
I said a great many spiteful things,
in
the
for the graduating olass
successful
sohool
a
held
the
reception
very
High
doubt, but he was always the tender,
follows:
Valedictory, Ella
rvo nornna
man
von
Imftw
wall. He parlors of Hersey hall, Friday evening. of ’98, as
were received by Prof.
May‘Tolman; salutatory, Edward Durgin
would laugh my ugly hints out of exist- The many guests
and Miss Morton, assisted by Small; history, Gertrude Ethelyn Kelley;
Folsom
ence and show me in every possible way
Larrabee;
that if mistakes k*ad been made in my Miss Leighton and Mr. Coolidge, presi- prophecy, George Pearson
Lane
Palmer;
of the class. Gilbert's orchestra class
ode
Angie
rearing he had always done what he dent
furnished music for a pleasing order of class recitation, John Clifford Warren;
best
for
be
would
happimy
thought
and extras. The rooms and French poem, Mary Virginia Ware; class
12 dances
ness.
were
Anderson;
corridors
tastefully decorated in statistician, Alioe Louise
and
her
from
She dashed a tear
eye
violet and white, making a very pleas- address to undergraduates, Harrison Mcwent on:
Annie Blanche
“It comforts me now to think that ing effect. It was cne of the most success- Cann; receivers of gifts,
Walter Henderall that had passed away long before he ful class receptions that have been giv- Swett, Mamie Johnson.
son, Bernie Larrabee, Eugene Rand, Walleft me and that he had the satisfaction en.
of the Deering teachers, Miss ter Swett, Harry Burns; essays,'KatheThree
of knowing that his daughter loved and
Grace Trask, Miss Alice Russell and rine Tersa Doyle, Roscoe Tripp, Walter
trusted him utterly.”
“You are making my task harder Mies Belle Jordan, left Portland Friday Pennell, Peroy Andrews, Harold Bodge.
new course in oratoricals for the
The
with every word you speak,” said night for Washington, D. C., where they
-—U A/vl
eViof
trrnnf infn nffn/sf.
4- fVin
Northcote with a jfroan that seemed will spend their vauation.
calls
for
of
the
of
the
officials
year,
his beThe newly elected city
present
beginning
wrung from the very depths of
will be in- a publio contest in declamations each
city
government
Deerlng
ing.
ducted to office this evening at the year by
approved participants to the
“Your task? What task?”
She sat looking-up at him with her time that Mayor-elect Moulton Is inau- number of 10 or 12. The prizes to be given are silver medals, a first and second
hands clasped upon her lap. She was gurated.
Mr. Wyman Fitz has had the part of
mentally consigning him to the realms salutatorian assigned him, and Miss Elsie prize to the two best speakers. These
especially designed for the
of melodrama, when he broke silence Boody, the part of valedictorian, for the have been
Westbrook High school, after a design
graduating class of '98, D. H. S.
violently.
furnished by Kev. Thomas B. Payne.
“What do I gain by hesitating?
THE CHAMPION OF THE WORLD.
These medals are worth respectively $15
Where can I look for words tc clothe it
that
March 12,—Richard K. Fox and $10.
The first publio contest will be
New
of
task
York,
telling
you
decently—the
Merriman Bascom was not your father received the following telegram today held the first week in August.
himself
One of the attractions at The Westbrook
at all; that you are the daughter of from Kid MoCoy, who signs
of the World.” The despatch
will be a spectacular
in May
Ellen Bascom and Dennis Whitney, the “Champion
early
is dated at Fort Waype, Ind.:
entitled “Titania, or the
son of her father’s overseer? They were
“Thanks for congratulations. Will ac- operatic drama
This wiil be givtwo Butterflies’ Carnival.”
married secretly in this very house by cept all challenges and fight
that old imbecile you call your gentle championship battles if necessary every en under the auspices of the Universalist
year with legitimate challengers to de- church. About 50 children will take part.
pilgrim.”
fend the title and keep the honors and
He stopped and looked at the girl to the Police Gazette championship belt ; The Haskell Silk mills aro still running
see what effect this revelation was hav- here.”
full time and find it very diffionlt to
on
ing on her. She sat with her hands
keep up with their orders. At the presI have been afflicted with rheumatism ent time they are a month behind in fillclasped on her lap as if she was listennothing seemed to ing their orders.
ing to some strange story that had no for fourteen yearsI and
was able to be around
relief.
any
Her
give
on
anything.
bearing
particular
Zenuette Landry, a young Frenchman
all the time, but constantly suffering. I 3
lips were more tightly compressed than had tried everything I could bear of and of 21 years, living on Dunn street, diod
usual, and her face was the color of the at last was told to try Chamberlain’s Pain Saturday afternoon after a brief illness.
white marblo mantelpieoe against which Balm, which I did, and was immediately Young Landry has been employed at
Uorthcote was supporting himself. She relieved and in a short time cured. I am the Dana Warp! mills until he received
was simply waiting for him to go on.
happy to sav that it has not since re- an injury a few days ago from the
Germantown,
“I know, my dear child, that this turned.—Josh. Edgar,
effects of whioh he diod.
Cal. For sale by DjgW. Hezeltine & Co..
must come to you as a frightful and a
DUCK POND.
W.
Stevens, 107
387 Cougress St.', Edward
degrading shock. Whitney’s turning up Portland St., KingS. Raymond, CumberMr. George Barbour fell on the ice last
after a disappearance that warranted land Mills, Will. Oxnard, 921 Congress
Ho wag
Friday nearly breaking his hip.
everybody in supposing him dead and St.. H. 1’. S. Gooid, Congress Square picked up, taken into his home, where he
the coming to the front of the old imbe- Hotel.
lays unable to move except his right
Rev. E. Edwards, pastor of the English
cile who did the mischief have reconhand and foot. Mr. Barbour is quite well
at
when
Church
Minersville, Pa.,
ciled me to Bascom’s death. This would Baptist
in years, and very heavy, and it it
suffering with rheumatism, was advised along
have brought about trouble.”
He really a wonder he did not break
any
to try Chamberlan’s Pain Balm.
“Why did he deceive me? Why did says: “A few applications of this lini- bones. All are sorry for him, and hope
a
plebeian? ment proved of great service to me. It soon to see him about.
he not let me know I was
Why did he claim me as his own daugh- subdued the intlamation and relieved the
SEAMAN
pain. Should any sufferer profit by giv- SCHOONER
ter?”
OVERDUE.
trial it will please me.”
“Because he was the grandest man ing Pain Balm a
Boston, March 12.—Schooner James M.
D.
W.
Hezeltine
sale
&
For
by
Co., 387 Seaman, Capt.
Coombs,
whioh
left
that ever lived. Bather than let the
Congress St., Edward W. Stevens. 107 Apalachicola, Fla., Feb. 16, for Boston,
shadow of a suspicion rest upon the sis- Portland St., King S.
of
feet
Cumlumber for this port,
Raymonn,
with 50,000
ter he adored he allowed his own fair berland Mill, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress has not been heard froih and much anxname to be ascersed.
St., H. P. S. Gooid, Congress Square iety is felt for her safety. She carried a
crew of seven men.
Hotel.
(To be continued.)
me

oents.

of the best corner lots In
new house; electrics will pass the lot this summer; also one of
the most desirable lots in South Portland; on
W. P. CARR, room 5, 185
very high ground.

enjoy-

of an examination of the ballots of Ward here.
ment of the occasion by frequent remarks
Mr. Morgan Harris of New York, is and explanations.
1, in the presence of City Clerk Jones
True making a visit at Mr. M. C. Sturgis’s.
Mr.
and Mayor-elect
Moulton.
Atjtho meeting of the As You Like It
Mrs. Edwin Clement have club at the home of Miss
Mr. and
May Marriner,
alleges that of the 13 defective votes for
where
they Friday aftornoon, two well prepared and
of them should returned from Massachusetts,
alderman that eight
for some weeks.
have been counted for him as tho name have boon stopping
highly interesting papers wero read. One
Mr. P. S. Shaw is at Sebago lake for a on the play of Henry VIII.
of Mr. Frje was (pasted over his name
by Mrs.
instead of
Josephine.Warren,land one on the history
being Inserted in the space few days.
the
Grange of the time by Miss Isabelle Robinson.
The drama, “Our Jim” by
provided beneath; the candidates’,name.
Tho Ladies’ circle of the Baptist ohurch
Mr. True claims that whero a cross was Dramatio club was repeated last evening
entertained
at the new
made in the square at the head of the to another large audience.
was pleasantly
The adjourned town meeting_will take vestry by Mrs. O. Vaillancourt and Miss
Republican list of candidates and then
will
be
The
opened Isabelle Robinson.
polls
in attempting to split the place tomorrow.
the voter,
a sticker for Mr.
Frye over at 10 o’clock and close at 13 for the elecTho
of
the

week for 38

SALE—One
FORFessenden
Park.near the

Frank E. True, the straight ReRev. C. C. Phelan of Westbrook will Saturday
evening at the home of Miss
candidate for alderman in Ward
has tiled a protest in the speak at the Sohool street Methodist Florence Best.
1, Deerlng,
this morning in exchange with the
Mr. R. A. Parker,
principal of the
Supremo ;Court against the election of church
Rev.
Mr. Gashmore, who will South Portland High school,
canpastor,
Mr. John J.
the
accompanied
Republican
Frye,
at Westbrook at the afternoon ser- the
junior class to the power house of the
didate, endorsed by the Democrats, who speak
vice.
Portland and
was returned as elected by two votes over
Cape Elizabeth railroad
Boston is spending
R. *J. Elder of
Mr. JTrue. Mr. True claims that enough
Friday afternoon, where a practical lesson
with Mr. Henry Sweotsir.
on the power and use of electricity was
ballots] have ;boen thrown out as defec- Sunday
Mrs. It. W. Shedd of Montpelier, Vt.,
tive to insure his election, if counted.
given by Mr. Parker. Mr, John Wright,
spend two months with relatives
added not a little to the
Mr. True basos his
on the result will

«

Genuine Cottolene is sold everywhere in one to ten pound yellow
head tn cottontins, withour trade-marks—''Cottolene” andI steers
in any other way.
plant wreath—on every tin. Not guaranteed if sold

Chicago,

to the

Mr.

jjSlCOTTOLENEf
j| V

Appeals

one

publican

hygiene and cooking, ex- 3
The following opinions of high authorities
sZ
T,rp« the views of all members of the medical and culinary' professions.
oils (such ascottonseed
“Vegetable
dietetic
^
“Cottonseed oil liasa direct
oil),

E. True

preme Court.

on

value; it aids both digestion and assimilation.Cottolene,a thoroughly wholesome combination of fresh

Frank

Inserted under this

Forty words

______

*

Mr.

SALE.

FOK

I_miscellaneous.

j»mOF8.

V-t

BUILDING

LOTS—I

DEERING
sale
few very desirable
a

offer for
building lots on

Arlington and Clifton Sts. at Woodfords. To
realize quickly on these lots a number will be
sold at bargain prices to parties that will build
good houses. F. W. SPARROW, 4 Arlington
81
St., Woodfords.
SALE—House and lot number 16 Avon
St., residence of the late Hon. William
Senter, five minutes walk from Congress
Square, compact, pleasant and convenient.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 511-2 Exchange St.

FOR

Fac
is

signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER
the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.

simile
on

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she dung to Castoria.
When

255 MIDDLE STREET.

marl2dtf

8 1

SEATS to the Grand Opera for sale.
Call at 72 Pine St.8-1

FINE

SALE—Farm in Gray,
■pOR
■T
r

125

good

acres,

water, wood, timber, fruit and hay a
House two storied, barn with cellar,
and outbuildidgs, all in good order; 11-2 miles
from It. R., stores, etc. 16 miles from Portland
and Lewiston. WATSON, 12 Monument Sq.

plenty.

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

8-1

BUSINESS

CHANCES.

GEO F. JUNKINS’

Trouble Over the Bill.

“You appear to have feathered your
nest pretty well,” observed the male eider
duck.
“Yes,” assented hi6 mate, smoothing
her rumpled plumage, “but I feel down In
the mouth just the same.”—Chicago
Tribune.

A.C. JONES & CO.,

Tremont

—Henry IV,
But Pond’s Extract

can

Act

LODGING HOUSE. St. Bntolph st. 12 rooms,
rent $75, furnished new about 1 year, price only
$650, best bargain in Back Bay.
LODGING HOUSE, near Columbus av, 17
rooms, rent only $68, ail newly fnrnished. 4
months ago, owner compelled to leave city will
small payment
make wonderful sacrifice,
down.
LODGING HOUSE, West Brookline st, 16
rooms, rent only $70, location between Tremont
st and Warren av, best in city, everything new
within 3 mos, owner going away, $100 down.
LODGING HOUSE, Tremont st. 16 rooms,
very clean, nice house, doubles its rent, will be
sold at a bargain, small payment down.
LODGING HOUSE, near Providence depot,
15 rooms, rent $6IT, price $550, only $200 down.
"LODGING HOUSE, Columbus av, m-ar Dartre outh st, 18 rooms, only $200 down, bargain.
"LODGING HOUSE, Berwick pk, near Columbus av, price $660, only $200 down, bargain.
LODGING HOUSE, West Springfield st nicely furnished, rent only $50, price $500, a snap.
LODGING HOUSE.Hancock st 20 rooms,
finely furnished, steam heat, bargain; another,
16 rooms, rent $80, only $T00 down; Bowaoin
st, elegant house, 23 rooms, income $60 per
week.

III, Scene I.

take away the

pain.

HONORED GOV. CLAFLIN.
William
March
12.—Hon.
Boston,
Claflin, one of the four living ex-governors
this state, a former member of Congress and now the venerable president
of the Massachnstetts club, was signally
honored by his associates at a reception
and dinner this afternoon at Young’s
On Sunday last Mr. Claflin was
hotel.
SO years old and the club felt that his en-

of

the ranks of the ootogenarians should be fittingly observed. The
eceptlon w as followed by a dinner at
whioh Hon. Alonzo W. Beard presided
and addresses were made by former Govenor Geo. S.
Boutwell, former Governor
into

trance

J. Q. A. Brackett, Hon. John W. Chandler. who succeeded Mr. Claflin in‘ ConHenry E. Cobb, mayor of
gress, Hon.
Newton, and others.
Letters were read from the Secretary of
the Navy John D. Long, Senators G. F.
and Henry Cabot Lodge, former
Hoar
Senator Henry L. Dawes and Hon. Jona-

GROCERY and provision store, few miles
from Boston, established 30 years, rent $40,
be
business $1200 per month, fine team, must
sold tliia week, owner retiring, a snap,
MILK ROUTE—For sale, through Woburn, 26
cans, established 20 years, fine horses, wagons
newly

than A. Lane.
Ex-Gov. Clafln was not able to be present on account of illness. Former Collector Beard called the club to order and in his

opinion

remarks expressed

the

snail

wun

nave

troduced

as

no war

wwuci

jjuing

to

itinn-

for

parties wishing

FOR SALE.

the first speaker former Gov-

STOKE In manufacturing town in N. E. about
from Boston, business established
and conducted by same owner for SO years,
stock clean and nrst-olass, will invoice about
business and will
$10,000, owner has other
saeriiice stock at 75 cents on the dollar for
cash, and might exchange for free and clear real
estate, with little money, finest opening for
A. C. JONES &
business ever offered in N. E.
CO. room 804 Tremont building, Boston. 9-1

Geo. S. Bout well, who paid high
*
Mr. Claflin. Referring to
tribute to
the trouble with
Spain ho said: “Of
war.
I think it is
course I am against
the heaviest tribute in the way of penal-

100 miles

humanity are compelled to pay
inequality and incapacities of
humanity. But there are some things
we do know by observation; one that
in any opinwo should not be guided
ty that

for the

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words

have formed or any conduct we
may advocate by the declarations of men
who seem to think there is nothing better
for the human raoe than the extinction
of a portion of it by brute force.
They
are generally men who contribute nothing in time of war, either to tho forces in
the field or to the revenue by which war
is carried on. They ar» like the frothr
whatever element you find it, it is
on
of no value.”

one

LET—Flat No. 929a Congress street, near
contains six rooms, bath
room, large halls and plenty of closet room.
Apply to J. FRANK BABB, Buck’s Ticket
Office, 272 Middle SL14-1

TO Union Station,

in new house on Spruce St.
nine rooms land pantry ana store room;
hard wood floors and all modern conveniences.
Apply to C. J. NICHOLS, room 10, 98 Exchange
H-1
St.

11ENEMENT

priced

house

110

rro LET—Lower rent, 29 State street, 7 rooms,
A bath and laundry.
Nice lower rent, 792
Congress street, 5 rooms and furnace; both are
desirable aud at reasonable price.
GEO. F.
JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument
Square.
LET—Furnished house. 27 Fine street, 9
rooms, bath, hot water heat, laundry, niceAlso
ly furnished, piano; very deairable.
lower rent, 40 Hanover street, 8 rooms; very
GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U. S.
convenient.
Hotel, Monument Square.
mo LET—Choice lower rent, new house, 11
A Grove street, corner Cumberland, 8 rooms,
bath, hot water heat; very pleasant and convenient. Also nice lower rent, 1 Sherman
street, 7 rooms, bath, laundry and furnace.
GEO. F. rJUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument Square.
LET—Fleasant lower rent, 35 Falmouth
street, Oakdale, 7 rooms, bath, steam,
laundry. Nice lower rent, 72 Spring street,
Woodfords. 6 rooms and stable; very low price.
GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monu-

TO

TO

ment

Square,

LET—Nice upper rent, new house, 50 Central Avenue, Leering Center,|6 rooms, hot
and cold water, $12 per month. Also desirable
lower rent 29 Main street. East Leering. 6
rooms, stable, garden, orchard. 815.00.
GEO.

TO

unaer

u. s.

Hotel,

Monument

Square.
LET-Cholce rent, 1 Prospect street, 9
rooms and bath, very pleasant and convenient. Desirable lower rent 47 Myrtle street. 7
rooms, bath, and furnace. Lower rent 73 Merrill street, 6 rooms, very convenient.
CEO. F.
JUNKINS, under U. S, Hotel, Monument
Square.

en-

containing
room

at 44

;

seven

rooms

besides halls and bathsteam heat.
Inquire

exposed plumbing,

DEERING STREET.

2-tf

TO

mar9 4

LET—A pleasant lower rent of six rooms
at No. 1025 Congress St. with modern conPrice $16 per
veniences, and large yard.
Apply to He C. True, No. 17 Hemmonth.
8-1
lock St. or True Bros., No. 394 Fore St.
a'OR RENT—Milk and vegetable farm located
a
in Peering, near cars, containing about GO
acres with good buildings; barus accommodate
Splendid
30 to 40 cows; excellent pasture, etc.
chance for an enterprising farmer. Particulars.
Real Estate office. First National Bank Build8-1
ing, FREDERICK S. VAILL.

permanent

of Doan’s Ointment. It never fails,
p'ree samples at H. H. Hay & Son, Wholesale Store, 263 Middle Street.
use

I

ice

a

and
large barn, with cellar, shed,

house,

house.

and with cemented cellar

Buildings in good repair.

Pleasantly situated, witnin

three minutes walk

of railroad station, and five minutes of Portland and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good hay
farm, and well adapted to raise garden truck,
strawasparagus, raspberries, blackberries,
berries, and other small fruit for the market.
Terms reasonable.
Inquire of S. L. STROUT
on the premises, or A. A. STROUT, 39 ExmarlO-4
change St., Portland, Me.

ARK DOWN SALE—One lot Ladies’ Gypsy
cut $3.00 boots, SI.25; one lot Ladies’
cut $3.00 boot $1.00; one lot Ladies’Goat
Dongola $2.00 boots, 75c; one lot Ladies’
$1.25 Oxfords at 75c. J. E. FARR, One Price
Shoe Store. 47 Exchange street.4-3
f"-*-

Gypsy
and

GOODS jnst received:! pianos,
music boxes, reginas, violins, mandolins,
! guitars, banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular
music, music books, music rolls, superior violin and banjo strings.
Please call at HAWES’,
414 Congress St.feb‘24-4
SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. HARJan25dtf
LOW, 919 Congress St.

MUSICAL

WAN TED--FEMALE HELP.

Forty
one

words

weok for 25

Inserted under tills head
cents, cash In advance.

'll’ANTED—A working housekeeper
Adtlress
cottage on Cushing’s Island.
wltii references, B, Argus
office._1W_
for

a

Apply to E. D. PETTINWANTED—Girls.
GILL CO., No. 50 York St., Portland,

Maine.

11-1

4

FOR

MISCELLANEOUS.
LET—2600 Books;
Peoples’ Circulating
New catalogue
Librarv. 247 Congress St,
Just out, call and get one.12-1
WILL come to your bouse and fill your oil
can or tank with the best oil at the lowest

TO

I

It you send a can to the store
market price.
the chances are that it will come back leaking.
Avoid that by dropping me a postal or telephone 635-4. NEAL D. WINSLOW, 90 Preble

street.10-1

ORTGAGES NEGOTIATED—At 5per cent;
fif
Ita
in
we have
mortgages.

fuuds of clients to

.rallies

uesunig

invest

loans

on

first

guua

real estate security, can obtain same by applying at the Ileal Estate office, First National
Bank Building. FREDERICK S. VAILL.
8-1

E

will

advance money

on

any
to us,

kind of

or will
merchandise consigned
store
pay cash for household furniture,
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
& WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tf

LOAN—On first and second
Real Estate at as low rate of
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also,
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal property or any other good securities. Inquire of A.
17-4
C. LIBBY & Cl)., 42 1-2 Exchange St.

CONSIGNED
scription
private sale at

on

Household goods of every deto be found at
always
Auction Rooms. We often

are
our

have articles less than half the cost to manuiacture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
Free

street._H-tf
m

want

of

persons
trunks
E. D. REYNOLDS,
WANTED—All
and hags to call
street,
door above Shaw's
on
one

503 Congress
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
bottom prices.
give
and can therefore
\Ve frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
11-1

pictures.
WANTED.

WANTED—Good driving horse in exchange
»• for house lot on M tin
joy hill, free and clear;
only parties having a first class driver need
E. H, DEEMING, 1S1 Tremont St.,
answer.
12-1
Boston, Mass.
_

TO

ITCHING PILES.

house,

TO
RENT—April 1st, lower tenement,
IUiKtirely
separate, of house No. 199 Spriug St., MONEY
mortgages

WANTED—A

who suffers from that terrihle
Any
plague, Itching Piles, or from Eozema,
will appreciate the immediate relief and
cure that come
through the

It has

pasture.
hen

under main

the
con-

MONEY

MONEY

TIO

one

as

LADIES,

LET—Nicely furnished rooms, single or in
LET—A first class store, suitable for
suits, steam neat, bath room on same floor
11-1
at No. 11 Myrtle St„ opposite City Hall.
any business; been a grocery and provisBoston, March 12.—Charles McDonalds ritO LET—On Union street, block 53-57 suitable ion store for over thirty years, the well known
stand of M. Y. Knight, at 40 Oxford St. For indriver of a Cambridge laundry team, re- 1 for stores or manufacturing and mechanical formation
inquire at 20 Anderson St.
8-1
Rent moderate,
inquire of F. S.
ported to the police tonight that while ho purposes.
Bank
First
National
FortVAILL,
Building,
V\ AMkO-»IXUA Ills,
street, land, Mil91_
was driving
through Faneuil
LET—Two very desirable tenements No.
Brighton, about'eight o’clock this even$10 each.
1042 Congress street,
Single
Forty words Inserted
under this head
ing, he was held tip by two men who house No.
181 Oxford street, $18. Very de- one week for 25
cents, cash in advance,
dragged him from the wagon, rolled him sirable room third floor No. 563 Congress street,
price low. Lower tenement No.
in tho mud and robbed him of the day’, corner Oak;
37 Merrill street. $8. Upper tenement No. 8 St.
lady bookkeeper (now emThe Lawrence street. $10. Cheap rent on Madison
collection amounting to about $T5.
ployed! desires to change her position.
FRED’K L. JEKR1S, 390
street,
Congress
to
Used
the
watch
he
and
chain
that
without dictation and
took
correspondence
men
9-1
street.
owns typewriter.
References. Address U. S.
carried. Faneuil street is ono of the darkPress
Office.
A.,
10-1
rj'O LET IN HEEHING—A furnished house.
est and most lonely thoroughfares in the 1 nine rooms, exclusive of hath room and
an experienced
American
ANTED—By
in rear; also orchard of
Brighton district, and tho looation is an laundry. Fine grove
lady, would like a situation as houseWill be
choice apples. On line of electrics.
or first class cook.
Good references.
ideal one for the operations of robbers, rented to a family without children. Address keeper
Call or address MRS. D., 413 Congress St., City.
but the police are inolined to discredit or call 51 PLEASANT ST.. Heel ing, Me.
10-1
a

McDonald’s story.

known

have your last year's coat sleeves
WTORE TO LET-248 Forest Avenue, Woodfords, double store, formerly occupied by
remodeled in the latest styles, 75 cts. to
I
the Allen Sarsaprilla Co., large storehouse in $1.25, also dress-skirts cleansed and rebound
the rear, fine location for any business. GEO. lor 50 cts. Work called for and delivered, send
F. JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument us a postal.
PORTLAND SKIRT BINDING
CO„ 1G Elm St.__8-1
Square.___
TO LET—Several nice offices for MONEY TO LOAN-On first and second
business purposes on 2nd and 3rd floors 1*1. mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds,
life insurance policies and notes of any good
corner Congress and Oak street, also 2 large
I. P. BUTLER, 48 1-2 Exchange
rooms 4th story 55!) Congress street.
GEO. F. securities.
JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument street.__mar7-*
•
Square.
LOANED on 1st and 2d mortgages,
real estate, life insurance policies, notes,
TO LOAN on first class real estate
bonds and any good collateral security. Notes
mortgages, also real estate, bought, sold, discounted. Rate of interest 5 per cent a. year
leased and cared for, over 25 years successful and
v\. P.
upward according to security.
experience. G KO. F. JUNKINS, under U. S. CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford building.
12-1
Hotel, Monument Square.
feb26d4w
185 Middle street.

mo

SAYS HE WAS ROBBED.

SALE—Farm

OFFICES

TO LET.

we

reasonable

LET—Upper and lower rents, 841 Congress
street, 7-rooms each, baths, laundry,
furnace.
Upper rent, 32 Ellsworth street. 7
rooms, bath, woods hed on 2d floor; all in tine
order. GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U. 8. Hotel,
Monument Square.

Dry Goods Business TO

ne in-

a

by themselves, GEO. F. JUNKINS, under If.
8. Hotel. Monument Square.
LET—New house, 78 Koberts street, 8
rj'O
A
rooms, bath, laundry, steam; very pleasant
and at low price; also upper rent 11 Cushman
street, 6 rooms. GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U.
8. Hotel, Monument Square.

F. JUNJtiNS,

ernor

ion

uueu, plenty tans,

A. C.
dike. must sell at once, great bargain,
JONES & CO., room 804, Tremont bldg, Boston.

that we

npain.

FOR

“Sturdivant Farm,” in Cumberland,
LET—Brick house, 7 Grant street, 8 rooms, FARM
Building, Boston TO bath,
laundry and furnace: very desirable tains about 65 acres, tillage, woodland

LODGING HOUSE, Mass, av, 17 rooms, low
rent, beautifully furnishea, new within e months,
income now $144 over rent, owner ill, will make
big sacrifice, only $500 down.

wound ?

Real Estate Bulletin.

ARK DOWN SALE—One lot Men’s $5.00
Cong, and Bal. at $2.50; one lot Men’s
Cong., new goods, $3.00 at $2.50; one lot Boys’
jButt. $1.50 Shoes at 75c, and other goods too
numerous to mention.
J. E. FARR, One Price
4-2
Shoe Store, 47 Exchange street.

117ANTED—About April 1st. three or four
**
rooms suitable
for housekeeping. Ad12-1
dress with terms, KENT, Press Office.

\vANTED—A
’*

house

lot

centrally located.

MARKS & EARLE CO.,

ment

No. 12 Monu-

Square.
w

A N

9-1
F.l>— m a

I.

s:

H

to 18 years old at
470 Congress St.

WANTED—It*
BOVKELL
& JONES',

HASH*1

«

REQUIEM MASS

SCARBORO REPUBLICANS
Are

Going to Law

Odd

on

Election Case-An

Complication—The

Will Have

FINANCIAL ANIHM3IEECIAL

Celebrated for the Maine Sailors Saturday.

Town Committee

Charge of the Matter.

The requiem high mass whioh was anthe Sacred
nounced to take place in
Heart churoh Saturday morning |for the

Quotations of Staple Prodiets in the
(eadin? Markets.

is not the only one
The Deering election
of a hearing in repose of the souls of the men who were
which will te the subject
Maine was
of
town
the
in
Scarboro, the killed on board the warship
Out
court.
carried out according to the solemn and
of
the
and
Democracy
old time stronghold
beautiful ritual of the Catholic church.
the home of that Jacksonian war horse,
A very imposing catafalque was erected
who
on a famous ocHiggins,
Alexander
The
in the contre aisle before the altar.
the
in
desire
to
wade
casion expressed
Jack of
and
the
Union
and
Stars
Stripes
is a difference of opinion as to
gore, there
the navy were gracefully entwined over
who were elected selectmen at the annual
the casket and were surmounted by a
there
last
Then
meeting
Monday.
town
large eagle in finely hammered brass.
of
the
of
the
voters
a
large gathering
was
Suspended from the end of the catafalque
a
tcwn over which Mr. F. M. Newcomb,
The name “Maine”
was the state seal.
.Republican, presided. It has been the
at the bottom of it suggested the disaster
custom in the town to eleot the officers
which has caused so muoh grief in many
For instance, the vote
one at a time.
Surrounding the
American
homes.
would be taken for the first selectman,
candle sticks with
six
tall
were
catafalque
then for the seoond member of the board
dark-colored lighted candles on the top.
So last Monday
and then for the third.
The Gregorian Chant, arranged by Werproceeding in this time honored fashion
was sung by the choir and was acner,
first
the meeting elected Mr. Newcomb
The solos
and finely rendered.
curately
Imseleotman by about fifty majority.
of Mrs. Lena Scott and Miss Keegan,
secfor
the
the
began
balloting
mediately
elicited many praises.
ond member of the.board. The candidates
At the end of the mass Father O’Dowd
were Mr. George Scammon, Republican,
briefly of the duties of Catholics
spoke
and Mr. J. E. Leavitt, Democrat." IThe
and of tbelr paraover towards the departed
box
ballot
in
a
were
votes
deposited
mount duty towards the brave men who
balThe
whloh the moderator presided.
their lives into their country’s keeplots were small and so it happened that gave
ing, who, although not fighting on deck
when Mr. Oliver Merrill, an aged Repubwith arms in their hands were still to be
lican, stepped up to vote he accidentally
accounted martyrs in their country’s
The
box.
the
into
ballots
dropped two
be our privilege and our
Mer- service. It will
bystanders, the moderator and Mr.
our mite
towards
contribute
to
pride
rill himself saw what had been done.
hereafter a monument of granite
an accident erecting
was
it
that
knew
Everybody
we
and bronze to their memories, but
and Mr. Newcomb reached Into the box
must not forget the greater service we can
The
ballots.
and took out one of the
do them by our prayers.
count showed thatAhe Republican candiHe quoted and commended Father Chiddate had been eleoted by four majority.
wiok’s words, “Never did a clergyman
the
Alexander
that
Higgins,
was
Then it
the derive greater consolation from his flock
Mirabeau of the ancient gtown, ;took
of a than that I received from the U. S. S.
floor and deolared that this action
Maine.”
a
Republican moderator In taking RepubIn closing he reminded his audience of
had
it
where
box
of
the
out
lican ballot
love and loyalty and
their duties of
a
Republican
been put by mistake by
election patriotism to their flag and their country.
voter was a tampering with fithej

machinery which required condemnation

was
The question
and another ballot.
in
r.„f fr, n vote and the meeting decided
was
favor of another ballot. So the voting
This time nobody blundone over again.
dered but the voto did not result In a
one
choice, for while Mr. Scammon had
Leavitt there were
more vote than Mr.
three scattering. Nobody was elected and

the proceedings were begun over again.
Leavitt’s su porters
Mr.
time
This
managed to scrape together a few more
votes than the other side and the Democrat was declared eleoted. Turner Knight,
a

Democrat,

was

elected third selectman,

and that was supposed by many to be the
end of the contest but since the meeting
the question has been raised whether the
election of Mr. Scammon was invalidated
the aot of the moderator in taking

iunuj

showed. Then Mr. Leavitt was elected
after Mr. Higgins had made his opposition
and another ballot had been ordered.
Mr.
Finally Mr. Knight was elected.
Knight got there on the first;ballot and it
is said that he regards himself as eleoted

t

viuiuuvd)

vuu

Portlands.

Shaw,
Merriweather,
Brown,
*
Flanigan,
Waite,
_88
459
Team totals,

446

291
262
262
274
275

466—1364

Team totals,

90
86
89
113
80

87
88
80
96
86

458

437

79—
92—
103—
7785—
.,

Portland club played at'Bath last

W'odike Is

Cotter’s

rightjliand

man

and

is

a

k

Gout is well recognized as arising from excess of uric acid in
the blood.
This theory is supported by the favorable action of
the Carlsbad Waters.
Dr. Lustig, of Teplitz, issued a
pamphlet wherein he recognized
the great efficacy of Carlsbad
Waters in Rheumatism, both acute
and chronic. Write for pamphlet.
Eisner & Mendelson Co., sole
agents, New York-

eastern extra..
Fresh Western..
Held.
bottsi.

night.

wonder. Everett Is, aside from Whiting of the Pawtuckets, the best half baok
WON BY A PORTLAND MAN.
is a
business today. Russell
that the in the
It is very Interesting to hear
in his
Elevated younger .player, but stands high
irize offered by the Boston
profession while Cusic has done phenoriailroad Company for an elevated station menal ;work
in goal, notwithstanding
W.
A.
Mr.
the
fact this is his first season in the goal.
to
Longhas been awarded
The
Portland
team will endeavor to
fellow, of Boston, form rly of Portland. show the Fall Rivers that there is some
The prize offered, one thousand dollars, material in
the Maine
league fit for
the best archi- Capt. Cotter’s company.
was sufficient to induce
South Portlands and Forest Citys
The
tects to compete, and in the list of comwill play the amateur game prior to the
petitors .were many leading architects,
J. big contest.
includingAndrews, Jaques & liantoul,
The souvenir piotures of the Portland
&
Mead
Everett,
William Beal, Cabot,
which
olub
Manager Burnham was to
Shaw
&
have
Blackall.
presented to his patrons at the LewI. R. Coolidge, C. H.
iston game T’hursday night, will be disHunnewell, Peabody & Stearns, Winslow tributed to all who attend the Fall RiverShepley, Portland game
& Wethere'l. Peters & Rice,
Thursday night. Get your
W. LongfelItutan & Coolidge, and A.
seats at Chandler’s.without delay.
low, Jr.
The conclusion of the awarding coinTHAT MOOSE.
exhaustive
mittee was reached from an
exnmination of the various designs, as
Col. F. E. Boothby has reoeived a telemember
neither Professor Ware nor any
agent
was the gram from.the general passenger
of the committee knew who
maker in any given case.
of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad that
the'guiaes’at Ashland have secured the
live moose In regard to which items have
appeared in tho papers recently, which

Gout and Rheumatism.

Orsam
4 00@J
Florida
3 76®+
Jamaica
California, 3 00@3
do Seedlngs 2 60&3

436—1331

pounds.

tes

ana

M bbl.Dure ev*S6’/a
doeom’nc, 5
®6v*
Bails,comna o Vs & 0%
pails, pure 6"/. 447
Lemons.
purellf
8V4«9
2 7638 50 Hams.,..
Mesaina
9
@UVa

POLO NOTES.
The

nr a.

Apples.

Eating apnl’ss 00@4 50
do common $2@S 00
Baldwins 3 6034 60
9® 10‘a c
Evaplb n>

256
266
272
286
251

wu«u-

committee

Surkovs,

Willards.

Thomas'B. Cotter, the^manager and capbeyond the shadow of a doubt but legal tain of the champion Fall River team of
authority consulted by the Republicans the National league, is the recognized
take the view that if it is held by the
He is 30
king of .polo players today.
court that Mr. Scammon was elected Mr.
years old; was born in Waltham, and was
Knight and not Mr. Leavitt will be the among the; first to learn thejart. of polo
is
not an
man who will find that he
playing during the roller skating craze.
officer of the town of Scarboro. This idea In 1883 he started as a member of the
on
the
is
based
following Crescents. In 1884-’85, '86, Cotter was
of the situation
reasoning. Mr. Newcomb was elected, captain and rusher of.the champion WalThen if the courts so hold Mr. Scammon thams. In
1887-’88, he was with the Pawwas dlectod and then Mr. Leavitt got a tuekets.
In
1889-’90 and part of ’92 he
so
he
too
and
was
votes
the
majority of
the Hartfords, winning the
was with
ana mere
elected. That makes tnree
championship two seasons. The latter
would be no place on the board for Mr.
part of ’92 Cotter played with an amateur
Knight who was the last man voted for.
ub u
111
ff (Ullinm
it: it ill
ncop XJ-I
the
attended
caucus
Forty Republicans
ing. During the season of ’93 he led the
Mr. E. C. Milliken presided
Saturday.
In 1894-’65
team to victory.
Waltham
and Howard Scammon acted as olerb. Cotter was
the Bostons, winning
gwith
committee was
town
The following
the
championship the first year and
chosen: E. R. 'Waterhouse, J. R. Muer,
the last three weeks of ’95 with
played
A. B. Larrabee, G. E. Farwell, R. M.
lieutenant,
Providence,
leaving his
Libby, C. W. Fogg, Fred M. Newcomb, Wodike In charge at Boston, who landSnow.
It
was
Herbert
H. F. Butter,
ed Boston in
the lead. In 188(i-’97, Cotvoted to instruct the town committee to ter was with the Fall Rivers, winning
confer with the Democratic town com- the
ohampionship the past winter. Cotmittee to make arrangements to elect all ter is the best-known
polo player on the
the officers on one ballot.
surface^oday and no one knows the scieyisense
was
the
of
the
it
that
It was voted
tiflo points of the game as well as he.
meeting that Mr. George Scammon con- He is almost six feet tall and weighs 190
test the seat of Mr. J. H. Leavitt as selectman and that the town
take charge of the matter.
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uoeOT’rd
oil.
..

50
oo
60
00

015
@14

Creamery.incy ..18320
@18
Gilt Edge Vr'int.
Choice..
Cheese.

N. Y. fcrrylOVaffill
Vermont ,..10V2@H
@12 Vs
Sage.12
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Mcll.

July.
00%
88%

Opening....

Closing.102Va

May
lOayi
104

C».lf

July
31%
31%

Mcll.
Ooenlng.
Closing. .29

May.
30Va
30%

OATS.

Mcll.

Mav.
27 y«

July.
24%
24%

26

.......

26%

IFOBJE.

May.

lo so
10 20

Opening.

Closing.
Saturday’s Qdotatlons.
WHBAT

July.

Mch.

May

104

Opening.
Mch.

May
3oyi

Opening.
OATS.

Mch.

May
26%

Opening.......
PORK,

Jan.

May.
1005

Closing..
Portland

Daily Press Stock Qontatlonr.
Hn.pprttf.

Banlrnra

1 Sft

Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value.
Description.
Canal National Bank. ..100
Casco National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
Chapman National Bank.
Fii st National Bank.100
Merchants’National Bank— 76
National Traders’ Bank.100

Portland National Bank.100
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Gas

Company.

60

Bid. Asked
106
100

98
109
97
102
130
80
102
130
128

Portland Water Co.100
Portland St. Railroad Co. ,100
Maine Centfal R’v.100
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100 .60
BONDS.
Portland 68. 1907.118
Portland 4». 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
108
Portland 4s. 1913. Funding.106
102
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. R. aid.101
116
6s.
1906.iWater.114
Bangor
102
Batli 6a, 1898. K. E. aid .101
103
Batli 4Vs s, 1907, Municipal.101
103
Bath 4s, 1921, Kefnndlng.101
102
Belfast 6s. 1898. It. It. Slid.101
106
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
102
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Befunding....l00
107
Lewiston 6s/ 1901, Municipal.106
105
Lewiston46, 1913, Municipal.108
102
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal ...10O
Maine Central it R 7s, 1898, 1st mtglOl 101%
135
7s. 1912,cons. nitglS3
••
107
“4%S.106
••
105
43 cons, mtg... .103

There were twelve deaths in the city
during the week which ended Saturday
noon.

The deaths

were

due

to:

Bron-

chitis, carcinoma (2), cancer, cholaemia,
diphtheria, pneumonia,
heart disease,

pyaemia, soarlatina, senility (2).

& Maine...

Boston

oppfd

Central.129
Onion Pacific. 23%
American Bell.240
American Sugar, common.121
Sugar, pld..0.110
Cen Mass, pfd.
Maine

no

Flint &

commo

gray.
Last sales
for large anr
2 00.

...

fere Marq.

Georges Cod from vessel $3 50
*225 for medium; Bank do 2 75®

Outside sales of Georges cod $4 00 tor large
and $2 50 for medium.
cwt.
Frozen herring S3 50
Newfoundland salt herring 3 25 ib bbl.
We quote prune Georges Codfish new £5 7o
®0 26 for large and 400®$4 25 for small: Bank
at 4 26®4 76 for large and S3 25®S3 50 for
small; Dry|Bank at 3 60 and$6 00 for large and
DUjttVfc

v/U lUi

smaii,

ouuio

at

3 60 to 4 00 for small.
Splitting pricei $i lo p cwt for cusk, ofic for
haddock. $1 76 for large cod, $1 for small do,
80c for hake, 60c tor pollock.
We quote cured cusk $3 60@4 00 i> qtl: hake
$2 25*"2 75; haddock $2 60*2 76; heavy saltat *2 BofiQtl; and English cured do
ed

large and

pollock

00$(B3 25*> qtl.
handline boneless Googs cod B’A for medlipn to 7 Vic large: middles S 60**0: boneless
Shore do 6®7c; Grand Bank do 6(g7Vic: cusk,
5%@8 Vic-Jiiaddock 3 Vi&4% ; nake at 2Va@4;
fancy brands of entirely boned cod 11 to 16c
*» fb; Smoked Halibut, straight strips at 10c
4'r ib.; extra thick 10Vs; medium ac; small 5Vi ;
chunks I0®llc.
Mackerel—bloaters $2R®$30 p tbl; shore at
$20**27: no 2s at$16@$20: 3s, $14®$15
Smoked salmon 18c 19 ib: Med herring 0 5:17c
1
bo<; tucks 10c: lengthwise ac: No Is at Oc:
Bloatrers 1 00®$ 1 60. shore do 110: canued
Trout $160; fresh halibut $2 20; salmon 1 30;
American sardines,
lobtsers 2 20: clams $1.
quarter oils, $3 10; half oils, *6 00; tliree-auarter mustards. $2 90, spiced, $3.
Pickled JNew ouudiand herring, round $3 60
B bbl.. split 4 60.
Pickled codfish $5@6 60; haddock 4 00: halibutlheads $2;sounds $9Va; tongues and sounds
•f8,
Best

110
i02
3o
100
10o
111
9t)
Domestic AlArsets.
104
(By Telegraph
166
Mch 12, 1898.
86
March at 96 ;May
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
104
No 1 haraat98VaC;
136 94V*@94%c; July93V8C;
Northern at 9^c.
130, No
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 80@
61
6 10; second patents 4 76j|4 86; first cleats at
80; second clears at 2 70&2 90.
120
103
Cotton Alarkets.

"
••
105
g«s,1900,exten’sn,104
106
they are to give to Riverton Park, Port- Portland & Ogci’g g«s,'900, 1st mtg 104
103
Water Co’s 6s, 1899.... 101
Portland
the
and
&
Aroostook
Bangor
land,
peoPortland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 104%
ple say it will be shipped as soon as possiBoston ntocB HlrKO..
ble, but is first to go to Boston, where it
the
elosiu ;
q lotaThe following were
will be detained for a day or two on extlons of stcclrs at Boston:
hibition at the Sportsmen’s Show.
Mexican Central ;4s.
Atchison, Top. & SantalFe. K. new. 10%

THE DEATH RATE.

2o%

Gloncester Fisll Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING Mcll. 11, 1898.
Last sales Bank halibut at 10c IP lb ifor white
and 7c for gray.
Georges halibut 11 land 7c 1? Ib for wh te anti

3

CORN.

P.oprootdil hv Swan fo

3

S

Keroseneizou
9
85
86%
Western! Union..
Lipoma. 9
Southern Ry pfd.
Centennial. 9
Pratt’s Astral ..11
In half bbls le extra
Boston Produce Market.
Raisins,
BOSTON. Met), li. 1893—Ths following are
Musotl.60 lb bxs5®0 Vi
London uty'rll 7653200 to-bay's quotations of Provisions, etc,!
Coal,
FLOUR.
Retail—delivered.
Cumberland 000®4 50 Soring patents. 6 30**6 30. 4
70 ao 45
straight.
Chestnut™..
06 50 Spring,'ciearlann
8 00 Winter patents. 6 25.86 76.
Franklin™..
4 60 ga 36,
dear,and
straight,
Winter,
Lehigh....
®6 00
Pea.
400 Extra and Seconds 00.
line and Supers—.

ft’H R

Closing...

40
H omestaKe,
Ontario. 3
PaeJiie .Man... 23

PiiimanfFaiace.JJ*
123%

Grain Quotations.

Opening.

88%

Peoples Gas..

Sugar! common.122%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRA')R
Friday's quotations.

j

102
122
41
90

Adams {Express.*.102
American ;Exnress...« .120
S. Express... 40

—

3j70(^3

•Ly Telegrapn.’

MCH. 12, 1898,
Cotton market to-cay
NEW YORK—The
osed easy; middling uplands at 6Vic; do gulf
at 6s/8C; sales
bales._
—

European Alarkets.
3v leloirrabiv.
LONDON. Mcli. 12, 1898.—Connor closed at
111 9-i6 for moneyaud 111% foraocount.
LIVERPOOL,Mch. 12. 1898.—Cotton market
is easier—American middling at 3S/fcd; sales
7.ouo bales, including 500 bales for speculation and export.
SAILING

HAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

Kaiser W de G New York.. Bremen-Mch 15
St.Louis.New York..So’ampton..Mch 16
Kensington ..New York. .Antwerp ...Mchl6
Britannic.New York.. Liverpool...Mch 16
Asti.New York. .Santos.Mch 17
Mch 17
Venezuela
New York.. Laguayra
Vancouver^... .Portland...Liverpool..--Mcli 19
Mcli 19
York..
Havana
Saratoga.New
Coleridge.New York. .P’rn’inbuco Mch 19
...

....

....

39
19
Etruria.New York. Liverpool. -Mch 19
Sparndam.New York..Rotterdam..Mch 19
Mohawk. New York. .Louuon.Mch 19
Normandie.... New York. Havre.Mch 19
Phoenicia.New York.
K.Wilhelm II..New York.

Hamburg...Mcli
.Gonna.Mch

New York.. Havana-Mc“ }*J
Seneca
Hurona.Portland
London... Mch 1.)
Mongolian.Portland.. .Liverpool Mch 16
.....

..

••

Boston & Maine

ijTourist

!

..

Passed by llth, sohs Chas P Nottman, Bath
Grenada.New York. .Trinidad.. .Mch 23
Navarre.New York. .Havre
.Mch 23 for Norfolk; Nathan Lawrence, fin Boston for
Californian.Portland... Liverpool... Mch 23 coal portAr 12th. schs Augustus Hunt, from Baltimore
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool ..Mch 23
New York.. Hamburg. ..Mch 24 for Portsmouth,and sailed; Jennie S Hail, from
Normanla
Andes.. NewiYork. Port Prince.Mcc 24 Savannall for Boston.
Sid 12th, barque Levi S Andrews.
Fulda.New York. .Genoa.Mch 26
Ar 12th, barque Sarmlento, Harding, Rosario
Mobile.New York. .London.Mch 26
82
26
days for Boston, and proceeded.
Canada.Boston.Livrepool ..Mch
Campania.... New York..Liverpool.. Mch 26
Foreisni Ports.
26
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow ...Mch
New York.. Havre.Mch 26
Sid fm Manila Mch 7, ship William H Smith,
Champagne
26
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam Mch
Brown, New York.
Ar at Sierra Leone Mch 9, sch Susie H PiumPennsylvania ..New York. .Hamburg. .Men 26
mer, Creighton. Boston.
Philadelphia -.New York..Liaguayra...Mch 26
29
Mch
Ar at Pon Spain Mch 11, sch Chas LMitcliell,
York..
Cieufuegosi.
Santiago.New
Trave.New York. .Bremen.Mch 29 Frost, Portland.
At Barbados Mch 2, sch Rebecca F Lamdeu,
Ray, for Savannan and Wilmington.
Ar at Progresso, Mex, Mch 11, sch James H
MINIATUREALMANAG ....MARCH 14.
Sunrises. 6 r.8|TTlo.h
2 45 Dudley, Cobb, Havana.
water I- 3
Sun sets. 5 60 Hlg“
l
ou
Spoken.
Moon rises. 0 281 Height.0 0—
March 1, lat 40 N, Ion 33 W. ship St John,
...

4

4
4

....

—

NTIW6

MARINE

Fales,

from Manila for

PORT OR

Philadelphia.

STEAMSHIPS.

PORTLAND.

ALLAN him

SATURDAY, March 12,
Arrived.

Steamship Vancouver, (Br) Jones, Liverpoyl—
passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamship Iona, (Br) Cummings, London—
mdse to ltobt Kelord Co.
Steamer Levi Woodbury, (USR) Hand, coastwise, cruising.
Sch Annie Cus, Lunt, Calais for New York.
Sch Ernezt T Lee. Kawdin, Calais lor New
York, leaky. Put in for ropairs.
Cleared.

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.

and Portland,

Liverpool

From

From

Steamship_Portland.
Mar.

Liverpool
12
17
26
10
12
24

2
5
16
26
30

Numldian,
Carthaginian,

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mai'.

Mongolian,
Californian,
Laurentian,

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Parisian,» April
D Torrance & Co.
Laurentian carries cabin passenge.s only.
Steamer Cape Britain, (Br) Reid, LoulsburgCarthaginian carries second cabin passengers
G M Stauwood.
only.
New
York—
Bennett,
Manhattan,
The Saloons and Btaterooms are In the cenSteamship
Steamphlp Labrador,

Liverpool—

Erskine,

Mar.

_

J B Coyle,

Steamer Salacla. Oliver, Bath, Boothbay Harbor and Wiscasset—C R Lewis.
Steamer Enterprise, Race, East Boothbay—
Alfred Race.

Sch Narka, (Br) Sponagel, Lunenburg, NS—
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch White Foam, Rice, Camden—J H Blake.
Sell Clara & Mabel, Leeman, New Harbor—J
H Blake.
SAILED—Steamer Labrador; cutter Daniel
Manning.
__

FROM OTTR

CORREBPO VIVE NTS.

BOOTHBAY-HAHBOR. Mch 12-In port, sells
Bonny Doon. [Chapman, St John. NB, for Boston; Rondo, Thompson, do for do; Winntgance,
’’ m
miming un aiuuuu;
S Jordan, Kennedy, and Chas Jeffrey, Hall, do
for New York; Carrie A Norton, Wylie, Damariscotta River for Baltimore; Hume, Hall, and
Carrie C Miles, White, Rockland for New York;
Rodney Parker, Haggets Cove for do.
Also, schs S P Hitchcock, Sorrensen, and

rooie s

Joseph Luther, Crosby, Salem.
Cid 12th, sch Anna E Kranz. Brown, Port Defiance. Martinique.
PORT CLYDE, Mch 11 —Ar, schr Eastern
Light, Lindsay, Bebast for Portland.

4
4
4
t

Sleeping Cars!

To California, New Mexico,
X
Arizona and Texas.
Sunset Tourist Excursions leave Washing- Y
and Saturday.
[► ton, D. C., every Wednesday
Through sleepers to San Francisco without £
► change through New Orleans an'1 the semi- £
k tropical regions of the South. J‘er=onal Con- £
ductors and Porters through. 5 days to San £
: Francisco, 4 days to Los Angeles, 3.V days to X
New Mexico and Arizona,
days to Texas. Y
► Sleepers open for occupancy Tuesday night
£
► and guide to show the National capital (with- £
» out extra charge) on Wednesday morning.
£
and
tickets
For
information,
reservations, £
k
X
k address,
X
E. E. CURRIER, N. E. A. So. Pac. Co.,
*
9 State Street, BOSTON. Y
► GEO. C. DANIELS, T. P. A. So. Ry.,
£
228 Washington St., BOSTON. £
k
k ALEX, S. THWEATT. East’n PaaB. Agt. So. Ry.
£
sa
271 Broadway, NEW YORK.
£
k

!< [
4
4
4

«*♦«*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
«od4m

nov29

portlandXwbMster;
r.. r.
fortum & Rochester

Station Toot of Preble St.
OCEAN

rarns.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

_

...

Pin

The score:

105—
89—
88—
90—
94—

85%
86%
8°'A
114%
65
1*1
25%
44%
108
185
57%

_

Waite, Flanigan and Willard also put up

89
83
92
89
93

89%
106

a

The Portlands by strong, steady rolling
out by 33 pins, thereby not needing
the 40 conceded them. Every man on the
The high
visiting team was at his best.
rolling of the night was done by Shaw
at 291 with Studley close alter at 286.

97
90
82
95

...

—

—.

won

fine totals.

Hanuel.New York. .P’rnambucoMch 19
RICHMOND—Sid llth. sell John S 3eacham,
.New York. Kingston. ..Mch 19 Header, Newark.
Alleghany
Advance.New York. .Colon.Men 21
ROCKLAND—Ar 12th, soh J Frank beavey,
Uller.New York. .Barbados .Mch22 Kelley, Greens Landing for New York; Addle
Tjomo...New York. Demerara ..Mch 22 E Snow. Brown, Boston.
Balm.New York.. Bremen
SALEM—cut lltb, sehs Jos Luther, Crosby,
Mch 22
Westorniaud .New York.. Antwerp
Mch 28 for Beal’s Landlud and Wilmington, Del.
Ar llth, sch SagaNew York... .New York. .S’thamptou.Mch 23
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Trinidad.New York. Bermuda Mch 23 more. Boston for Philadelphia.
...

Northwestern.■.116%

Before the game the Willards were willing
and did give the Portland team a handicap of forty pins, and also rolled for a
special purse,made up between the teams.

whether Mr. Scammon was or was
not legally elected.
There is another feature to the question
Mr. Soammon ran Ridley,
whioh is Interesting.
Thrasher,
against Mr. Leavitt. Mr. Newcomb was Willard,
eleoted first selectman after which Mr. Studley,; g
Scammon was elected so far as the count Trefethen,
see

uuu

Delaware & Lackawanna.
Philadelphia & Reading. 16%
Jersey Central. 80
Delaware & Hudson.108%
Erie.
St. Paul. 88%
C., B. & Q. 88%
Rook Island. 81%

Omaha. 68 %
(By Telegraph.)
Ontario & Western.114%
NEW YOEK, Mcb. 12.
Cleve,Chin., Chicago & St. Louis 25
Money on call was steady at 082 percent: Canada Southern. 45%
last loan 2:prime mercantllelpapei 4 Vi if,5Vs per New York Central.109
cent.
KterlingJSxebange was steady, with ac- Lake Shore.187
tual business In bankers bills at 4 83% 84 84 Northern Pacific pfd
68%
for demand, and 4 80%@4 81 for sixty days; American! Tobacco. 92
81
posted rates 4 82@4 86ya. Commercial bills at U. S. Leather
56%
pfd.(.iG7%
4 80.
Southern Ry.
Silver certificates 64% @55.
24%
Southern Ry pfd. 26
Bar Silver 64%.
46
Louis & Nash. 47%
Mexican dollars 44%.
17
Tenn. Coal Si Iron.18%
Government Bonds weak
15
Wabash pld. 14%
State bonds dull.
22%
Missouri Pacific.124%
Railroad bonds weak.
22%
PaciflcIMall. 22%
23%
Union Pacific..
24%
Hides.
10%
11
The following quotations represent the pay- Atchtnson.
84%
Western Union. |85
ing prices in this market:
Cow and ox hides.7y»c
95%
lb Manhattan. 97
Bulls and stags.6%c
121%
Sugar.121%
Coaif skins, trimmed,
.ICc
do
untrimmed. 9c
Lamn skins.50 to 80c each Now Torts qnotnttoas StcCKs and Bonds
i
Friday’s quotations.
Retail Grocers' smtrar (tar..,.
The folloiDg ware to-day’,* closing quotations
Portland market—cut loaf 7: nonfetion ea y
8c: pulverised 60:
powered, 6«; granulated of Bonds
Mch 10.
B Vi •; coffee crushed 6c: veilow 4c.
Mch. 11.
123%
o22%
New 4s, reg
12'JVt
122 %
do coup,
Imports.
110%
New
4’s reg.llo%
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Vancouver New 4’s
112
111%
coup
—6 bbls beer 3 ns spirits to order 11 pkgs mdse
110
Denser & it. G. 1st....110
1 es books to J E Priudle 130 casks cniua clay
69%
69%
Erie gen 4s..
to Baring
69%
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds. 69%
Bros._
Mo
Kansas A Texas pfd....
Portland Wcoisiats Mark101 Vs
Kansas Pacific Consols.100
PORTLAND. Mcb. 12.
1J3
Oiegou Nay. lsts.1)3
The following are todys’ wholesale prices of Union P. lsts.
of
C
stocks:
etc
osrng
quotations
Groceries:
Provisions.
Mch 10.
Mch. 11.
vtubeienr.
11 Vs
Corn car
Buierllne *
89040 Atehlson. J0%
26%
lots
25
do
42
bag
Atchison
grades.4
....
pfd.
24%
00@4
low
12
Msal bag lou
@40 central Baoluc. 11%
Spring Wneat Dak18
ci unto.
18%
era. ei ana sto 100610 Oats, car lots
36®38 Ches.
RH
1 fin
Oats, bag lou
l atent Burns
je37 DniAOirA* A If
25
do
6
8eeo.
ofa
Cotton
90136
Wneat...
91
car lots. 00 00@ 23 00
Chlcago'iiurlington & Quincy 89%
wiicti. str’eiit
109
bag lots 0000024 00 DelawareHudson CanalCo.i07Va
oiler.. .. 6 3536 60
5 10 a5 25 Sacked Br'e
150%
oelaware.Laekawana & West150
clear do.
11
car lota. 16 SO® 17 SO
Denver & Rio ttranae.. 11
,-tLOUiS Sl'g!_
o 3625 50
j2%
bag lots 17 00018 no
roller...
Erle,i\ew.12%
36
.6
34%
50
do.
20@o
Middling
1st
*1660017
uo
34%
prefer
dear
99%
bag ots. .*17018 00 Illinois Central. 98%
tv nt’r wheat
14
6 8636 00 Mixed feed- 17 60 Lake Erie& West.. 18%
patents.
188
Fish.
Coffee.
Lake Shore.187
60V»
(Buying* selling price) Klo,roasted
11015 Louis & Nash. 48%
Cod—Lar*»
Java&Mocha do26®28 Manhattan Elevated. 98%
100%
6Va
BDore ....» 7 5350 0
Mexican Central.
5%
email dp.. 2 00@3 50 Porto Rloo.26030 Mlchiran Central.101%
103%
26Va
Pollock .. ..2 25@3 50 Barbados.
.26026 Minn & St Louis. 23%
84
Haddock.. .1 76@2 00 Fancy.80033 Minn & St Louis, pf. 8o
Xcis
Hake.2 00fe2 25
26%
Pacific. 24Va
HerrlnE. Bex
Amoys.15@20 Missouri
91%
Central..
90%
Scaled....
9gl4e Congous.16(2)50 NewjJersev
111
130%
New YorkCentrai.
M ackerei. ei
Japan.. •• .... 18(331
12%
York. Cliicago& St Louis 12%
snore is >22 00g*26 Formoso.. • • • • .22®60 New
63
63
do
pf
Untcaxs
snore 2i >18 003820
21%
com
20%
52 15 Northern Pacific
Largo ss
*13@J16 Standard Gran
60
do
<io
pfd. 58%
Ex cllue duality 52 15
fraSBce.
118%
Northwestern...117%
4 84
Cane Canrrcte ttOO
I JEXtr&G.
174%
do
pfd.,.173%
9 dOglOJOC Yellow Extra C.s.>4’/s
do bbl
14%
Ont & Western. 14%
Maine.
8 OC
B#4d
J7%
Pea Beans.1 30gi 4C Timothy.
3 6683 75 Readme.
83%
Rock island-. 82%
Yellow JtTee.1 6531 6£ Clover. West »V4®»
90%
89%
Paul.
St
l
Pea....
6C
do
Cal
66@l
M.T. 9V4S10
146%
144%
ao bfd.
Irl9hPotat’s,Dus85@95 Alslite.
10®10Vs
68%
Omaha. .. 67%
Red lop,
SLPanl
do, bbl
3
16®17
150
do
prfd.150
rmlsl.ii.
SweetsJersey376@4 OC
128
8t Paul.!Minn, ds Maun.12S
Perk—
do Norfolk 0 00*
9Vi
14 00 Texas raotfic...
do Vlneland.4 603*5
heavy backs
«f/4
261
25%
medlumlz 60013 00 Union Pacific..
Onions. Bgn>o oo@o oc
6%
6%
do Natives 360®3 75 I short cut and
Wabash....
36V8
15%
do prfd.
clear
Chickens....
*13013 50
10@12
366
wes. 133i6u Beef—light..9 0009 25 Boston ft Maine.163
88
87
9
York&New
26
New
England
pfd,
orthern do... .15317
heavy,..
75®i0
Ernests V.D* 6 769
Fowls...
8*eu
187
Old Colonv.186

Portlands have at last been able to pick
out a team that were able to beat out the
strong Willard team.'on their own alleys
and Saturday night they did the trick.

by

that ballot from the box and Saturday a
caucus of the Republicans was held at
whioh it was voted to be the sense of the
meeting that a oontest should be made to

guuivoi

NEW YORK. Mch. 12.
Tho following are to-day’s opening and closing quotations of stocks:
Opening. Closing

New York Stock and Money

THE BOWLERS.
Aivci

New York Stock Market.

tral part, where

tricity is*

least

motion

is felt.

Elec-

lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
Music
at
passengers
any hour of the night.
used for

Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and statorooras are heated
by steam.
Rates of passage $52.60 to;$70.00. A reduction is made on Round Trip Tickets.
Seoond Cabin—To Liverpool, London ana
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.26; return,
$66.76 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress St., J. B.

On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897. Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.39 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester. Springvale, Alfred, Watorboro and Baco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.35 p.

m.

infiTlVft

RiU F.T(*han£ra

tit..

Royal Mail Steamers—Liverpool
vice.

v

Scarboro

SON DAY TRAINS.
Beach, Fine Point,

Old

Or-

chard, Saco, Blddeford, Kenuebunk, Wells
Beach, 12.66. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Bow
ell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.3o p. ra. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. ra.. arrive Port
laud 7.10

a. ra.

EASTERN DIVISION.

"Way Stations, 9 a. m.| Blddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyporf, Salem, By mi,
+2.00, t9.00 a. ra., §1.0u, t6.10
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. no., 12.60,
'o. m.
for
ra.
Leave
9.25
P.
Boston,
4.36,
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
11.60
.a.
12.16.
Arrive
m.
m.,
Portland,
p
4.30, 10 20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For

MAINE CENTRAL JR. R,

STEAMERS.

Navigation Co.

Maine Coast

H. & JL. A.L-

DOMINION LINE.

R.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. in., 12.30, 3.00,
6.35 and 6.20 p. in.
For Westbrook, Cumbctlwid Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 9.46 a. m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. EV
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonnects
Portsmouth.
Newbury,
Blddeford.
at Aver Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
Salem. Bynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m_ 1.C0
for the West and at Union Station, Worcester, .port,
in. Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m,. 4.15 p. m.
-p*
for Providence and New York, via ’‘Providence
7.00
Leave Boston lor Portland, 9.00 a.
Line” for Norwich and New York, via ’“Nor-, kb, m.
10.30
Arrive, in Portland, ±2.26,
wicb Line” with Easton and Albany R. R. form.
th e West, and with the New York all rail vi^_ "p.
-tConnects with Bail Lines for New York,
"Springfield.”
South and West
Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
«[Daily excepfMonday.
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m., 1.30
Lines for New York.
§Coniect3 with Sound
and 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
10.60 a. in., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
Station.
For tickets ior all points West and South ap- D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
ply to T. F. MeGlLLICUDDY, Ticket Agent, GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Porti’ortlond, Me.
land.
J. W. PETERS. Supt
;<:25dtf

J

AN. Montreal, 92 StaieSU Boston, and India
jiy31do
St., Portland.

R.

effect Oct. 4t.h, 1897.
Station, for Scarburo
Trains leave Union
a. in.. 5.16, 8.20 P.m.; Scmrbo10.00
Crossins.
ro Beach. Pine Point, 7.00, 1C.00 a. m.. 3.30,
6.15, 6.20 p. m.: Old Orchard, fsaoo, Blddeford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. ra., 12.45, 8.30,
5.15, G.20 p. in.; Kennabunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.,
12.45.3.30. 5.16 ,0.20p. ra.; Kennabunkport.
7.00. 8.40. a. iu.. 12.46, ii.SO, 6.16 p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. in.. 3.80. 6.16 p. m.;
North Berwick, Soi*>**r»woi tli, Dorsr,^ 4.05,
12.45, 3.80, 6.15 p. m.;
7.00, 8.40 a, ra.,
Kochenter, 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 12.45, 8.30 p. m.;
12.45,
Alton
Bay, 8.40 a. m.
Farmington,
3.30 p. m.; Northern l>iv.. Lakeport. BaJi.
12.45
p. n).:
8.40
Hi,.
conia, Plymouth,
Worcester. via Somere worth. 7.00 a. m.;
Concord. Via
Rockingham
Manchester,
3.30
m.;
p.
7.00 a. m..
Junction,
Junction. Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Bowel), Boeton, Tt4.05.
ra..
t8.40 a.
t7.00,
§12.45, 3.30 p. ra.
Arrive in Boston, 7.26, 10.16 a m., 12.60.
4.22. 7.25. d. ra. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.59. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. Ul., 1.00, 4.15,
10.13, 11.00 a.
Arrive Portland,
p. in.
in., 12.00, 12.20. 5.00, 8.00 p. ra.
In

On

and

after

Tuesday,
9tli, 1897, the

Nov.

Ir effect Nor. 14.1897.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00ft,

m.

for Brunswick.

Bath.

Rockland.

Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport
8.30

a. m.

Mechanic

For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs,)
LewFalls.
Falls, Rumford

iston, Wlnthrop. Oakland. Readlield. Waterville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and PhllhDS.
11.10 a. m. lor Gray, New Gloucester, DanSer- will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tues- ville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
ll.2oa. m. Expreis tor Brunswick, Bath, Audays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.
Harbor

STEAMER SALACIA

Popham Beach, Bath, Boothbay
and Wiscasset. Touching at Five Islands on
Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Wiscasset
Mondays.
Returning—Leave
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m., for
1*.
It.it
Harbor.
Popham Beach
Boothbay
and Portland. Touching at Five Islands on
Weather
and
permitting.
.Fridays.
Mondays
O. C. OLIVER. President.
novOdtl
CHAS. E. LEWIS. Treasurer
for

gusta, Waterville. nttsfleld. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bar Harbor.lGreenville and Aroostook County,
via B. & A. R. R. for Houlton. Woodstock.
Liverpool.
Steamers._Portland.
St Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanceboro
1
12
Bat.
Mur.,
p.m.
Labrador,
Thur. 24 Feb.
and
St John.
New Bedford, Moll 9-Sch Geo B McLellan,
p. m.
3Mar., Vancouver. " H' A
J.lO p. m. Mechanic Falls. Rumlord Falls.
weicli was bought at Portland last fall for $1500
*■
2
nr., 1 p. m.
17
Scotsman,
Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
“'
Bemis,
lias been sold at Brava for $2900 casn, and tiro
1 p. m.
lc
Labrador.
31
Farmington. Kinglield. Carrabasset, Phillips
sclir Olivo U Robinson, also purchased at Portand Rangeley, Winthrop, Oakland,
Boston Service.
Bingham
land for $850. has been sold at St Jago for
WatervUle and Skowhegan.
$1500. Both will be used for trading between TO LIVE II POOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
Au
1.15 n. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Africa.
Coast
and
Gold
Islaud
Verde
Cape
Sat.
noon.
R. M. S. CANADA, MARCH 26,
Rockland and
gusta." Bath.
Boothbay.
and
on
the
Knox
all
stations
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. Bat
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, BelHATES OF PASSAGE.
Passed Terry Island Mch 12, steamer NorweGreenDover and
Foxcroft
fast,
Hartland,
Return
First Cabin, *50.00 and upwards.
gian, Portland for Glasgow.
ville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamke&g.
Passed Klnsaie 11th. steamer Californian, *lco and upwards according to steamer and ac5.10 d.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon
m.
(formerly State of California) from Liverpool commodations.
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Lonfor Halifax and Portland; Lamberts Point, do
WatervUle.
3rd.
1898.
after
ana
On
January
Reto
*42.50.
for Portland.
donderry and Queenstown, *34
Danvllla
6.15 p. m. For New
Gloucester,
Sid fm Cape Town, CGH, Mch 10, barque turn $66.75 and *78.40, according to steamer
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
and accommodations.
John Swan, Nash, Barbados.
Auburn and Lewiston.
London,
Steerage, to Liverpool, London,
11.00 p.m. Night Express, every night for
Memoranda.
derry Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastBrunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, WaterCAPT. CHAS. H.
to steamer.
50
and
according
*25.50
*22
Vineyard-Haven, Mch 12—Barque Sarmlento,
Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a. ville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
Apply toj. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange Will leave
Bucksport
of Portland. Capt Harding, from Rosario for
Wednesdays and Fridays for county via Old Town, Bar HarDor,
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J. ni., Mondays, Orr’i
John aud
Boston, arrived here to-day after a long passage
Cove.
Island; Card's Cove. Poor’s St. Stephen, St Andrews, St Halifax ana
Lowell’s
Toror
David
Peterson, 2 Exchange street,
W.
Aroostook
Vanceboro.
convia
meather
moderate
had
County
82
Ashdale
of
days, having
rance &
Co., general agents, foot of India Point, East Harpswell; Small Point,
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
tinuously. She proceeded at 11 o’clock.
Sebasco, Phippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
street.
Dover and Foxcroft
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at not run to Belfast Dexter,
deo28dtf
or beyond Bangor.
Domestic Ports.
Sleeping cars to St John.
7.00 a. m„ Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
White Mountain Division.
touching at all landings.
NEW YORK—Ar lltli. schs Edna, Donovan.
For further particulars apply to
St John, PR; Harrv L Whitten, Rich, Boothbay
8.45 a. m. For Brldgton. Fabyans. Burlington
j. h. McDonald,
litchd Hill. Whitmore. Thomastou; CumberLancaster. Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-3.
land. Littlejohn. Portland; Island City, Nelson,
New York Direct Line.
Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
Rockland for do.
decSl;dtf Montreal,
and aU points west.
Scott.
Demerara;
Caribee,
steamer
Ar 12th,
m.
For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryeburg,
3.30
p.
Advance, Phillips, Colon; ship Bangalore. BlanBrldgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
chard. London G8 days; Cyrus Wakefield, HenSt
Johnsbury, Newport SherLunenourg,
Steamships Manhattan and John lEnglis
ry, San Francisco ; barque James H'Hamlen.
brook, Montreal and Toronto.
alternately leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays,
Oakes, Seville 40 days.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
Also ar 12tli. barques Rachel Emery, Wyman, Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., for New
GOING WEST.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Montevideo: Mary C Hale, Wakely. Pernam- York direct. Returning, lleave Pier 38. East
8TEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as folbuco 44 davs; Annie Reed, Welt, Pascagoula; River, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
lor Brunswick, Autrain
lows:
7.20
a. m. Paper
Psmarlbo
Dennison.
L
Gertrude
Truudy,
m.
sells
5 p.
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mon- gusta. Waterville and Bangor.
These steamers are superbly fitted and fur27 davs; Carrie A Lane, Quick. Cazones 27 ds;
at 7.IB a. m.. touching at
Train for Brunswick. Lewiston,
12.50 p. m.
H E Thompson. Thompson, Port Spain; Flora nished tor passenger travel and afford the most days aad Fridays,
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
Bath. Augusta, WatervUle, and Bangor.
Morang. Morang, Macorris via Bermuda; Jen- convenient and comfortable route between
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
PEMAQU1D for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
nie A Stubbs. Dorr. Humaroa; Cameo. Colbeth, Portland and New York.
at
above
landings,
for aU points.
at 6.00 a. m., touching
Fare, one way, *4.00; round trip, *6.00.
St Croix; Abble G Cole, Murphy. Arroyo, PR;
tickets,
EAST.
Port
round
GOING
Tampa.
Dunfon.
and
Merchants'
trip
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
Buyers’
Daisy Farlin,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
Also ar 12th, schs Scotia, Davis.Jacksonville: under regulations of Merchants Association of
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyaus. Brldgton.
Brunswick:
Georgia
for
Cranmer,
and
Pendleton,
N.
Anna
Y.,oniy $5.00.
Saturdays
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston aud Mechanic Falls, 8.30
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent
I, Drake Skolfleld. Darien; Standard, Godfrey,
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol,
WatervUle and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.:
a. m.:
oet4dtf
and East Boothbay,
d. B. COYLE, Treasurer.
Virginia; O M Marretr, Harris, Amboy for Proand Augusta dally and week days from
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays Bangor,
vidence; Mattie J Alles. dolor Portland.
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Ktngfleld. Phillips, Farmfor PEMAQU1D and above landings.
Below 13th, sch Anna E J Morse, Crocker, fm
Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
Bemis.
ington,
ALFRED RACE. Manager
oct30dU
Cienfuegos.
p. m; Lewiston and way stations 3.25 p. nf.; St
Cid nth, barque Arthur C Wade. Sherman,
Aroostook County.Moosehead
Harbor.
Bar
John.
Port Spain; sch Georgia Gi key, Gilkey, FerLake and Bangor. 5.46 p.in.; Rangeley. Farmiugnandina; Lugano, Lewis. Boston.
CO.
STEAMBOAT
HARPSWELL
Lewiston, 6.65 p. in.; Chicago
ton.RumfordFaUs,
TO
Cid 13th, brie Irene, Yates, for Sierra Leone;
Beginning October- 1st, .1897, steamer AucoeLs- and Montreal and all White Mountain points
sens Etna, Chipman, Jacksonville ; Celia F,
Sun- 8.10 p. m.; dally from Bar Harbor. Bangor.
Portland,
Portland
daily,
co
will
leave
Pier,
West. do.
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax.
days excepted, as follows:
Passed Hell Gate 12th, barque Lucy A NickWatervUle and AugusWmmu- and
("hebeaime Islands. Harpswell. St John. Bar Harbor,
els. trom New York for Boston, to be dismantled S. S. Iona,
5000tons.Mar.il.
ta, 3.50 a. no., except Mondays.
Bailey's and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. m.
and used for coal barge; schs Flheman, KnowlMar.
25.
5000
tons.
S.
8.
util.
EVANS.
General Manager.
Huronn,
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
tou, Amboy for Bucksport: J R Bodwell, ElizaE. BOOTHBY. U. r. & T. A.
Lambert’s Point 7000 tons, Apr. l.
betbuort for Rockland; Silver Heels. Quinlan, S. S.
Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
T
I8y7.novl2dtt
Nov.
14*
Portland,
do for do.
Return lor Portland -Leave Orr’s Island, by
And weekly thereafter.
BOSTON—Ar 11th. schs Came T Balaao,
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive PortSDecial attention given to the carriage of
Lee. savannah; II M Rogers, Geyer. Newburyland, 9.30 a.
Cheese, Butter, Apples ana Bens 11aDie cargo.
DANIELS, Geu'l Mgr.
For all information apply to
’J11
llth. sells Mary E Palmer. Haskell, Norsepll
Fortuna,
do;
Hiohborn,
W
Hopkins,
folk; K
In Effect Nov. 15, 1897.
Cfiase, Newport News.
Ar i2tli. sells Agnes E Manson. Babbitt. NewDEPARTURES.
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
port News: Milton, Sawyer, Clenfuegos; Hatdtf
From Union Station
sept23
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
tie P Simpson, Sanborn, and Edwin R Hunt,
tiouse Wharf, Portland, Mo.
Custom
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Backfield. CanCrowell. Norfolk; tug Honey Brook, Philadeltime table, commencing Sunday
Falls.
Week
Rumford
Portland.
clay
7
for
No
ton.
Dixfield,
with
barge
phia,
Nov. 28, 18tf7.
From Union
Cut 12th. sobs Estelle Pliinney, Baltimore and
8.30 a. m- 1.10 and 5.15 D. m.
Peaks’ Island.
Citv Landing.
Fernandina.
Forest
For
Wilson.
Balano.
\V
,T
Falls
and intermediate
Baltimore;
Station for;Meehanie
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. m., 2.15, 6.15 p. m.
Sld llth, sobs Mary E Palmer, for Norfolk;
stations.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
Olivers Barrett, coal port: C J Willard, coast.iHKECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
1.10 train makes close connections at Ruma. in.,2.15 p. m.
wise; Lydia M Deering, do; Pepe Ramirez, for
E.
For
Trefefchen’s Landing, Litjtle and Great ford Falls for Bemis and all stations on R.
Jacksonville.
01.
2.15
&
a.
R. L. R. R.
1U.,
8.00,
p.
Islands
Diamond
Sld 12tli, sell R W Hopkins, for Norfolk.
and
From
every
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboak Co.
Passed Highland Light. 12th, at sunset, sch
Through Tickets on Sale.
line discontinued for the season.
Augustus Hunt, from Baltimoie for Portsmouth From
and
T. GOD IN G. Gen. Man.
W.
H
C.
William
every
sept24dtf
Sumner,
llth,
BRUNSWICK—Sld
R. C. BRADFORD, T.aHic Manager.
Portland, Maine.
Pendleton, Ellzabethport: Melissa A Willey,
Cook, do; 'Chas Davenport, Pinkham. Portland.
E. L. I.OVEJOY, Superintendent,
Fall6. Maine.
BEAUFORT. NC-Sld fm Cape Lookout Cove
Rumford
From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
dtf
jel8
In12th, sch Lucy A Davis, McKown, from Deme- Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
rara for New York.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
CHARLESTON—Ar llth, sch Talofa, FletchFreights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
er, Wilmington, NC.
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
Sld 12th, sch Elia M Willey, Willey, for Wey- commission.
Oa ana alter WEDNESDAY. March 9.n, le. 8
mouth.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
trains will run ai follows
CAPE HENRY—Passed In 12th, barque IoMeals and room included.
lani. from Kong Kong for Baltimore.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
LEAVE.
schs
HARBOR-Ar
12tb,
HORSE ISLAND
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
For Auburn and Lewiston 7.30, 9.00 a. m.i
I) D Haskell,-for Weymouth; Hortensla,
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
l. 80. 4.00, G.OOp. m.
Fall River for New Bedford, and sld.
Manager, 88 State SU Piske Building, Boston,
For Gorham, Berlin and island Pond 7.30 a.
CARTERET—In port 10th, schs Addle P Mc- Mass.
ocmdti
m. :
1.30 and 6.00 p. m.
James
for
Young,
Norfolk;
Fadden Wright,
m.i and
Montreal and Chioago 7.30 a.
Daily Eine, Sundays Excepted. For
Thorndike, for Baltimore ; Annie & Reuben,
6.00 p. m.
for Alexandria.
6.00
in.
m.
and
steamer*
a.
p.
and
palatial
For
7.30
new
the
Quebec
DARIEN—Sld llth. sobs Henry Clausen, Jr,
ARRIVALS.
for Boston: Harold 0 Beecher, Noaiik.
Sld llth, sch Wm O Snow,
FALL RIVER
From Lewiston and Auburn 8.30, 11.30
Norfolk.
and 7.00 p. m.
Hammett,
a. m„ 8.15, fl.00
Berlin and Gorham 8.30
GALVESTON-Ar 12th, sch Clara A Donnell,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Port- Prom island Pond.
Port
Tampa.
and
7 00 p. m.
Brendldge,
and 11.30 a. m.,
land, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
8.30 a. m.,and
Montreal
JACKSONVILLE—Cld llth, sch Laura L
and
From
Chicago
with
earliest
tra
ns
for
season for connection
Boston.
Sprague, Wlxon,
7.00 p. m.
pouits beyond.
Sld llth, sell Nokomis, lor Newark.
8.30
a. m.. and 7.00 p. m.
From
for
Quebec
Providence, Lowell,
Through tickets
Arl2tb. sells Lucia Porter. Farrow, NYork;
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Worcester, New York, etc.
J B Holden, Haskell, do.
Returning leave Indla Wharf, Boston, every For Montreal, Quebec, Toronto and Chicago,
Sld 12th. sch Elizabeth M Cook, Clark, New
Evening at 7 o’clock.
6.00 p. m.
J. B. CO YLE, Manager.
For Lewiston and Auburn, 7.30 a. m., 6.00
MOBILE—Cld 12th, sell Eliza J Pendleton,
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
p. m.
Warren. New York.
Sept 1. 1897.
Euos
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.30 a. m., and 6.00
lor
Soule,
barge
llth,
NORFOLK—Cld
p. in.
Portland.
Assortment ot
and FreeA
ARRIVALS.
Ar llth, sch Alicia B Crosby, Bunker, from
From Island Pond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal
Portland
Coals tor
and West, 8.30 a. m.
NEW LONDON—Ar 12tb, sob Alice MoDonFrom Lewiston and Auburn 8.30 a. ro.
aid. Archipelago.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
Night
Ar 12th. sell Glen Ullen.
NEW HAVEN
FOR
trains and oarlor cars on day trains.
Mitchell, Grand Manan for New York.
Cumberland Coals are
OF
FOOT
ff.SOFFICE
DEPOT
AT
TICKET
Jen.
N.B.,Halitax,
St.
JNOBSKA—Passed llth, schs Hattie P Simp- Georges Creek
Eastport, Lubec. Calais,
Nova Scotia INDIA STREET.
son, from Norfolk for Boston; Euwin R Hunt,
lor general steam and and all parts of New Brunswick. Breton.
1893.
marOtf
9tn.
unsurpassed
.March
Portlaiia,
The
do
for
do.
Crowell,
Prince Edward Island and Cape
PASCAGOULA- Ar llth, sch Jas H Dudley, forge use.
favorite route to Campobeilo and fat Andrews,
Cobb, Havana.
....
N. B.
Isaiah
Hart,
PUNTA GORDA—Ar 12th, sch
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
Winter Arrangement.
Williams. Key West.
On and after Monday. Dec. 20th, steamer will
PENSACOLA—Cld lltb, sch Maggie S Hart, English and American Caunel.
leave Portland on Mondays at o p. m.
Farrow. Boston.
PORT TAMPA- Sld llth, sch Francis M,
Returning leave St. John and Eastport ThursAbove
nogan. Carteret.
days.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar llth, tug Tamaqua,
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
Hand.
towing barge Preston from Portland.
to destination, ts’-Freight received up to 4.00
( Id Jltli. schs S C
Tryon, Gaul, Lynn; John TELEPHONE
....
ioo-2 P
Francis. Francis. Dover.
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Sld fm Delaware Breakwater llth, sell Daisy
Fine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
Farlin. Diuiton. Port Tampa for Carteret.
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Shi 12tn. sch Anna E E Morse, fm Clenfuegos
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
for New York,
,t. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
PORTSMOUTH—Sld 12th, sell Georgia Berry
U. P. C. UEKSEY Agent.
M.W&Ftt
No. 37 Plum Street,
apr3
sep20dtf
Tuttle, New York.
From

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

...

STEAMBOAT CO.

Steamer

“Percy V”
HOW,

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

_

THOMSON

...

...

Portland and Boothbay Si&amooat Co

USE!

PORTLAND

LONDON ^ DIRECT.

T

^A1AH

P°Cld

The ROBERT REFORD CO., Limited,

Boston and

,,

Boston

Philadelphia

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Philadelphia;

Wednesday
Saturday.
Wednesday

Saturday.

r

__

—

Mikl * H1IS1EI

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,

COAL.

_

Full

Lehigh

Burning

__

Domestic Use.

International Steamship Co.

—

T

Coals Constantly On

..

OFFICE;

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts-

STEPHEN

fficokj

BERRY,
fed and (f old iduT?'frlf

THE

Items
Mi W

of

Picked

Interest

AJBVEKTISKMJCNXO TOBAX.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
J. H. Libby Co.
Owen. Moore & CoNotice—T. H. Sherman.
Johnston, Bailey & Co.
Atkinson Furnishing Co,
H. \V. MoCausland.
AUCTION SALES.
I', o. Bailey & Co.

WORKERS

HARBOR NOTES.

PRESS.

Up

Along

To Be Held

By Maine Snnday School Asso-

Attempt

to

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MILITIA.

NAVAL

Organize

a

This' week will be workers’ week with
the Maine State Sunday School association, and will be held in the First Baptist
church today, Tuesday and Wednesday,
under the direction of the secretary, Mr.

•“Hon. John D. Long, secretary of the
Navy, has authorized Mr. W. H. Clifford,
Jr,and Mr. Walter Camp to raise a company
of naval militia for the defense of Maine.
If these gentlemen are successful In their
efforts a navy officer will be detailed for
the proper instruction of the command.
Such a company would be of the greatest
service in maintaining seaooast fortifica-

George H. Archibald, general secretary.
This will be today’s programme:
the speediest
and.the passage
New Wants, To Let, For Sale. Lost. Found delightful.
3.0'0 p. m.—Praise,
Bible
Reading,
under
and similar advertisements will oe found
The revenue'outter Daniel F. Manning Prayer.
their appropriate heads on page 6.
8.80—Conference on Difficulties and
tions, or serving on a man-of-war should
sailed at two o’olook Saturday afternoon. How to Overoome Them.
Our citizens had an
occasion demand.
It Is said the Manning Is bound toNew
7.30—Praise, Bible Reading, Prayer.
"Mrs Wlnlow’a Soothing ol Syrup,
8.00—The Art of Teaohing. Collection. opportunity of seeing some of the work
York.
mliUons
of
Years
over
used
by
been
Fifty
Has
on

mothers for their children while Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
■oftens tbs gums, allays Fain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
remtdyfor Diarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
gists In every cart of the world. Be sura and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
bottla

a

_

FAC-eiMH-n signature of CHA8. H. FLETCtiflR
Is on the wrapper of every bottle of Casto&ia.

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When

When ahe had Children, she gave them CastasrtA

It is

now

jl

(BRIEF JOTTINGS.
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:

OBITUARY.
;

-•:»& uTt*

CHARLES

'•

8. D. GRIFFIN.

i

of
In the death
At St. Domtelo’a ohnrdh next Sunday
Mr. Charles 8. D.
u -will commence the mlssion'aervices to be Griffin, whioh occurred on the 13th inst.,
ft held by the Redemptorlst Fathers, who at his late residence, 203 High
street,
oonnected with St. Clement’s college Portlands*108 lost another citizen whose
face and figure has been familiar on its
SarntogaiSprings. New York.
These seizures were made by the sheriffs streets for fifty years or more, althojgh
1 Saturday: 818 Fore street, 683 Commer- for the past two or three years owing to
ctal street, 93 Center street, 65 Commer- his falling health, he has been closely
dal-street, fil Commercial street, 43 Wash* oonfined to his home.
Mr. Griffin was born In Portland on
rlngton street, 844 Fore street, 483 Com*
street.
Congress street, near the Longfellow
The Mutnal Improvement club will house, May 29th, 1808, and was thus nearmeet today-wlth Mrs. O. Wish, 48 Deer- ly ninety years of age. His father, Benjastreet. Boll oall from ohaptera 13 and min F. Griffin, died shortly afterward on

|v*re

j&at

/
\

Lpmerolal

Fingoftfae

of this branoh of the service last Fourth
of July, when the company from Lynn,
Mass., gave an exhibition on the Western

the steamer
from* Portland to

that

settled

FUNERAL OF.HANSON M. HART.
Enterprise will run
One
Damarlsootta the coming season.
Family friends, neighbors and a large
trip per week will befmade for the first representation from the Free St. Baptist promenade.
Without doubt Messrs. Clifford and
few weeks then.later* two trips per week. church of whloh the deceased was a memin ajlew days,
The steamer Labrador of the Domin- ber^gathered at the late residence of Han- Camp will „open an office
ion line sailed Saturday. She had 86 sa- son M. Hart, 308 Spring street, yesterday or designate some place where young men
for the servce'can sign papers.
loon, 10 Intermediate and 33 steerage pas- afternoon at three o’clock, to listen to applioants
were the services over his remains, which were Therejis no reason why Portland should
the passenger!
sengers. Among
not have a line company in this naval
Messrs. W. and E. A. Carter of this olty. conducted by Rev. Asa Dalton, D. D.
militia. Maine has always been noted for
Dr.
Dalton
to
the
The Thomson liner Iona, Capt. Cumdeceased,
Reterring
seamen
and they
made their
mings, arrived at 7.30 Saturday morn- said in part that he had the faith and itsjhardy
mark in the wars > In which the United
ing after a 13 days’ passage from Shields. fidelity to duty of the early Puritan, but States was involved. This company, like
was 500 tons of ooal was broad minded,
Her only
sympathetic and the Massachusetts and other' battalions,
oargo
There were 25 return- gentle. His principles were firmly held would doubtless have a warship detailed
and water ballast
at certain times for their Instruction in
ing cattlemen .ipid one stowaway, an but in oharity to all, malice to none. He naval warfare on shipboard.
Amerieap citizen named Wheatley, who had a keen eye to enjoy the humorous aspect of men and things. He was active
disappeared whgq the vessel dooked.
CHAIRMANSHIP

*”
—f

record

business,

Christian, pnblio spirited
and nothing hnman

was

sympathies.
The pail bearers were George F. Emery,
Charles S. Fobes, A. L. Burbank and M.
E. Bolster.

Atjthcvhead of.the casket was a bunch
of white pinks and violets with ferns,
whlle'at.the foot were plaoed a cluster of
violets together with] palm leaveB
and
oalla and Easter lilies.
The interment was at Evergreen cemetery in the family lot.

manual.
were 1 two cases

j

'good
■

^

CITY

COMMITTEE.

A lively contest Is on for the chairmanship of the Democratic city committee, to
Among the
as a oitizen, succeed J. Henry Bradley.
alien to his candidates mentioned for the place are
Major Collins, Nathan Clifford, B. J.

THE NEW ARTILLERY REGIMENTS.
board an English.vesscl while at sea. At
Orders have been issued for the organithe
before
There
i
the age of fifteen Mr. Griffin went to
zation of the two new artillery*regiments
t« Municipal court Saturday{mornlng. One Boston and served lor some years in the
dim anViiootc urea
a.
wnmun
whn WM
authorized hv recent act of Congress, and
offioe of the North American Review, and
« fined $5 and coats for
intoxication and on the failure of that oompany transferred Fort McHenry will be, selected as the
other-was a man who was sentenced his servioes to the
Boston Beoorder. headquarters of the Seventh Regiment of
ta<three months in jail on the charge of Later, he returned to Portland and was artillery Instead of Foit’Wadsworth, N.
as was originally proposed.
The
'‘being a common drunkard.
connected with Mr. Shirley, who don- Y,
A case of diphtherial was reported Fri- ducted a printing establishment here. At selectlon.ofjFort Slocumj as 'the, headde- quarters of the Sixth Regiment will not
L<d*y at 11 Briggs strset.
about this time there was a strong
The Female Provident Association will mand in the schools
of
the South for bo altered.
fehold its regular monthly meeting this Northern teachers, and Mr. Griffin ac- In'organizing the new regiments, six
A
^-afternoon in City building, Boom 9.
teacher in Savan- men will be taken from each.of the bat14

“^DEMOCRATIC

but religion to him was the
chief concern of life.
Loving his own
ohnroh he was liberal and
friendly to
consistent
In brief he was a
others.
in

ceptedja^posltion'aaja
nah, remaining in the South
capacity for> number of years.

ADVERTISEMENTS._

Catarrh

of the Liver

Dangerous,

bnt Can Be Cured by Pe-ru-na.

Example.

The Case of Mrs. Robbins One

IVE danger threatens one when catarrh
reaches the liver. This is one of the
vital organs that cannot be lightly trifled
Pe-ru-na cures catarrh of the
with.
liver as effectually as it cures catarrh
located elsewhere. Mrs. S. E. Robbins
of White Wright, Tex., had catarrh of
the stomach and catarrh of the liver. She
Gentlemen—I feel
writes us as follows:
it mv dutv to tell what Pe-ru-na did for
and stomach
me.
Eight years ago my liver
into a
began to give me trouble. This developed
colic which troubled me every day. About six years
medicine. Five years ago
ago I got so bad I had to take
I was in such a condition that it seemed to me I was diseased from head to foot. For weeks I could not sit up.
I was as yellow as an orange. Last spring I was confined
to my bed for weeks. Suffered with colic, sick stomach
and nervous chills. Finally I took Pe-ru-na. I had eaten
I quit taking his
nothing for several days and was under a doctor’s treatment.
medicine and took Pe-ru-na instead. It cured me. I have gained twenty-five
is clear. I have no signs of
pounds. I can eat anything I want and my skin
jaundice. Mrs. S. E. Robbins.”
The many serious symptoms that accompany liver troubles are of such a
with almost any disnature as to lead the sufferer to believe himself afflicted
ease.
Disziness, despondency, sleeplessness, and a general feeling of hopelessConsider your own condition. If you are such
ness show a disordered liver.
You cannot begin to take Pe-ru-na too soon. It
a sufferer, do not hesitate.
P©-ruwill cure you, and you are only wasting valuable time by waiting. Get
Write to Dr. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio,
na at once of your druggist.
who will advise and treat you, absolutely free.

Bestof AM
“
I was suffering with my stomach, and
prescriptions did not do me any good.

NEW SILKS.
All the latest Fashions and
Fancies in Silks for spring
wear—including all the new things
checks, plaids and
in stripes,

with benefit. Before I had
finished the first bottle I began to Improve, and it was wonderful to see what
a change there was in my feelings. When
I had taken six bottles I was cured, and,

quaintances

effects this
verse and

peculiarly

to
the Pocket
book sense, and if you will
let your eyesfollow your finger as it journeys down this
price list there’ll be developed a seventh Sense—
The Sense of astonishment,
that so small a sum of Cash

j

can secure

season

the

are

3%

Then

bayadere stripes;

in many tasty and artistic patterns
will more than please you when
you see them.

One Of the chief featuies of our silk stock is the large and
desirable line of new waist silks which we are showing—elegant new
Silk Taffetas, rich, crisp Taffetas in all the newest shades and combinations—plain and figured in light, dark and medium grounds.
$1.50 to 2.50

Checked Taffetas—the

yard

$1.00, 1.25

latest fad,

A remarkable bargain.

1

5 cts.

master of the situation, and the im40 inch Unbleached Cotton.
porter and the manufacturer were
36 inch Lockwood Cotton.
obsequious, for they must sell their

6 Cts.

40 inch Lockwood Cotton. f.

7 cts.

42 inch Lockwood Cotton.

A

dozen

Foulards—very

81 inch Lockwood

or

more

we

handsome

styles,

extra

quality

twilled
1.00

choice patterns,

yd,

lot all silk Foulards in blue and whit

Special

e

and

black and
75c

white, 24 in. wide,

jomfort powder

FINE CARPETING.

Particular attention Is called to the advertisement in this issue of Johnston,
The carpeting (English
Bailey & Co.
corticine) for which they have the exclusive agency for Portland and vicinity,
is much desired, not only for its wearing
qualities, but the novelty and attractiveness

produces a fine,
clear complexion.

F It

per box.
25
At all Druggists
and Toilet Dealers.

andjjoc.

Sample

Box Free.

Comfort Powder

Hartford,

Conn.

Co.

of the designs.

See their window.

Alfred Bishop of Providence, a manufacturer and dealer in bicycles, died Saturday afternoon from oonousslon of the

brain, oaused by a fall when the orown of
the bicycle he was riding broke on Friday morning.

B. Archibald, general secretary of the
Maine State Sunday School association.
Mr. Archibald took as his topio the “Life
of Jacob,” and took from it lesson after
lesson which he applied to the every day
life of today.
THE A B C OF

IT.

A kidney education starts with: Backiche means
kidney aohe, lame back
means lame kidneys, weak baok weak
cure means Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Read about the free distribution in this
oaper, and call at H. H. Hay & Son’s
Wholesale store, 262 Middle street.

week to

this

various

kinds

the
of

display of

the

Brushes

our

in every instance.

Brushes for

the Teeth, Hair, Hands, Nails, Shaving, Complexion, Hats, Clothes and

Shoes.

Fifteen different styles in Wash Surahs in
checks in all the late colorings,

stripes

that

we
gave our
order for months
and months ago have just come, the
Cotton,
delay was exasperating, but now
that they are here we forget our

Extra fine Bleach
plump yard wide.

8 cts.

42 inch Bleached Cotton.

_

wrath.

10 cts.

45 inch Bleached Cotton.

14 cts.

72

12}^

Because of the demaud, and the
the New York, Chicago and
Boston retailers charge 85 cents for

scarcity,

inch Bleached Cotton. them.
Our price is
Bargain Bleached Cot- If we are lucky enough to duplicate

cts.

ton, 81 inches wide.

they are 75c.
Here’s the color list:

now

Lilac.

good qual-

Shaker Flannel,

5 cts.

quality
springlets.
inch

32

7cts.

New

Print.

Best

4 cts.

nice

Silkoline,

France blue,
Caspienne,

Buttercup,
Orange,

ity.
J

f

7aC

them we
too shall be driven to the 85 cent limit.
But

patterns.

Silver

Slate,

gray.

Sage.

Lavender A,
Lavender B.

Nile

Sky blue,
Cardinal B.
Garnet,

Juana.
Palmier.
Kaeine.
Tan.
Purple,
Seal Brown,
Salmarpink,
Emerald.
Serpent green,

Gobelen,
Peaehiepink,

Bargain

Sale

Emerande,
Green,

Maise,

Argent,

Lt.

Navy.

Turquoise

A

Cardinal,

Scarlet,
Cherry,
Cerise.

Turquoise B

Night

Gowns

and Corset Covers.
Best 12Kc Tinsel

8 Cts.

Drapery.

First floor

Odd lots.

Bargain Sale
high grade Night
women.
The clearing

of 150

Choice style
ham.

5 cts.

Zephyr Ging-

Gowns for

up of

See window No. l.

Percale,
styles.

7,/ cts.

and

new

Full

yard

choice
lots of

wide.

$1.50,

White

fringed
Quilts, extra heavy
quality, Marseilles patterns 2y3 by
2j/a yards in size. A great bargain
Bed

Spreads.

$1.89,
$1.25

$1.00

at

favorite

full

width

Night

of

sheeting (Bleached) always in stock.

Gowns

and

98c.

75c yd,

Extra fine Muslin with Cambric
Yoke.full clusters of five tucks running across. Fine Swiss Embroidery Insertion top and bottom of
Yoke. Embroidery ruffle at neck
and wrist, feather stitch braid.
Another has V effect neck, solid
Embroidery Yoke.
Another lias yoke of tucks.
All three have pearl buttons.
Maybe fifty of them, are slightly
mussed by being used as window
and over head decorations.

L

70 new and pretty patterns of genuine Kai Kai Japanese
39c and 45c yd.
Wash Silks—all bright colors and late effects,

t

IN BLACK SILKS
We

Your choice

shoving unusually interesting va'uesfor

are

Dresses in Peau

a

Skirts, Waists and
Figured Taffeta, &c.

Soie, Satin Duchess,

Black Bayadere

Stripes—all

silk,

$1.50,

Black Swiss Taffeta in checks and dice pattern,

2,00

$2.00

Boston ®.

Dwight

Figured

Indias in small neat designs, 24 in.,

$1,00

l

Our
that

our

success

everything
are

in this

department

efforts to furnish the ladies of

has demonstrated the

fact

Portland and

desired in the way of silk as soon as
and that the designation of

vicinity with
the fashion demands,

appreciated,

has been

naturally acquired.

Watch the papers for announcement of opening of Ladies’ New

Spring Hosiery.

kidneys,

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

4.

4,

price

odd

Corset Covers at
today on first floor.

39c

V neck and high neek,
mostly Cambric, with exquisite
embroidery decorations.

4I V.

High
Paper
Envelopes,

each
boxed,
prettily
head engraved “P-H-S’’ on
of High school color.

sheeta

I.
II.

en-

to

39c
will be on
near

eve-

remember,

“Columbia”

Bicycles. We
Portland,
Millinery department Opening

are

pennant III.

24 sheets and 24

are

Price today,
This Underwear Sale
first floor Bargain table
ning silk room.
Seven things

Portland
School Note
and

200

About

There

monstration.

Local Note.

out

98c

at

65 and 50 cent Corset Covers.
Your choice at

4.

Paper.

(Jovers.

clearing

4,

Pequot i.
See Tuesday’s Papers and Windows for Special Lace Curtain de-

Note

The Portland Silk Store

and

4

New York Mills

“P-H-S”

Monday

4.

Anchor

Atlantio

Corset

,

Fruit Loom

Lockwood
Black

Also l’aint Brushes of every sort.

H. H. HAY & SON, Middle St.

The Taffetas

all at

stock contains, and the values are

good

for.

yd.

—

All skin irritation,
itching and chafing,
soothed and healed by

Cotton.

5 cts.

These

NOTICE.

?,nd

At least in Taf-

Changed.

That’s

clamoring

SALE BEGINS

416 CONGRESS ST.

Silks.

several
call your attention as being the
newest and nobbiest thing in the market for waists, comes in handsome bayedere and traverse stripe effects—Jacquard
weave,
light
and medium ground,
$1.00
One line of Taffetas to which

_

a. m.

mer-

In other years, in
Silk
buying, the
large retailer was

wide Unbleached Silk Buying
Somersault.
Cotton. Fair quality.

Yard

cts.

tra-

have very handsome silks in
ribbed effects in fancy grounds in
several colors. Checks and plaids

SALE.

THURSDAY, MAR, 17,8

much

so

chandise.

we

effectively.

$35.00

taking

The most

designs.

other

HOOCf’S Sparil"la

$14.00

Sheeting

Sale appeals to Several of
the ordinary Senses, but

AH the above are unbleached.

flat on my back to press my snouiaers
for relief. After doctoring for months and feeling no better I
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, it
having been taken by some of my ac-

Bargain

Senses.91

to the

This Sheet and

14 cts.

against something

GRAND
OPENING.

Sheeting.

“an Appeal

means

ton.

No one coulditell what ailed me. I had a
dreadful feeling in my stomach and a
constant pain under my shoulder blades.
Many times I was compelled to lie down

:

Sensational

of

efa Silk-buying
for the demand is for millions and
8 cts. 45 inch Lockwood Cotton. the supply is but thousands, and now
the retailer must coax and plead for
12vi Cts. 72 inch Lockwood Cotthe Taffetas that his customers are

This Grand Cure by Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is Permanent —Dreadful
Suffering Completely Relieved.

Bicycle

Sensational Selling

I

Curran and Levi Greenleaf.

in that teries now In service, so that eaoh of the
best of all, I have never had any return of
In 1840, new batteries will have some experienced
those sufferings.” Mrs. E. E. Philbeook,
while teaching in Mississippi he had the artillerymen.
Remember
The new fortifications are to be manned Frankfort, Maine.
The
misfortune to lose one of bis legs.
visit them on Thursday[evenlng, March amputation (at his hip) was before the at onoe and it is quite likely that a batfrom one of the new regiments will
24. The invitation has been aooepted.
days of anesthetics, and medical skill in tery
At the
At the Keeley Institute, 161 Congress Mississippi at that time was not of the be stationed at Portland Head.
no
St. drankenness and morphinism is oured. highest order. However, a few days after lattpr place, inasmuch ns there are
Is the best—In fact the One True Blood Purifier.
a meeting of all the
will be
There
the operation Mr. Griffin insisted upon quarters, the troops_ordered there will be
as
Hood’s Pills and
ladles who wish to take part in
25c\
yonng
having a bed provided in the school room obliged to go into oamp and live just
the operetta to be given.vat City hall, where he remained and continued his they would iD case of active
military
May Day, at Bosworth Post hall,;Monday school. He finally returned again to Port- operations against an enemy.
All school ohildren who land and entered the
at 4.80 p. m.
employ of the PortMAY MUSICAL FESTIAL.
wish to take part in &the carnival will land Gas Light company in September,
TuesA May musical festival under the authe same time] and place
meet at
1855, remaining with that company until
of "the
Past
Chancellors assoday.
1891. His kindly faoe and genial mannor sploesj
Arcana lodge, I. O. G. T., invite |the will be reealled by all who had occasion ciation will be given at City hall the fir. t
of May. Four hundred singers are wantpublic to attend a lecture to be given by to do business at that, office.
this
festival. A well known
the Rev. W. F. Berry of the Congress
men ed for
It may be truly said that few
musical conductor will direct
Boston
Street M. E. church upon the Christian
virtues
as
did
Mr.
as
many.
possessed
in
Civio League of Maine at their hall
He was frugal in his habits, rehearsals and conoerts. The best Boston
Griffin.
Farrington block on Wednesday evening modest in his living and gave with a talent will take part. The choruses are
at 7.80 o’clock. An interesting programme
liberal hand to^charity, no deserving mao specially selected for this occasion from
Mendelssohn’s
42nd
including graphophons selections will be or woman ever applied to him for assist- the Redemption,
provided.
With him it was Psalm, two choruses never before given
ance and was denied.
Llgonia Lodge of Odd Fellows are to not a question of how small a sum he In this country. The music will be withreach of all who oan sing at all
have a sociable next Friday evening for could
give eaoh applicant, but simply in the
members of the lodge and their ladles. what were his or her
a special invitation is extended all
and
and
he
necessities,
There will be dancinggduring the even- would
respond accordingly. He once said who can sing to be present at the first rehall
and
the
in
light
large
banquet
ing
that out of his own earnings he was only hearsal next Thursday evening at Knights
refreshments and fruit punoh will be entitled to what would make his
family of Pythias hall, 420 1-2 Congress street.
served.
the
balance
to
belonged those There will be no expense for chorus
comfortable,
In the United States Cironit Court beHe was for a long tiokets except 75 cents for the bare cost
who needed it more.
fore Judge Webb
Saturday forenoon, time oonneoted with Plymouth ohlirch, of the musio. K.
of
P.
singers are
James Neal, of Sanford, for violation
but for the last fourteen or fifteen years earnestly invited as well as all others.
Instead of an annual opening exof the internal revenue laws, selling at
he had been a member of the State street Book your name if possible before Thurs- hibiton as heretofore. I shall inaugurate
retail malt {liquors without having a fedCongregationa 1 where he was held in day evening at Stelnert’s, Sohlotterbeck the season by placing on sale all the the
oral llfutnM war finfld $25.
JHfi naid andf
and
Foss’s, or Hawes’s musio store. new wheels of various makes carried
high esteem.
nvor fmm ln«st vftar
Thfiv will hft snlrl at
was discharged.
Mr. Griffin married Jane Crabtree who Come as early on Thursday evening as
The P. M. B. veteran association have
and by whom he had five possible.
died in 1890,
to
secured
quarters at No. 11 Exchange, children, of which two daughters, Ellen
ljnjwvyiiju qaibii a
street, room 9, and invite all ex-members C. and Julia W., survive him.
Every wheel is well built, unused and in
IS TON.
of the “Blues” to (meet there next Tuesprime condition. Such prices never apCome and see the
before.
MR. CHENERY’S ACCOUNTS.
day evening at 7.30 p. m.
Edgar A. Wright, who served in the proached
machines. They talk.
i > The Fraternity club will be entertained
Second United States
Artillery and
this evening by Mr. Bird at the Sher- The Report of the Committee of the Trust Thirteenth Infantry, and was also a color
wood. The paper will be from Mr. Emery
Company.
Bergeant for seven years in the Second
on Mrs. Browning.
Reginient National Guard of this state,
Rev. E. H. Hughes of Malden, will
was at Fort Preble and stated to a repreThe Union Safe IDeposit
and
Trust
lecture on “The Cost of War” at Chestsentative of the PRESS vhat he was raisits
company ^as completed
investigation
CONTINUES ONE WEEK,
nut street ohurch this evening.
sera company in Lewiston whose
into the aocounts of the late William ing
an
like
mild
April day,
Yesterday was
vices would be at the disposal of the gen- Open evenings during tbe sale.
Chenery, cashier of the post office, who
Bnd showery.
eral government. Twenty-three men have
was found by Postmaster Swett and Inalready signed and little difficulty will be
to
be
and
Snow
Brown
<5,950.68
spectors
PERSONAL.
in getting the company up.to
short in his aooounts. The company was experienced
full strength when desired.
Mr. George B. Mnroh of Westbrook, son surety for Mr. Chenery and on the disof Register of Deeds G. Frq<3l Murch, has covery of the shortage in his acoounts it DELEGATES TO MASSACHUSETTS
been appointed editor of the horse departs promptly paid over the amount to PostBOARD OF TRADE.
raaster.Swett, reserving the right to rement of the Boston Journal.
mamdtf
President F. E.'Boothby of the Porthas passed the cover from My. Swjtl any portion of such
Mr. John K. Hooper
land Board of Trade, has been appointed
civil servloe examination for a position sum, if upon' investigation the shortage
one of the five delegates.,from the Maine
The
been should prove to be less than that.
bureau and has
In the weather
whom President
State Board of Trade,
offered a poaltion’as kite’.observer which oommittee'of the Trust company charged
Lord was requested to send to the meetAll persons holding my labor
he will probably aooept.
with the investigation of the acoounts
of the jMassachusetts State Board in tickets must present them l'or
A solemn mass of requiem 'for the rethat the amount due ing
Saturday
reported
Mrs. Sarah
to
Mr. McLaren at
to consider the payment
pose of the soul of the late
was as stated by the post office inspectors Boston on the 22d inst.,
McGowan, who died ontf month ago, will and they reported that there was a short- best methods of securing a proper exhibit United States Motel between lo
be celebrated at the Cathedral this morna. m. and 12 m. Monday.
at the of New
age in Mr. Chenery’s acoounts
England products at the Paris
T. II. SMEKMAN.
ing at eight o'clock.
It*
dose of the first quarter after Mr. Swett’s
The
five
local
in
1900.
largest
Exposition
of
accession to the office, which had been
Dr. Straw, formerly in
praotloe
be
will
Maine
at
Philain
the
boards
from
returned
represented
has
to
the
date
of
inediolne
Mr.
gradually increasing
delphia Polyclinio post graduate college Chenery’s Illness, and it is supposed that the Massachusetts meeting.
hospital and is now visiting friends the shortage arose in part from money
We
n this olty previous to
looatlng In the taken to repay temporary loans by means
AT THE Y. M. 0. A.
BRUSH
Have
former
West In medioal practioe.
which
had
been
of
m sde
shortages
The usual Sunday afternoon meeting of
Devoted
WEEK
Mr.
from
time
to
time
by
Chonery
to
the
good
Dr. I. E. Kimball will return
examined or the Y. M. C. A. was held yesterday afterthe when the accounts were
He has visited
All our
city on Tuesday.
AT
HAY’S
office was turned over from one noon at 4.30 o’clock in the new room on
greater part of Mexico during his absenoe. when the
Window
postmaster to another.
PHARMACY.
and
was
made
invery
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teresting by a brief talk by Mr. George

attendance, l»daslred.
Vincent MouuSfort Post, No. 93, G. A.
B., of Brunswick, (has extended an Invitation to Bosworth Post of this city to
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A SERIOUS AFFECTION.

Company in Port-

land.

ciation.

Shore.
The Vancouver of the Dominion line,
arrived from Liverpool via Halifax at 0.30
p. m. Saturday. She brought to this port
two saloon, 18 Intermediate and 12 steerof
age passengers and about 1400 tons
Her trip to Halifax was one of
oargo.
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sole agents for

March 29th.
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Skirts for $1.00.

When Cloth aud Linings

are

Dress

bought here.

48c
Each sheet IV. Quo Vadis—our price
Publish.**' price $1.50.
steel
Me.”
New Idea Paper Patterns, 10c
V.
Colonial Initial.
Equal to any 25cor 35c patterns.
Prettily boxed
Candy, Fresh and pure.
paper and en- VI.
R & G Corsets.
VII.
Special
velopes. Ornamental initial. Many
sale at
79c
other styles.

velopes.
engraved “Portland,

J. R. LIBBY CO.-

J. R. LIBBY GO.

